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ABSTRACT
The U.S. is the second largest producer of apples in the world, with a wholesale value of $2.7
billion each year. Currently, apples are grown in 32 states in the U.S. However, the U.S. apple
industry is in crisis mainly stemming from close dependence on a large seasonal workforce,
coupled with a reduced labor pool and increased labor costs. Apple harvest is labor intensive,
and currently, during apple harvest season, approximately 45,000 – 50,000 pickers use buckets
and ladders and pick each apple manually throughout the U.S. Apple harvest work includes
considerable awkward postures, prone to causing occupational injuries. In addition, pickers are at
risk of fall hazards when working on a ladder. In this project, a harvest-assist unit, aimed at fresh
market apples, was developed and field tested.
Considerable research utilizing various concepts was conducted on mechanical apple harvesting
since the 1950s, such as “shake-and-catch” harvesters, “combing fingers” machines, “rod press”
mechanism, “air jets” machines, harvest robots, and harvest-assist systems. Based on literature
review, the harvest-assist concept was selected to solve the U.S. apple industry issues. An apple
harvest-assist unit was designed, fabricated, and field tested in 2013, during which the unit
performed reliably. However, the unacceptably high apple bruising incidence of 48% was a main
problem, especially considering this unit was targeting fresh market apples. The major
component causing bruising was determined as the distributor for the following reasons: 1) the
distributor itself caused 19% of the total apple bruising; 2) the distributor unsatisfactorily
reduced apple speed, resulting in apples having high speeds when exiting the distributor, and the
high apple speeds were prone to causing apple bruising. Two individual designs, the cone-shaped
distributor and the brush mechanism, replaced the original distributor. Field tests demonstrated
that the harvest-assist unit with the cone-shaped distributor and the brush mechanism mounted,
iii

resulted in 100% and 99% of harvested apples remaining in the Extra Fancy grade, respectively,
after passing through the complete harvest-assist unit.
While addressing the apple bruising issue, it was observed that padding was a key approach in
decreasing apple bruising. Hence, research on establishing a model based on energy absorbed by
one-layer and three-layer padding materials was established. The model was validated by the
energy absorbed by a two-layer padding material. Correlation between predicted and actual
absorbed energy yielded an r2 value of 99.17%, and slope and intercept of the predicted vs.
actual absorbed energy linear regression curve were 1.0084 and 0.0210 Joule, respectively.
Apple harvest work was first categorized into 12 activities, and the Rapid Upper Limb
Assessment (RULA) method was used to analyze apple harvest activities and identify awkward
activities that occurred during harvest. Awkward activities were determined as: ladder
descending, dumping apples, picking high apples while standing on a ladder, picking low apples
while standing on a ladder, picking high apples while standing on the ground, picking low apples
while standing on the ground, and moving a ladder. It was also observed that pickers spent
63.5% of working time under awkward postures that needed to be changed soon or immediately.
When working on the harvest assist-unit, awkward activities of ladder descending, moving a
ladder, picking low apples while standing on a ladder and picking high apples while standing on
a ladder were eliminated. Time percentage of awkward postures was decreased from 65.3% of
the whole harvest time in conventional apple harvest approach to 43.3% of the whole harvest
time using harvest-assist unit. In addition, this harvest-assist unit increased the overall apple
harvest efficiency by 28.6%.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Stay hungry. Stay foolish.
Steve Jobs (1955 - 2011)
Co-founder, Chairman, and CEO of Apple Inc.

1.1. Significance of this study
Apples are an important fruit in the U.S., with an annual production of 11,251,200,000 lb. in
2014 (Agriculture Statistics, 2014). In addition, apple production in the U.S. increased
significantly in recent years. From 2012 to 2014, the apple production increased by 25% in the
U.S. (Agricultural Statistics). However, the U.S. apple industry is still vulnerable, stemming
largely from close dependency on a large seasonal workforce, increased labor costs, and
decreased availability of agricultural employees (Schmoldt, 2007; Schupp et al., 2011). In fact,
since the late 1980s, growers noticed that they had difficulty in obtaining qualified seasonal
workers to hand harvest apples (Domigan et al., 1988), and the reasons were as follows:
1. The U.S. Congress, in 1986, passed the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA),
which authorizes potential jail terms and severe fines for employers who knowingly
employ undocumented workers (Peterson, 1992). The undocumented workers, however,
were the major labor force sources of the U.S. apple industry (Peterson and Miller, 1989);
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2. Increasing Regulations, such as the 1992 Federal Worker Protection Standard (Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 40, Part 170), made the management of apple industry labor
more difficult and costly (Peterson et. al, 1997; Peterson and Miller, 1996);
3. The increasing tightening of labor supplies led to a shortage of seasonal workers, and is
expected to worsen in the future (Warner, 2003; Schupp et al., 2011).
Because of susceptibility of bruising, apples are still hand harvested by migrant and seasonal
farm workers who carry them from trees to a bin (0.71 m3) in bushel buckets weighing as much
as 19 kg, when filled (Earle-Richardson et al., 2004; Freivalds et al., 2006). Earle-Richardson et
al. (2006) demonstrated that hand apple harvest work plagued pickers with occupational health
problems, such as neck, back, and shoulder strains. Fulmer et al. (2002) indicated the contact
stress of the shoulder straps and awkward postures contributed to strain problems, through
observing apple harvest ergonomic exposures. Sakakibara et al. (1995) showed evidence that
overhead work during apple harvesting was related with shoulder and neck disorders. Fathallah
(2010) described fall hazards from ladder climbing and descending during apple harvest. In
summary, apple harvest has two major disadvantages: potential occupational injuries, and risk of
falling off ladders. Peterson (1992) and Holt (1999) suggested that increased mechanization was
an effective means to solve problems of apple harvest: labor shortages, increased labor costs,
occupational injuries, and ladders fall hazards.
Many attempts have been made to develop mechanical apple harvesters using the concepts of
shake-and-catch (Peterson and Monroe, 1977; Diener et al., 1982; Domigan et al., 1988; Peterson
et al., 1994; Peterson and Wolford, 2003), combing technique (Child et al., 1980; LeFlufy, 1982;
LeFlufy, 1983), air jets (Thomas, 1964; Berlage, 1972; Berlage, 1973), and rod press (Peterson,
1982; Peterson and Kornecki, 1987). However, these machines were unsuccessful in harvesting
2

apples for the fresh market due to excessive damage caused by apple-to-apple, apple-to-branch,
and apple-to-machine contact (Peterson, 2005b). Harrell et al. (1989), Bulanon et al. (2001),
Katupitiya et al. (2005), Baeten et al. (2008), and Zhao et al. (2011) focused on developing apple
harvest robots. Because of their high costs and low efficiency, however, robots were not
commercialized. Since the late 1990s, the focus shifted to develop apple harvest-assist platforms
(Schupp et al., 2011). Peterson and Miller (1996), Peterson (2005a), and Baugher et al. (2009)
conducted research on apple harvest-assist platforms. Though it is observed this technology
could benefit the U.S. apple industry, and a couple of platforms are already or to be available in
the market (Fathallah, 2010; Luo et al., 2012), the major problem for these platforms is the
machine price. This harvest-assist technology benefits large orchards. However, for small
orchard owners, the price is relatively expensive. For example the apple vacuum-assist harvest
machine (DBR) is to be commercialized, with anticipated price of $150,000 (Milkovich, 2013).
In this research, a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit was designed, fabricated, improved, and
tested. Comparisons between conventional apple harvest approach and harvest-assist unit method
were conducted on the aspects of harvest efficiency, bruising, and ergonomic postures of pickers.
The apple bruising issue was addressed through machine improvements, which made this unit
qualified for fresh market apples.

1.2. Goals and objectives of this research
1.2.1. Research goals
The goal of this research was to develop a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit, which was
potentially commercialized.
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1.2.2. Research objectives
The following four specific objectives were pursued in this project:
1) Design, fabricate, improve, and test an apple harvest-assist unit prototype;
2) Limit the costs of this harvest-assist unit within $20,000;
3) Decrease apple bruising incidence to be less than 5% (desired industry threshold);
4) Calculate awkward posture time percentage of conventional apple harvest approach and
harvest-assist unit method, respectively;
5) Calculate harvest efficiency of conventional apple harvest approach and harvest-assist
unit method, respectively.

1.3. Overview of this research
There are three phases in this research, as illustrated in figure 1.
1. In phase I, understanding of the vacuum-driven apple harvest-assist system and literature
review of previous research related to apple mechanical harvesting were conducted.
2. In phase II, a harvest-assist unit prototype was designed, fabricated, improved, and tested.
Disadvantages of the unit prototype were determined.
3. In phase III, the harvest-assist unit prototype was improved and retested, until satisfying
the bruising incidence below 5%. Assessment of the unit was conducted from three
aspects: bruising incidence, harvest efficiency, and pickers’ ergonomic analysis.
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DBR vacuum-driven apple harvest-assist system
Phase I: understand DBR
and review literature
Understand DBR working principles and review literature

Design a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit and lab test
Phase II: design the
Low-cost apple harvest-assist unit field test

unit and conduct tests

Bruise incidence < 5%?

NO
Harvest-assist unit optimization

Phase III: optimize and
assess the unit

YES

Harvest efficiency test

Pickers’ ergonomic analysis

Harvest efficiency

Figure
Figure1.1
1. Flowchart
Flowchart of
of methodology
methodology.
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1.4. Structure of this thesis
This thesis has ten chapters in total, mainly in time sequence. Chapter 2 – Chapter 9 represent
eight individual manuscripts. They are standalone, aimed to different problems; they are also
integral parts of this dissertation, aimed at responding to questions raised during research. Hence,
these eight chapters remain in manuscript format.
In Chapter 2, mechanical apple harvest development was reviewed and categorized into semiautomatic harvester, harvest robot, and harvest-assist platform. Study intensity was obtained by
calculating papers publish per five years, and reasons to select harvest-assist technology as a
potential candidate for commercialization were stated.
In Chapter 3, a harvest-assist unit prototype was designed and fabricated. Field test results
showed the unit performed reliably, without turning over and malfunctions of any components.
Bruising incidence, however, was unacceptably high, which needed to be addressed for this unit
targeting fresh market apples.
In Chapter 4, the causes of high apple bruising incidence in Chapter 3 were determined and
solved by designing new components.
In Chapter 5, the other design aimed at decreasing apple bruising were fabricated and tested,
resulting in satisfactory performance.
In Chapter 6, the second year field test was conducted, and harvest efficiency using this unit was
calculated and compared with conventional apple harvest approach.
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In Chapter 7, padding material energy absorption factors were identified, and a model was
constructed and validated.
In Chapter 8, ergonomic analysis on conventional apple harvest approach was conducted using
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) method. Awkward activities in conventional apple
harvest approach were identified.
In Chapter 9, ergonomic and efficiency comparisons between conventional and harvest-assist
approach were conducted.
In Chapter 10, general conclusions are made and future research directions are suggested.
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CHAPTER 2
MECHANICAL APPLE HARVESTING DEVELOPMENT – A REVIEW
I wasn’t lucky. I worked hard to achieve the goals I set for myself.
Li Ka-shing (1928 - )
Hong Kong Business Magnate, Investor, and Philanthropist.

ABSTRACT
Apple harvesting is one of the unmechanized and drudging production tasks. With increasing
labor costs and decreasing availability of pickers, researchers have been focusing on mechanical
apple harvesting. Studies on semi-automatic harvesters, harvest robots, and harvest-assist
platforms were targeting development of mechanical apple harvest. Semi-automatic harvesters
were not in commercial stage for fresh market apples due to unacceptably high apple bruising
incidence. Harvest robots were not in market due to high costs and low efficiency. Apple
harvest-assist platforms are a technology that has the potential to be commercialized based on
current research.

2.1. Introduction
2.1.1. Importance of the U.S. apple industry
The United States is the world’s second largest producer of apples, only behind the People’s
Republic of China. Approximately 25% of fresh apples grown in the United States are exported.
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In 2012, exports of U.S. fresh apple crop set a record of 46.7 million bushels, with a value record
of $1.158 million. The wholesale value of U.S. apple crop is more than $2.7 billion each year,
and apples are currently commercially grown in 32 states (U.S. Apple Association). U.S. apple
production continues on growing up in recent years. From 2012 to 2014, the total apple
production increased by 25% (Agricultural Statistics, 2014).

2.1.2. Apple harvest
Currently, apples are still hand-harvested by migrant and seasonal farm workers who carry them
from trees to a 0.71 m3 bin in bushel buckets weighing 19 kg when filled (Freivalds et al., 2006).
Apple harvest is physically demanding and potentially dangerous work. During apple harvest
season, approximately 45,000 – 50,000 pickers throughout the United States use ladders and
bags and pick apples individually by hand (Luo et al., 2012). Labor expenses account for a
significant proportion of apple production costs. Using ‘Gala’ apple growers in Washington State
as an example, up to 58% of production costs is labor expenses and 25% is in harvesting
(Gallardo et al., 2010).

2.1.3. Apple harvest labor shortages
The U.S. apple industry remains vulnerable in the near future, stemming from its dependence on
a large seasonal workforce, coupled with decreased availability of agriculture employees and
enhanced labor costs (Warner, 1997; Morgan, 2002; Schmoldt, 2007; Schupp et al., 2011). Since
the 1980s, orchard owners found it increasingly difficult to employ qualified labor for apple hand
harvesting (Domigan et al., 1988), and this can be mainly attributed to the following three
reasons:
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1. Many foreign workers (mainly from Mexico) came to the U.S. formally and informally,
since the “Bracero Program” was enacted in 1942 to relieve U.S. labor shortages (Martin
and Mines, 1983). In the 1980s, the U.S. harvest labor force consisted of >50%
undocumented workers (Martin, 1985; Martin and Mines, 1983). To solve problems of
illegal migration into the United States, Congress, in 1986, passed the Immigration
Reform and Control Act (IRCA), which authorizes severe fines and potential jail terms
for those who knowingly employ undocumented workers. The reduction of
undocumented workers in the U.S. led to labor shortages for apple harvest.
2. Increased regulations, such as the 1992 Federal Worker Protection Standard (Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 40, Part 170), were making the management of field labor
more difficult and costly (Peterson et al., 1997; Peterson & Miller, 1996).
3. Increasing tightening of labor supplies resulted in a shortage of seasonal workers, and is
expected to worsen in the future (Hansen, 1999; Warner, 2003).

2.1.4. Apple harvest work causing occupational injuries and fall hazards
Apple manual harvesting includes activities that require pickers to assume a number of awkward
postures, such as leaning far to one side while standing on a ladder, moving a heavy ladder in
orchard field with uneven terrain, and stooping down to release apples out of bag bottom (EarleRichardson et al., 2005). Sakakibara et al. (1995) showed evidence that overhead work during
apple harvesting was related to shoulder and neck disorders. Fulmer et al. (2002) indicated that
contact stress of shoulder straps and awkward postures contributed to the strain problems,
through observing apple harvest ergonomic postures. Earle-Richardson et al. (2006)
demonstrated that apple hand harvest work caused occupational health problems, such as neck,
back, and shoulder strains. In addition to occupational injuries, Fathallah (2010) pointed out that
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harvesting exposed workers to fall hazards from climbing and descending ladders, and picking
while standing on a ladder.

2.1.5. Mechanical apple harvesting
Friedland et al. (1979), Berlage and Langmo (1979), Peterson (1992a), and Holt (1999)
suggested that increasing apple harvesting mechanization could be an effective means in solving
the above problems. Mechanical harvesting could increase harvesting efficiency, decrease labor
costs, reduce close dependence on workforce, and lower or eliminate occupational injuries and
ladder fall hazards.
This study aimed to comprehensively review the existing literature on mechanical apple
harvesting from 1959 to 2014. All research was separated into three categories. This was
followed by reviewing each research report in detail, including advantages and limitations.
Finally, future trends for mechanical apple harvesting are discussed.

2.2. Mechanical apple harvesting development
2.2.1. Mechanical apple harvesting categorization
Peterson (2005b) and DeKleine et al. (2013) separated apple harvest technologies into two
categories based on apple removal types: bulk (mass) and selective. The selective technology
was to detach apples individually by using a robotic arm, in conjunction with sensors to locate
apples. In contrast to the selective technology, the bulk (mass) technology focused on detaching
all apples on a tree in a short time period, by shaking a tree, or using air jets with ethephon, or
through other approaches. This research, however, organized apple harvest technologies, based
on involvement of workers, into three categories:
14



Semi-automatic apple harvest concept.



Apple harvest robot approach.



Apple harvest-assist technology.

For the semi-automatic apple harvest concept, only one driver was involved in the harvest
process. However, the driver’s work was to drive harvest machines, not pick apples from a tree.
Apple detachment was fully conducted by harvest machines, not by pickers.
For the apple harvest robot approach, a robot conducted all activities involved in apple
harvesting, including recognizing, locating, detaching, and placing apples at a certain place.
For the apple harvest-assist technology, a platform assisted pickers with harvesting apples,
increasing pickers’ working efficiency, and decreasing working strength. Pickers only needed to
detach apples by hand. Other activities in conventional apple harvest approach, such as moving
ladders, climbing ladders, carrying on a bucket and so on, were eliminated.

2.2.2. Semi-automatic apple harvest technology
Semi-automatic apple harvest technology requires one person to drive machines, and apple
detachment is conducted by machines automatically. Based on apple detachment approaches, the
semi-automatic technology is categorized into shake-and-catch concept, combing principle, rod
press mechanism, and air jet method.
2.2.2.1. Shake-and-catch concept
The basic principle of shake-and-catch concept is to generate an inertial force, which is larger
than the bonding force between apples and limbs, to detach apples.
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2.2.2.1.1. Cornell fresh market apple harvester
Millier et al. (1973) constructed the Cornell fresh market apple harvester (fig. 2), including a
fruit catching system that decreased apple free fall distance, a roll-pad feeder that transferred
apples from an under-tree catcher conveyor to a main conveyor, a main conveyor, and a bulk bin
filler. Field evaluation of this harvester was conducted on ‘McIntosh’, ‘Delicious’, and ‘Golden
Delicious’ apple cultivars. Experimental results indicated that using the shake and multi-level
catching method for fresh market apples was unfeasible, due to high apple bruising damage
incidence. Damage occurred at every step of harvest operation: detachment, falling to the
catching system, catching, rolling, conveying, conveyor transfer, and bin filling. Future work to
mechanically harvest fresh market apples focused on developing new catching systems,
inventing new conveyor transfer mechanisms, designing bulk bin filling components, and
building rapid bulk handling devices.

Figure 2. Cornell fresh market apple harvester with extended catchers (Millier et al., 1973).

2.2.2.1.2. Over-the-row apple harvesters
Allshouse and Morrow (1972) developed and improved an over-the-row harvester for apples
grown on dwarf trees (fig. 3). Successive three-year field tests were conducted, with
improvements by determining machine deficiencies each year. The first-year field tests
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demonstrated that the machine removed 90% of tree apples, without using fruit loosening
chemicals, and one min was adequate to harvest a tree. Harvested apple quality, however, was
unacceptable for fresh market, due to significant bruising. Improvements on conveyors, bin
filling system, tube, and shaker were conducted and the second-year field tests showed an
acceptable level of apple bruising, with approximately 52% of apples harvested showing no
bruising. Based on the field test result, improvements on the tree seal, belt conveyors, and
shakers, further enhanced the machine performance, with field tests indicating approximately
65% of apples harvested without bruises.

Figure 3. Front and rear views of an apple harvester being field tested in 1971 (Allshouse & Morrow,
1972).

Berlage and Langmo (1974) developed a straddle frame harvest machine targeting fresh market
apples, based on shake-and-catch concept. Field tests focused on two aspects: time study and
bruising. The machine worked in repetitive activities: positioning, shaking and catching,
releasing clamps, and travelling. Time percentage of each activity was recorded, with only
36.2% of effective working time spent on shaking and catching. The bruising results indicated
that 46.5% and 79.1% of harvested ‘Red Delicious’ and ‘Golden Delicious’ apples were in the
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cull range, respectively. Stem pull was another deficiency, because harvested ‘Red Delicious’
apples had an up to 81% stem pulls. Recommendations for future research were suggested as:
changing tree canopy structures, designing new conveyors, and eliminating orchard ground
obstacles. Berlage & Langmo (1976) tested the plastic sphere approach on this machine, aimed at
decreasing apple bruises. Low-density polyethylene spheres, with 75 mm diameter, were used in
this experiment. By using spheres, apple bruise damage decreased by 39% and 10%, for ‘Red
Delicious’ and ‘Golden Delicious’ apples, respectively, compared with not using spheres. Apple
harvest time, however, for using spheres was 13 times greater compared to not using spheres,
mainly due to the time-consuming activity of filling spheres around the tree canopy. Hence, the
reduction in apple bruise did not offset the increase in harvest time, from an economic
perspective. Nivon et al. (1977) continued on this research by testing the method of shaking and
removing spheres from the container simultaneously, and indeed the cull rate was decreased. The
reduction in cull rate, however, could not offset the increased time, and it was unacceptable for
apple growers to implement this method from an economic perspective.
Tennes et al. (1976) summarized over-the-row apple harvesters and investigated tree shapes and
machine concepts to decrease bruises. Tree shapes significantly affected apple bruising, and four
types of tree canopies were studied: spindle-bush, Y, T, and double T. A spindle-bush had a
central leader, and it caused severe damage when apple falling off trees. To solve this problem,
three new canopies were discussed. A Y-shape canopy was obtained by cutting off the top center
of trees and cutting the bottom of trees at a 45 deg angle. A T-shape canopy was cultivated with
a main trunk and a flat canopy on the top. A double-T tree had two T-shape canopies on the main
trunk. These three new canopies should decrease apple bruising during mechanical harvest. An
innovative concept on machine was initiated to design the harvester main frame to perform
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several other functions, including pruning and spraying, by adding detachable units separately.
This concept reduced investment on the apple harvester from orchard owners.
Monroe (1982) modified a prototype commercial machine to obtain an over-the-row continuous
apple harvest machine, aimed at reducing apple production costs. Test results showed that the
average speed for shaking trees while traveling along a row was about 4 trees/min, for trees
spaced at 4.75 m apart in the row. Two advantages of this machine were: 1) tree tender bark was
not damaged during shaking; and 2) the machine could also perform pruning, spraying, and
thinning. Fruit bruising was not tested in this research. Peterson (1982a) continued on this
research and replaced the previous manually controlled shaker with an automatic sequencing
shaker. In addition, fruit catching and collecting components were added. Experimental results
demonstrated that shaking rate was approximate 200 trees/hour.
Peterson et al. (1985) constructed an over-the-row apple harvester, mainly focusing on
components of impact shaker, catching surface, and conveyors. Field trials demonstrated that
Extra Fancy and Fancy grade apples were 69.9%, 81.0%, 78.7%, and 50.9%, for ‘Stayman’,
‘York’, ‘Delicious’, and ‘Golden Delicious’, respectively. In addition, the inertia shaker had a
higher apple removal rate than the impact shaker did, but had a lower Extra Fancy and Fancy
grades apples. Peterson and Miller (1989) improved the machine on shaker, conveyor, and
catching surfaces, and field tested this machine. The harvester’ performance was enhanced to
obtaining 87% of apples in the Extra Fancy and Fancy grades. Peterson et al. (1994) utilized this
over-the-row machine to harvest semi-dwarf freestanding apple trees, and indicated, for ‘Bisbee
Delicious’ and ‘Golden Delicious’, 80% and 53% of harvested apples were in the Extra Fancy
and Fancy grades.
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2.2.2.1.3. Apple harvesters with large catching surfaces
LaBelle et al. (1965) modified a machine originated for cherry to harvest processing apples, and
this was the first traceable apple harvester in this research. Harvest experiments conducted in
1961 demonstrated the usability of the machine. Considerable damage to apples, however, made
improvement necessary, and a new frame was designed specifically for this machine to solve this
problem. Machine harvested apples in 1963 were compared with hand-picked apples on a plant
scale, indicating they had similar qualities on apple sauce and slices.
Peterson and Monroe (1977) developed and tested a continuous movement tree crop harvester to
improve harvest efficiency, because all machines current at that time must stop and perform
several operations for each tree (stop-go units). A tree crop harvester, consisting of two
independent, self-propelled halves (a shaker half and a collector half) was constructed. Because
the two halves were not physically joined, a special device was designed to cover the gap, which
apples fell through. Field tests demonstrated, for trees spacing of 2.74 m, this unit was capable of
harvesting over 200 trees/hour, 50% faster than the conventional stop-go units.
Berlage and Langmo (1979) developed a mechanical apple harvester and field tested it on ‘Red
Delicious’ and ‘Golden Delicious’ apples. This harvester consisted of two self-propelled
catching frame halves. Except that the left half had an attached trunk shakers, the two halves
were exactly the same. This machine worked efficiently, and on small apple tree harvest, the
harvester was 3.2 times faster than conventional hand harvesting. Bruising comparison between
apples harvested by this machine and hand was conducted, showing that 14% of ‘Red Delicious’
and 39% of ‘Golden Delicious’ apples harvested by this machine were culled, while there was no
cullage for conventional hand harvesting.
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HcHugh et al. (1981) developed and tested a compact, single operator mechanical apple
harvester for both processing and fresh market apples, focusing on semi-dwarf apple varieties.
Field tests demonstrated advantages of this machine: 1) adjustable speed from 0 to 5.15 km/h; 2)
satisfactory harvest speed from 1 to 2 min per tree; and 3) excellent visibility for drivers assisting
positioning, extending, and clamping the shaker. However, apple bruising was a deficiency for
this machine, with broken skin on approximately 35% of harvested apples.
Diener et al. (1982) designed the West Virginia University apple harvester, under the design
criteria of: 1) low costs; 2) low bruising incidence; 3) high capacity; 4) harvesting both large
conventional and size-controlled trees; and 5) rapid availability of the machine to orchard
growers. Field test results showed the harvester performed reliably, with 12% of harvested
apples being culls. Costs by applying this machine to harvest apples were $15.21 per ton,
compared with $39.33 per ton for hand harvesting. However, excessive bruising and skin breaks
were the two primary reasons for preventing this machine from being commercialized.
Domigan et al. (1988) developed a low-cost, self-propelled apple harvester, targeting T-trellis
and double T-trellis tree canopies. A three wheel hydrostatic ground drive system was selected
for this harvester. A collection conveyor caught detached apples and then transported and
deposited them in a bin. A four-year bruising test showed apple bruising harvested by this
machine was similar to, or less than that by hand.
Peterson and Wolford (2003) developed a two-sided mechanical harvester (fig. 4), targeting
apples grown on narrow-inclined trellis. This machine was obtained by modifying a sweet cherry
harvester. The harvester performed reliably during field tests, demonstrating apple removal rate
of greater than or equal to 95%. Bruising tests on eight apple cultivars showed that the lowest
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cuts and punctures occurred on ‘Ace Spur Delicious’ at 6.8%, highest on ‘Pink Lady’ at 27.2%.
High percentage of stem pulls potentially created a decay problem during post-harvest storage.
Peterson and Bennedsen (2005) continued on studying this machine, and identified that the fruit
quality and removal efficiency were not affected by impulse times. In addition, removal rate was
not significantly different between apples on long/thin limbs and short limbs, within 300 mm
from the impulse point.

a

b

Figure 4. (a) Apple harvester rear view; (b) Apple harvester front view (Peterson & Wolford, 2003).

2.2.2.1.4. Horizontal shaker
Lang (1989) developed a harvester for Lincoln Canopy apple trees. Six discs with rubber teeth at
their edges being driven by two positive-displacement type shaker heads horizontally shook
branches at a frequency of 10 Hz and amplitude of 26 mm. This harvester was capable of moving
continuously at 0.3 km/h during harvesting. Field tests demonstrated that, for ‘Cox’s Orange’,
‘Red Delicious’, and ‘Braeburn’, apples had bruising incidence of 4%, 5%, and 3%, and had an
apple removal incidence of 97%, 96%, and 96%, respectively.
2.2.2.2. Combing principle
As the shake-and-catch mechanical apple harvesting principle caused considerable bruising
during and subsequent to removal, researchers shifted to a novel method of detaching apples by a
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combing principle. The combing principle was to remove apples effectively by drawing a set of
combing finger upwards through the branch system of narrow hedgerow trees (LeFlufy, 1982b).
One key component in the combing apple harvester (fig. 5) was the combing fingers, which were
designed under the criteria: 1) fingers were required to be flexible to avoid damage to apples; 2)
fingers needed to be adequately rigid to detach apples; and 3) fingers must return exactly to their
original positions after deflection. LeFlufy (1982a) and LeFlufy (1983) field tested the combing
principle apple harvester, and results showed that, for ‘Cox’ apples, 90% could be collected with
80% of them being Class I grade.

Figure 5. Combing technique apple harvester being field tested (LeFlufy, 1982b).

2.2.2.3. Rod press mechanism
To address apple bruising problems caused by the shake-and-catch detachment method, a novel
rod press removal mechanism was developed for detaching apples from narrow canopies
(Peterson, 1982b). The rod press mechanism detached apples from canopies by a series of
equally spaced rods, which were arranged on a triangular pattern. Rods were coated by a soft
material to prevent apples from damage. Preliminary field tests demonstrated that this
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mechanism yielded a satisfactory percentage of fresh market quality apples. A mechanical apple
harvester (fig. 6) for T-trellis based on this rod press removal mechanism was constructed
(Peterson and Kornecki, 1987; Peterson and Miller, 1989). Field experiments demonstrated that
this machine could harvest both ‘Delicious’ and ‘Golden Delicious’, with approximately 90%
apples in Extra Fancy and Fancy grades.

Figure 6. Rod press apple harvester being field tested (Peterson and Miller, 1989).

2.2.2.4. Air jet method
The air jet apple detachment method utilized opposite air jets across the tree canopy to generate
apple removal forces, after applying an abscission chemical (ethephon), and an apple harvester
(fig. 7) was constructed based on this method (Thomas, 1964; Berlage, 1973). Field trials
demonstrated that it was difficult to schedule the apple harvest date relative to the date of
ethephon application. Apple bruising tests were not conducted.
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a

b

Figure 7. (a) Side view of the air jet harvester; (b) Rear view of the air jet harvester (Berlage, 1973).

2.2.2.5. Apple bruising reduction methods
Apple bruising was a major problem for mechanical harvesting, and considerable research was
conducted to address this problem.
2.2.2.5.1. Open center canopy
When applying the shake-and-catch concept harvesters, apples had severe bruises when they
were shaken off trees. Markwardt et al. (1968) conducted studies to determine the effects of
central-leader tree structure on apple bruising. Three tree areas were designated as: 1) lower
periphery – apples on the outer limbs of trees and within 8 ft. off the ground; 2) upper periphery
– apples on the outer limbs of trees and above 8 ft. off the ground; and 3) top center – apples on
the upper inside and top of trees. Experiments on ‘Greening’ and ‘Rome’ apples were conducted
and experimental results for both cultivars demonstrated that considerably more bruising
occurred to apples in the top center area of trees than from other two areas – the lower periphery
and upper periphery. Pellerin et al. (1978) continued research to handle the top center apples by
testing another apple tree canopy – the open center form. By removing the central-leader just
above the whorl of low scaffolds, the open-center canopy form was obtained. This removal,
however, did not affect the tree fruit yields. Experimental results demonstrated that apple cull
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percent decreased from 31.01% of central-leader trees to 21.61% of open-center trees, and apple
removal percent increased from 81.71% of the center-leader trees to 89.16% of the open-center
trees.
2.2.2.5.2. Tine panel
Recognizing apple falling velocity through trees needed to be reduced to decrease bruises,
Rehkugler and Markwardt (1971) invented padded tines (fig. 8). Padded tines intercepted falling
apples, reducing apple speed. Hence, the average energy transferred at each collision was
reduced. Though collisions between apples and tree limbs occurred more, the energy level would
be much lower. Field experiments demonstrated that this mechanism reduced large bruise
percentage, which was offset by the increased number of small bruises. Fridley et al.(1975)
continued research on the tine panel method by replacing the padded tines with a tapered inflated
tube, and conducted economic analysis of this mechanism. Field experiments showed this
mechanism performed satisfactorily in penetrating the inflated flexible tines into trees, not
reducing fruit removal. In addition, economic merits were validated.

Figure 8. Tine panel inserting padded tines into an apple tree canopy (Rehkugler and Markwardt, 1971).

Johnson et al. (1983) developed another type of tines by using lobe-shaped, shock absorbing
wheels arranged on rods, and the low-cost tines could be readily inserted into the tree to shorten
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apple fall distance. The tines could also rapidly discharge the harvested apples out of the tree to
avoid apple-to-apple collision on the tine surface. Field experiments indicated the tines
performed satisfactorily in reducing apple bruising. However, the number of skin breaks was still
a problem.
2.2.2.5.3. Padding tree limbs
Rehkugler and Markwardt (1971) padded apple tree limbs to prevent apple-to-limb collision
damage. A simulation experiment and a field test were performed to assess the performance of
this concept. The simulation results indicated a reduction in fruit damage. Subsequent field
experiments demonstrated that, for limbs padded with ½ in. thickness foam, apple bruising
decreased. However, the economy was not justified.
2.2.2.5.4. Particle encapsulation
Johnson et al. (1983) developed an apple encapsulation method to avoid apple bruising during
mechanical harvest. Apples were first coated with a dextrin adhesive. Then, energy absorbing
particles were blown onto apples and attached on their surfaces. When collisions occurred,
apples were protected by these energy absorbing particles from bruising. Field experimental
results were unsatisfactory because the energy absorbing particles left imprints on apple surfaces.
2.2.2.5.5. Low-impact fruit catching surfaces
Clark (1971) conducted research on developing a fruit catching surface, aimed at receiving fruit
without causing damage. Two innovative polyurethane foam catching surfaces were constructed
as wedges and pyramids. Impact force and rebound were selected as two lab test criteria. Lab
tests demonstrated that the wedge shape performed more satisfactory in the selected two criteria.
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In field tests, the wedge resulted in no measureable fruit damage, and this surface was selected as
suitable for easy-to-damage fruit harvest.
2.2.2.5.6. Roller decelerators
Peterson (1992b) developed a counter-rotating foam cylinder to decrease apple speed and place
apples into a conveyor. Experimental results showed that apples transported by this foam
cylinder were slight or not bruised. In addition, the roller decelerator catching surface was
capable of catching apples effectively.
2.2.2.6. Shaker studies
Basic principle of apple removal by shaking is to accelerate apples so an inertia force is
generated larger than the bonding force between apples and trees, and during mechanical apple
harvest, this function is accomplished by shakers. Impulse of impact shaking usually consists of
using one or more impacts to trees.
2.2.2.6.1. Inertial type shaker
Vibratory force was a basic means of excitation to detach apples in the shake-and-catch concept
(Chen et al., 2012). A vibratory type used either slider-crank or rotating-mass designs to generate
an excitation force, which was transmitted to trees to detach apples. Adrian and Fridley (1965)
studied fundamental vibration theory and design criteria for inertia type tree shakers. Equations
of calculating limb displacement, force, power, and torque were given in theory, and the studied
theory was validated through field tests. The theory could also predict design parameters, such as
shaker mass ratio, eccentricity, force, and torque, for a specific design.
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2.2.2.6.2. Impulse type shaker
Impulse trunk tree shaker was another approach to detach apples. Pellerin et al. (1979) developed
a pendulum impulse type tree shaker, and compared the performances of inertial shaker and
pendulum impulse tree shaker. The pendulum was applied to set the applied energy, which was
transferred to a tree trunk by a square tubing. Field experimental results indicated there was no
significant difference on amounts of apple bruises between the inertial type tree shaker and the
impulse type tree shaker. However, stem pulls of harvested apple by the impulse shaker had a
significantly higher percentage than those by the inertial tree shaker.
2.2.2.6.3. Spring activated impact shaker
Pacheco and Rehkugler (1980) designed, fabricated, and tested a spring activated impact shaker,
which was able to deliver up to a 1151 J energy impact with a 86.6 kg mass moving at 5.16 m/s.
This shaker provided sufficient trunk impacts for apple removal with a satisfactory apple
removal percentage, and was capable of removing apples from medium size trees. Apple tree
response to impacts with this spring shaker was similar to that attained with the pendulum
impulse type tree shaker. This spring activated impact shaker was modified for a timed double
impact shaker or a timed recoil impact shaker (Pellerin et al., 1982). In the double impact mode,
when the tree arrived at its maximum displacement by the first impact, the second impact struck
the tree. In the recoil impact mode, the tree was pulled toward the shaker by the spring recoil
force when the tree arrived at its maximum displacement. Experimental results showed that both
shaking modes led to less apple detachment bruises than inertial trunk shaker, and there was no
difference in fruit damage between the double impact shaker mode and the recoil impact mode.
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2.2.2.6.4. Sway-bar shaker
Tennes and Brown (1981) and Tennes and Brown (1985) developed and tested a sway-bar
shaker, aimed at continuous harvesting of processing apples. Two pendulum-mounted eccentrics
generated shaking energy, and two sway-bars, one on each side of a tree, transmitted the shaking
energy to a tree. Field tests showed that around 92% of apples were removed at shaking
frequencies of 200-300 r/min, with eccentricity being at 5 cm. This shaker showed potential for
continuous harvesting at the speed of 1.6 km/h. One disadvantage was the unacceptable bark
damage.
2.2.2.6.5. A slider crank shaker and a reciprocating hydraulic shaker
Garman et al. (1972) designed and constructed a reciprocating hydraulic shaker and a slider
crank shaker, and then conducted research on shaking directions. An instrumented artificial apple
was applied to measure tensile stem force. Experimental results demonstrated the slider crank
shaker, working in the vertical shaking position, produced the highest stem force, which should
increase the fruit removal incidence.
2.2.2.7. Bin filler
Research on bin fillers focused on decreasing bruising occurred when apples entered a bin.
Berlage and Yost (1969) developed a positive bin filler, and demonstrated its potential to be used
as a component for an apple harvester. Berlage (1981) designed and tested, by using ‘Golden
Delicious’ apples, five pallet containers for bin filling. Experimental results showed one of the
five fillers performed most satisfactorily, with a cullage rate of 0.5%. Watts and Wright (1975)
developed two pallet bin fillers, a manual one and an automatic one. Peterson et al. (2010)
developed an apple dry bin filler, and demonstrated the filler produced 5% of apple bruising,
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potentially being commercialized. Kliethermes et al. (2010) developed two innovative devices
which could reduce apple bruising and increase working speed.
2.2.2.8. Other related research
Innovative fruit handling systems needed to be developed to assist with the application of
mechanical apple harvest technology. Hood et al. (1981) initiated development of a fruit
handling system, based on modifications of an existing pallet bin trailer and a tow tractor, for use
in conjunction with mechanical harvesting machines. Carefully hand-harvested ‘Golden
Delicious’ and ‘Red Delicious’ apples were used to test this fruit handling system. Experimental
results showed that there was no significant difference between hand-harvested apples and those
taken from individual bins (conveyed by this system), in cuts, bruises, and punctures. The
potential of using this system in conjunction with apple harvesters was demonstrated.
Diener et al. (1986) developed a bulk handling system for a mechanical apple harvester.
Utilization of bins during mechanical apple harvesting had two disadvantages, including high
costs for bin replacement and maintenance, and time consumed in handling bins. This bulk
handing system eliminated bin use. Apples were removed from an apple harvester, conveyed to a
trailer, and transported to a processing plant. Since harvested apples were processed
immediately, additional trim loss due to bruising was not observed.
Upadhyaya et al. (1981a) and Upadhyaya et al. (1981b) conducted research on developing a
finite element model to study the transient dynamics of the fruit-stem subsystem when the base
of the limb was impacted. They experimentally investigated the dynamics of the fruit-stem
subsystem when the limb base was impacted, and did comparisons between the experimental
results and the mathematical model calculation. To avoid instrumentation and experimental
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difficulties in field conditions, this specific experiment was conducted under controlled
laboratory conditions, which showed that the detachment occurred within 0.1 s of the impact,
and the fruit did not undergo cyclic motion during impact harvesting. The finite element theory
model results agreed with the experimental results. Upadhyaya and Cooke (1981) extended the
previous studies to explore a superior impact direction. Experimental results showed that
impacting the limb from below in a direction transverse to the limb was the most effective way
to cause apple detachment, which should reduce detachment damage. In addition, the bark
damage was reduced because less force was needed. To get the most effective removal of fruits,
for the Y-shaped open center trees, the branches should be directed ranging 45 to 60° from the
horizontal.
Adrian and Fridley (1959) developed a fruit caching system to catch detached fruits from trees.
Diener et al. (1965) studied the trellis-trained apple trees and showed this method benefited
mechanical apple harvesting by increasing apple harvesting speed and decreasing damage to
apples and trees. Bittner et al. (1967) studied cushioning material to decrease fruit bruising
during mechanical harvesting. Fridley et al. (1964) demonstrated that fruit bruising caused by
collision with hard surfaces could be minimized though utilization of padding, which could
absorb collision energy without exceeding the yield stress of a fruit. Tennes and Levin (1972)
conducted a feasibility study of mechanical apple harvesting, and concluded that the low yield
and high price fruit combination would make a harvesting system uneconomical. Stafford and
Diener (1973) studied apple-stem motion, detachment force, and frequency on fruit removal,
which provided basic information for mechanical apple harvesting. Genge et al. (1978) provided
basic information of fruit catching surfaces on peak deceleration and rebound height, and this
assisted with enhancing the performance of the catching surfaces. Brusewitz and Bartsch (1989)
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investigated the relationship between various impact parameters and bruise size, aimed at
decreasing apple bruising. Schulte et al. (1992) measured apple impact damage thresholds for
different materials.
2.2.2.9. Summary
Kader (1983), Peterson (1992a), and Peterson (2005b) summarized that the mechanical apple
harvesting machines were unsuccessful because of apple damage, and the damage occurred
from: 1) apple-to-apple collision on catching surfaces; 2) apple-to-limb collision when falling;
and 3) excessive apple movement during detachment, causing apple-to-apple and apple-tobranch collisions.

2.2.3. Apple harvest robot
The semi-automatic apple harvest technology handles bulk apples. However, an apple harvest
robot picks apples individually. Sarig (1993) summarized that an apple harvest robot needs to be
capable of: 1) locating apples on trees in three dimensions; 2) approaching and reaching targeted
apples; 3) detaching apples without causing damage to apples or trees, and transferring them to a
suitable container; and 4) propelling various orchard terrains and topographies. An apple harvest
robot requires the integration of a host of technologies, mainly including vision system, image
processing, robot kinematic, sensors and controls.
2.2.3.1. Apple recognition
One primary requirement of an apple harvesting robot was to recognize and locate apples from
the leaf and branch portions. However, recognizing fruits in natural conditions faced complex
situations: fruits overlapping, occlusions, shadows, and bright areas. Jiménez et al. (1999, 2000b)
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developed an image analysis system capable of locating near-spherical fruits (oranges, apples,
and peaches) under natural orchard situations. This image analysis system used a laser-range
finder sensor as the main component in the three-dimensional scanner, which could provide
range and attenuation data of sensed fruits. The fruit three-dimensional position, radius, and
reflectance were obtained. Experimental results showed a 100% of correct detection over the
visible fruits was achieved when fruits matured, and for green fruits, only 74% were detected.
Jiménez et al. (2000a) described the limitation of this system was the scanning speed and the
process time required 20 and 60 seconds, respectively.
Bulanon et al. (2001a, 2001b) developed a machine vision system to recognize apples, and this
system consisted of a color charge-coupled device (CCD) to acquire images and a personal
computer to process obtained images. The luminance and color difference (LCD) of red model
and the chromaticity model were used to analyze acquired images. Field experimental results
showed that this system could segment at least 80% of apples. Bulanon et al. (2002) continued
on his research, and developed a new algorithm that could recognize apples. Experimental results
showed a success recognition rate of over 88%. Bulanon et al. (2004) demonstrated that this
system could obtain a 93.1% success recognition rate for ‘Fuji’ apples, and locate one apple
within one second. Bulanon et al. (2005) utilized this system in an apple harvest robot to control
the manipulator, and simulation results showed this system could guide the manipulator to the
fruit center in the image.
Takashi et al. (2001) developed an automatic apple detecting system for apple harvest robot.
Stajnko et al. (2004) used a thermal camera to capture tree images to recognize apples. Zhao et
al. (2005) developed a vision based algorithm to locate apples in a single image, using color data
and texture properties. Tabb et al. (2006) located apples by processing real-time image sequences
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captured with an over-the-row apple harvester, at the speed of 14 to 16 frames per second,
resulting in an approximately 90% success rate. Wang et al. (2009) applied support vector
machine (SVM) method to recognize apples, indicating that the performance of SVM was better
than neural network method.
2.2.3.2. End effector
Bulanon and Kataoka (2010) developed an end effector to detach apples, similar to manual
picking. After recognizing apples by a machine system and determining the distance by a laser
ranging sensor, the end effector was able to detach apples. Field experiments demonstrated that
this end effector could detach ‘Fuji’ apples with more than 90% success rate, at the speed of 0.71
s per apple.
DeKleine et al. (2013) investigated the potential of harvesting apples using bidirectional rotating
rubber wheels to spin or rotate, and apple removal with stem intact was 86% for ‘Pacific Rose’.
This rotating rubber wheels showed a promise to be used as an end effector for an apple
harvester robot. Kolluru et al. (2000), Setiawan et al. (2004), and Baeten et al. (2008)
constructed robotic grippers and demonstrated their potential of being used to harvest apples,
respectively. Katupitiya et al. (2005) developed a generic mobile platform for agricultural tasks,
especially for fruit picking.
2.2.3.3. Apple harvester field tests
To date, only a few completed robotic apple harvest systems have been tested under field
conditions. Zhao et al. (2011) designed an apple harvest robotic device (fig. 9) mainly consisting
of a manipulator, an end-effector, and an image based vision servo control system. Field
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experiment showed the success rate of apple harvesting was 77%, and harvest speed was
approximately four apples per min.

Figure 9. Apple harvest robot being field tested (Zhao et al. 2011).

2.2.3.4. Summary
Apple harvest robots could replace apple pickers entirely, and emulate manual harvesting, by
recognizing apples through machine vision systems, and detaching apples through end effectors.
In addition, harvested apple quality by robots is similar to that of hand-harvested apples, without
unacceptably high apple bruising. However, the major problems for harvest robots to be
commercialized are the high costs and low picking efficiency. When manual harvest costs are
much lower than those of harvest robots, apple orchard owners will not be willing to pay extra
costs for this technology.

2.2.4. Apple harvest-assist technology
2.2.4.1. Apple harvest-assist platform
Since mechanical apple harvesting machines utilizing bulk removal techniques were
unsuccessful due to excessive apple damage (Peterson et al. 1999), and apple harvest robots had
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a high price which would not economically benefit apple orchard owners, agricultural engineers
shifted to develop harvest-assist platforms to assist with pickers, during which apples were still
hand picked while the efficiency was increased. Simultaneously, apple harvest working strenght
was reduced and this technolgy extended the labor pools which had shrunk due to physical
constraints (Schupp et al., 2011).
Peterson and Miller (1996) developed a harvest aid by placing two pickers strategically under a
tree canopy, whose primary task was to pick and drop apples onto a padded catching surface.
This concept maximized pickers’ time spent on recognizing and detaching apples, and
minimized time spent on handing fruits and controlling a unit. Preliminary field tests showed
apple quality from the harvest aid was as good as it from the conventional hand harvesting.
Peterson et al. (1997) demonstrated that pickers’ productivity was increased by 36% to 44% over
conventional apple harvesting, and the harvest aid platform performed reliabily.
Luo et al. (2012) evaluated potential apple bruises caused by a vacuum harvest-assist prototype,
using an Impact Recording Device (IRD). It was estimated that 99.6% of apples harvested by
using this vacuum prototype satisfied the bruise criteria for the U.S. Extra Fancy grade (bruising
diameter ≤ 12.7 mm or area of several bruises ≤ 127 mm2). Schupp et al. (2011) conducted
preliminary experiments with this vacuum prototype, and 96.0%, 92.0%, and 99.9% harvested
apples were in U.S. Extra Fancy grade, for ‘Honeycrisp’, ‘Daybreak Fuji’, and ‘Golden
Delicious’ apples, respectively.
Peterson (2005a) constructed a picking aid that allowed pickers to move freely, increasing their
harvest efficiency (fig. 10). This picking aid was capable of increasing picker productivity up to
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22%. However, apple damage incidence was unacceptably high, requiring refinements on the
handing components.

Figure 10. Picking aid with two elevated and two ground pickers being field tested (Peterson, 2005a).

One advantage for the harvest-assist platform is that it could also assist with other orchard
activities. Baugher et al. (2009) demonstrated that, by applying platforms, working efficiency
increased by 34% for peach pruning compared to using ladders. The platform replaced the
utilization of ladders, preventing ladder fall hazards.
Zhang et al. (2014) designed a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit (fig. 11) for fresh market apples.
Field tests showed this unit had the potential to reach commercialization.
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Figure 11. Low-cost apple harvest-assist unit being field tested (Zhang et al., 2014).

2.2.4.2. Summary
There has been a resurgence of interest in harvest platform research in Europe and the U.S. (Sazo
et al., 2010). Though the harvest platform is not a new technology, research has shown its
promise for commercialization, benefitting the apple industry by increasing harvest efficiency
and the labor pools, and reducing ladder fall hazards. Another advantage is that the harvest-assist
platform eliminates some awkward postures occurring during apple harvest.

2.3. Summary
This review has summarized mechanical apple harvesting development history, based on
categories of semi-automatic harvesters, harvest robots, and harvest-assist platforms. For semiautomatic apple harvesters, only one driver is needed to operate a machine, and apple
detachment is conducted automatically. All methods used to detach apples in the semi-automatic
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harvest approach are summarized in table 1. The only non-contact fruit removal method is the air
jet with abscission chemical (ethephon) method.
Table 1. Apple detachment approaches by semi-automatic harvesters.
Contact fruit removal method
Shake-and-catch
Combing
Rod-press

Non-contact fruit removal method
Air jet with abscission chemical

The shake-and-catch method includes shaking trunks, limbs, and wires to detach apples. The
shaking wire approach performed satisfactorily when apple trees were small, so it was not
sufficiently effective for large trees. However, none of the apple harvesters based on the semiautomatic approach are commercially available for fresh market apples. The major reasons
include: high apple bruising incidence, damage to limb or branch, and damage to bark. However,
this approach may be acceptable for apples aimed at processing.
Apple harvest robots need to recognize, locate, and detach apples. Usually, a camera recognizes
a certain apple; a sensor detects the distance between a certain apple and the camera; and a
robotic arm picks the apple. However, several obstacles exist for this technology, such as
overlapping apples and apples hidden by branches and leaves. A couple of apple harvest robots
were developed and field tested successfully. However, none of the apple harvest robots are
commercialized, due to low efficiency and high costs.
Since the 1990s, researchers shifted to develop labor platforms to assist with pickers harvesting
apples. Several harvest-assist platforms are to be commercialized in the coming years in the U.S.
Advantages for harvest-assist units include: reducing worker strength needed for apple
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harvesting, increasing working efficiency, expanding labor pools, lowering occupational injury
incidence, and preventing ladder fall hazards.

2.3.1. Research intensity
In total, 109 individual research papers were cited in this review paper, including journal papers,
magazine articles, conference papers, book sections, and a thesis. Research papers published
each year reflects research intensity (fig. 12). It is clear that from 1959 to 1983, researchers’
interest on mechanical apple harvest increased. However, during the period of 1984 to 1998, the
interest decreased to its lowest point and this agreed with a conclusion from Schupp et al. (2011).
A potential reason for the interest decline was that the government worried this technology may
lead to reduced agricultural labor employment. However, this interest has increased considerably
since the beginning of 2000’s, and the potential reasons are: 1) gradual increase of labor
shortages, 2) huge demand from orchard owners; and 3) increasing attention on pickers’ health.
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Figure 12. Papers published each year from 1959 to 2014 on mechanical apple harvesting (note that the
last category is six years).

2.3.2. Research trend
Challenges of mechanical apple harvesting are enormous, due to the demand on the technology
of high performance, low cost, robustness, simplicity, and ease of repair (Schupp et al., 2011).
However, the opportunities and rewards are commensurately great. After conducting research on
semi-automatic harvesters and harvest robots, researchers focus on harvest-assist platforms, and
recent studies have shown their potential for commercialization.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND PRELIMINARY TESTS OF A LOW-COST
APPLE HARVEST-ASSIST DEVICE
If you are born poor it is not your mistake. But if you die poor it is your mistake.
Bill Gates (1955 - )
Co-founder of Microsoft.

ABSTRACT
The U.S. apple industry is currently facing difficulties because apple production costs have been
increasing continuously. Three factors contribute to this situation: close dependence on a large
seasonal workforce, increasing labor costs, and decreasing availability of agricultural employees.
To help the apple industry survive and thrive, a new apple harvest-assist unit has been designed
and fabricated. Cost of the unit is a factor that is being considered during design and fabrication
of the new apple harvest-assist unit, as the final goal for this research is to commercialize this
unit.
Harvest-assist unit lab and field tests were conducted during fall of 2013. Field tests
demonstrated that this low-cost apple harvest-assist device performed reliably in the field. Major
components causing apple bruising for this unit were identified as the distributor and the
collection bin. Tests also showed that apple mass did not affect size of bruises. Obtained results,
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such as components causing apple bruising, provided critical information required for
optimization of this apple harvest-assist unit.

3.1. Introduction
Manual apple harvesting is labor-intensive work, requiring a large seasonal workforce each year
(Brown et al., 1983). Supply of seasonal, skilled labor is a major concern of the apple industry in
the U.S. (Peterson, 1992a; Peterson et al., 1994; Waterfield, 1992; Earle-Richardson et al., 2005).
However, in the United States, the supply of domestic workers to conduct this harvest operation
often fails to meet this large demand. Substantial numbers of undocumented aliens have been
employed to reduce this labor shortage (Martin, 1983; Earle-Richardson et al., 2006; EarleRichardson et al., 2004). Since the 1980’s, growers have found it increasingly difficult to obtain
skilled labor for apple hand harvesting (Domigna et al., 1988).
Attempts to mechanically harvest fresh market quality apples started in the 1960’s. Development
of an apple harvester with an insertable multilevel catching system was initiated in 1969 and
field tests were conducted in a Cornell orchard during the 1972 harvest season (Millier et al.,
1973). Experimental results of this apple harvester demonstrated that, by shake and multi-level
catching method, the harvest of tender fresh market apple varieties without causing some damage
was virtually impossible. It also showed that a major problem in harvesting tender tree fruits was
the damage inflicted during shaking and falling through trees. One project was initiated in 1977
in an attempt to identify an alternative technique to the “shake-and-catch” method of
mechanically harvesting dessert apples, and an apple harvester prototype was constructed during
1978 (Le Flufy, 1982a; Le Flufy, 1982b). Field experiments showed that up to 90% of the fruits
could be collected with 85% of these being Class I grade. In addition, this prototype had shown
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that it was possible to design and build a mechanical harvester which could harvest apples
continuously. Pellerin et al. (1982) developed an apple harvester with a spring-activated trunk
impact shaker (operated in either double impact or recoil-impact mode), which was used to
harvest semi-vigorous open-center apple trees. Experimental results showed that a controlled
shaking action when properly applied could reduce apple damage during mechanical harvesting.
Another mechanical harvester was developed for removing apples from a two-dimensional
horizontal canopy system (“Lincoln Canopy”) by tapping the underside of support wires (Lang,
1989). This apple harvester made a continuous advance of the machine at 0.3 km/h harvesting
speed possible. The best experimental results were achieved from ‘Cox’s Orange’, ‘Red
Delicious’ and ‘Braeburn’ cultivars, and the ratio of the first and second highest quality apples
were 94%, 94% and 96%, and the apple removal 97%, 96% and 96%, respectively.
None of these machines was commercially successful because of excessive damage to apples
caused by (a) detachment, (b) falling through tree canopies, and (c) interaction with catching and
collecting components of the harvester (Peterson and Miller, 1989). The “Lincoln Canopy”
training system, however, produced inferior quality fruit due to excessive shading from
watersprouts growing on the horizontal branch structure. Recent research has focused on
developing apple harvest-assist platforms (Peterson, 2005b). For these apple harvest-assist
platforms, people only need to engage in picking activities on the platforms and the ground.
Advantages are: (a) pickers using these devices can be more efficient; (b) platforms help reduce
occupational injuries due to the elimination of ladders use; and (c) the diversity of the labor pools
can be increased because picker strength is no longer a constraint. An apple vacuum-assist
harvest machine (DBR) is about to be commercialized and the estimated price is $150,000
(Milkovich, 2013). Assessment of bruising damage for the DBR unit by using an impact
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recording device showed that 99.6% of apples harvested using this vacuum harvest-assist
prototype satisfied the bruise criteria of the U.S. Extra Fancy grade (Luo et al., 2012). For
growers owning large apple orchards, the DBR apple harvest-assist machine could be an
economical technology. However, the price might be too high for small orchard owners.
Researchers at The Pennsylvania State University initiated to develop a low-cost apple harvestassist unit, targeting small orchards. The platform identified for use with this research is the
ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform, which is all-wheel drive and powered by two 12 VDC batteries.
The extensible platform (fig. 13) is adjustable in height and width which is an advantage in apple
harvesting.

.
Figure 13. ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform.

Objectives of this research were to: 1) design and fabricate a low-cost apple harvest-assist
device; and 2) conduct field tests to assess the performance of this device.
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3.2. Low-cost apple harvest-assist device design and fabrication
Criteria for designing this harvest-assist device were: 1) economical – good manufacturability
and low costs; 2) sufficient strength to support two orchard workers; 3) good stability in orchard
conditions; 4) compatible with other small mobile platforms. Several conceptual devices were
designed using SolidWorks. The final design is shown in section 3.2.1. The design consisted of
two parts – frame design and harvest-assist device design. It was necessary to design a frame to
realize the design concept and test the design in lab. The frame is a lab test “platform”. Before
design work started, basic apple tree architecture dimensions were obtained. The harvest-assist
device design mainly included four components: receiver, tube, manifold and distributor. Apples
were dropped onto the receiver, ran through the conveying tube, arrived at the manifold, and then
dropped on the distributor. Finally, all apples accumulated at the collection bin.

3.2.1. Frame design
The frame design purpose was to simulate an orchard harvest platform, which allows one or two
pickers to stand on. Two basic requirements for the frame design were: 1) the frame dimensions
could meet the orchard apple-harvest requirements; 2) enough structural strength because lab
tests needed to be conducted using this platform; and 3) the platform of the frame should be
extendable so as to fit on various orchard harvest units and orchard configurations (for example,
spacing dimensions between tree lines). 3D models of the unit and the frame were completed
using SolidWorks Software, as shown in figure 14. On figure 14b, the frame is the bottom part,
on which the platform is mounted. The platform consists of deck and frame.
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a

b

Receiver
Tube
Manifold
Distributor

Figure 14. (a) 3D Model of harvest-assist unit; (b) Platform design for lab testing.

Frame dimensions were determined by apple orchard configuration which could satisfy the apple
harvest work requirements. The frame material was plain carbon steel square tube (2.5 x 2.5 x
0.25, W x L x H, in.) for the base, as strength was the first factor to consider. It was necessary to
paint the steel as the last step to keep it from rusting. For the deck, aluminum sheeting (1/8 in.
thickness) was selected because steel plate was too heavy and the aluminum sheeting was strong
enough to satisfy design requirements. For the safety rail, aluminum tubes were selected because
they were light and sturdy.

3.2.2. Harvest-assist device design
As mentioned above, there were four main components to be designed for the harvest-assist
device. The first component was a receiver as shown in figure 15. Apples were dropped onto the
receiver after they were picked from trees by pickers. Design requirements for receivers were: 1)
there being an opening at the bottom to be connected to the tube; 2) allowing apples
automatically roll through the opening to the tube connected underneath; 3) durable for repeated
impacts of apples; and 4) weather-resistant.
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b

a

Figure 15. (a) Receiver design; (b) Fabricated receiver.

Galvanized steel (1/8 in. thickness) was selected because this material was weather-resistant. The
bottom of the receiver had a certain slope that makes apples flow to one end, which was
connected to the tube. An experiment was conducted before fabrication started to determine the
slope threshold that permitted apples run automatically. Based on this experiment, the slope
minimum threshold was 14 deg. In this design, the galvanized steel bottom plate was adjustable,
with up to a 14 deg slope. Two receivers were identical. To prevent apple bruising by the
receiver, it was necessary to pad the inside surfaces using weather-and-fire-retardant-foam (1/4
in. thickness). Preliminary tests showed that this padding material could prevent apples from
bruising before they entered into the tube.
The second component was the tube. Two tubes for both receivers were the same. Two 6 in.
diameter transparent tubes were selected for research purposes. Lab tests conducted
demonstrated that this tube did not cause apple bruising, and the diameter was large enough for
apple free movement.
The third component was a manifold and is shown in figure 16. A manifold aimed to connect the
two tubes (one from each side of the platform) to the distributor. Design requirements for the
manifold were: 1) reducing apple speed and momentum; 2) sturdy but lightweight because it
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needed to be mounted to other fixed components. The manifold was fabricated from aluminum
sheeting (1/8 in. thickness). A clear plastic window was placed in the front so apple movement
could be observed.
a

b

Figure 16. (a) Manifold design; (b) Fabricated manifold.

The fourth component was a distributor and is shown in figure 17. The distributor was a key
component in this device. Its main function was to reduce apple speed before apple-to-apple or
apple-to-bin contact occurred. Previous research had demonstrated the significance of
maintaining apple singulation throughout the entire harvesting process (Baugher, 2006; Baugher
et al, 2009; Hyde et al, 2003, Kliethermes et al, 2010). This padded plate was created to keep
apples separated until they were reduced to a speed which would not cause apple-to-apple or
apple-to-bin bruising. In addition, without these holes, all apples would go out of the wood plate
at the edge and all apples would accumulate at the bin just below the distributor edge. With these
holes, apples can exit out at each hole, which helped to distribute apples in the bin more evenly.
Design requirements for the distributor were: 1) reduce apple speed and momentum; 2) sturdy to
withstand apple impact and lightweight because it needed to be held just by a vertical rod. Based
on these requirements, plywood (0.5 in. thickness) was selected.
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a

Figure 17. (a) Distributor design; (b) Fabricated distributor.

Fabrication work was completed at the Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering,
The Pennsylvania State University.
Two motors were used in this device and both motors were powered by the same 12 VDC
battery. Considering this device needed to work in the field, it was convenient to select a DC
motor. One motor was used to spin the distributor and the other one was used to lift the
manifold-distributor mechanism as the bin filled with apples, which was controlled by a distance
sensor.

3.2.3. ORSI Eco-pick platform
When the design started in 2013, the order for the ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform had just been
placed. The ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform did not arrive at the Biglerville Fruit Research and
Education Center (Adams County, PA) until July, 2013. The ORSI Eco-pick platform has been
demonstrated to perform satisfactorily in orchards, without turning over and malfunctions.
The assembly of platform and fabricated harvest-assist device was conducted at the Biglerville
Fruit Research and Education Center (Adams County, PA). The harvest-assist device matched
the platform, showing their compatibility.
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3.3. Low-cost apple harvest-assist unit field tests
The unit was tested in the lab using store-bought apples to validate proper flow of apples through
the system between the receivers and bin.
The apple harvest-assist device was disassembled and transported to the Biglerville Fruit
Research and Education Center, where field test was conducted from 21 Oct to 23 Oct 2013. The
apple harvest-assist device, assembled and mounted on the ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform, is
shown being tested in the orchard in figure 18. Based on the condition that various apple
cultivars ripen at different times, the ‘Fuji’ cultivar was selected for this experiment.

Figure 18. Harvest-assist device mounted on the ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform being field tested.

The field experiments aimed to: 1) determine components causing apple bruising; 2) quantify the
relationship between distributor rotating speed and apple bruise incidence; and 3) determine
whether or not apple mass affects bruising area.
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3.3.1. Experiment one – identification of components causing apple bruising
The aim of experiment one was to determine the components that caused apple bruising. For this
harvest-assist unit, five parts that may cause apple bruising were receiver, tube, manifold,
distributor, and collection bin. Before conducting the field experiment, lab tests demonstrated
that the receiver did not cause apple bruising. Hence, the tube, manifold, distributor, and
collection bin needed to be tested. To identify the effects of the conveying tube on apple
bruising, apples were caught at the end of the tube, before entering the manifold. To identify the
manifold effects, apples were caught when they just came out of the manifold, before contacting
the distributor. To identify the distributor effects, apples were caught when they just came out of
the distributor, before contacting the collection bin. Finally, to determine the effects of the
collection bin, apples were caught when they stopped moving in the bin. In this final case, the
cumulative effects of the system were obtained. To obtain the effects of individual component, it
was necessary to subtract the effects of previous components.
To test each component, two people picked apples and put them in the receiver, and two other
people stood on the ground to catch apples at the desired position. Figure 19 shows researchers
testing the manifold effects. They caught apples when they exited the manifold, before
contacting the distributor. In order to identify the manifold effects, the effects of the tube needed
to be subtracted.
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Figure 19. Researchers testing the manifold effects on bruising.

3.3.2. Experiment two – distributor spinning speed effects
Distributor rotating speed was another important factor on apple bruising. If it rotates too slowly,
apples would just “sit” on the top because the centrifugal force was not enough to push them off
of the distributor. If it rotated too fast, it increased apple momentum and this enhanced apple
bruising incidence. On the speed controller dashboard, the speed scales started from 0 and ended
at 10, and the intervals were incremented by one. The incremental values of 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8
(dashboard numbers) were selected to check the relationship between spinning speed (RPM) and
bruise incidence. The relationship between dashboard number and real rotating speed is shown in
table 2. The motor used to power the distributor was a 12 VDC variable speed Gearmotor (103
rpm maximum).
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Table 2. Relationship between dashboard numbers and real spinning speed.
Dashboard Number

Revolutions per Minute

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
5.5
10
17.5
27
38.5
49.5
59
72
82
86

For this specific experiment, it was necessary to catch apples just below the distributor. A
blanket was put in the bin to isolate apples from the apples in the bin. In addition, this blanket
prevented apple-to-apple contact to avoid bruising caused by this contact.

3.3.3. Experiment three – apple mass and bruising area
It was assumed that there was a positive linear relationship between apple mass and bruising area
because larger apples had more energy at the same speed than smaller apples. More energy
potentially means increased bruising. For experiment 3, bruised apples from experiments 1 and 2
were selected. Data on apple mass and bruising area were obtained.

3.4. Results and conclusions
The result of experiment one is shown in figure 20, which indicates the level of bruising through
each component of the harvest-assist system.
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Figure 20. Bruising incidence for each component of the system.

For this specific experiment, the total bruise incidence for apples was 49%, which was
considered to be unacceptably high. It showed that the tube and manifold components caused
slight or no apple bruising, while the distributor and bin had a very high apple bruising
incidence. Thus, based on experiment one results, future work for this low-cost apple harvestassist device needs to focus on the refinement of the distributor. It was observed during field
tests that some apples were seriously damaged when they fell through the holes of the distributor.
Future work needs to focus on relocating these holes, eliminating them or designing new
distributors. Another observed phenomenon was that some apples bounced back and were
seriously damaged by the hard edge of manifold. Future work needs to add padding to the edge
of manifold or redesign it. If the distributor and bin bruising problems were solved, this low-cost
apple harvest-assist device could perform satisfactorily.
Experiment two results are shown in figure 21, which provides the relationship between
dashboard spinning speed (RPM) value and apple bruise incidence. It is clear that with increased
spinning speed, apple bruising incidence increases. In addition, it is observed that lower rotating
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speed decreases apple bruising incidence. The best theoretical choice is to set the RPM as zero
when apple-to-apple contacts were not considered. However, in actual work, this was impractical
because there will be serious apple-to-apple contact and apples will not be properly distributed.
In this experiment, apples were collected before another apple was dropped down the tube which
was different from actual harvesting conditions. Further experiments are needed to determine the
best RPM value to cause least apple bruising incidence, and to distribute apples evenly in the bin.

Figure 21. Relationship between distributor rotating speed and apple bruising incidence when bruises
caused by apple-to-apple contacts were not considered.

Figure 22 shows the bruising width and apple mass are independent (not significant with
p=0.27). Further research needs to be conducted on determining potential factors affecting
bruising width, such as apple speed and collision material. Additionally, further investigation
needs to focus on optimization of the distributor and bin which are currently the main causes of
apple bruising. The ultimate aim of this project is to reduce the apple bruising incidence below
5%.
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Figure 22. Apple mass being not in significant linear relationship with bruising width.
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CHAPTER 4
DISTRIBUTOR IMPROVEMENT AND LAB TESTS FOR A LOW-COST
APPLE HARVEST-ASSIST UNIT
You can only live once. And I just don’t want to waste a minute of my life.
Richard Branson (1950 - )
Founder of Virgin Group.

ABSTRACT
High apple bruising incidence is a critical issue in preventing mechanical apple harvest
technology from being commercialized, especially for apples destined for fresh market. A new
apple harvest-assist unit was developed and tested, with a major disadvantage of unacceptably
high bruising incidence caused by a component called the distributor in a preliminary field test.
This study focused on identifying reasons for apple bruising, designing and testing new
distributors. As a result, three new distributors were designed, fabricated and lab tested. ‘Gala’
apples were used to test and compare the performances of these three new distributors to the
original design. Among the four distributors, one of the new distributors had the best
performance, resulting in reclassification of 95%, 3.75% and 1.25% apples from Extra Fancy to
Fancy, and Downgraded categories, respectively. In addition, it was indicated that distributors
needed to spin (15 rpm) to avoid apple misdistribution or congestion in the bin.
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4.1. Introduction
The apple industry, currently faces great challenges due to its large labor force requirements
(Schupp et al., 2011). Using the ‘Gala’ apple growers in Washington State as an example, 58%
of the production cost is due to labor expenses, and 25% is in apple harvest (Luo et al., 2012).
The continuing decline of available agricultural labor supply results in labor shortages which are
anticipated to worsen in the future (Peterson, 2005b). Simultaneously, the labor costs increase. In
addition, the conventional apple harvest approach utilizes ladders heavily, which are involved in
activities that include moving a ladder in orchards, ladder climbing and ladder descending with
fully or partially fully filled buckets, and picking by standing on a ladder. Moving a ladder in
orchards is physically demanding, and pickers risk falling off while climbing or picking on a
ladder. DeKleine et al. (2013) and Holt (1999) suggested that increased apple harvest
mechanization could be an effective means for the sustainability and prosperity of the U.S. apple
industry. The apple harvest mechanization could contribute to the apple industry by decreasing
working strength needed for harvest, eliminating ladder falls, reducing labor force requirements,
increasing harvest efficiency, and lowering harvest costs.
Considerable attempts have been made to harvest fresh market apples via mechanical apple
harvesters. LeFlufy (1982b; 1982a) developed and field tested an apple harvester prototype.
Field trials showed the potential of harvesting apples by this machine, which could collect up to
90% of apples with 85% of them being Class I grade. Peterson and Kornecki (1987) designed a
mechanical apple harvester targeting the T-trellis canopies. Field experiments demonstrated the
prototype had the ability to remove around 93% of the apples on the “H” design of the Lincoln
Canopy T-trellis with 86% Extra Fancy and 7% Fancy quality apples for ‘Golden Delicious’.
Lang (1989) tested a mechanical harvester by applying a continuous horizontal shaking concept.
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The best field results showed that around 95% of harvested apples (‘Cox’s Orange’, ‘Red
Delicious’ and ‘Braeburn’) were in the first and second quality levels. Peterson et al. (1999)
constructed a robotic bulk harvester for apples. Results of field tests suggested that fruit removal
averaged 95%, and 99% of harvested apples were in the Extra Fancy level. Zhao et al. (2011)
developed and field tested an apple harvesting robot, which had a 77% success rate at the
harvesting speed of four apples per minute. However, none of the above apple harvesters were
commercialized due to excessive apple bruising, high costs or low efficiency.
Recent research investigated the development of harvest aids to assist apple pickers. Peterson
(2005a) developed a mechanical harvest aid for narrow, inclined trellises. Field tests showed that
it had the potential to increase worker productivity up to 22%. Peterson and Miller (1996) tested
the harvest aid concept of placing two pickers under the arms of the trellis and requiring them to
pick and drop apples onto a padded catching surface. Peterson et al. (1997) continued working
on the harvest aid concept, and showed the harvest aid increased pickers’ harvesting rate by 36%
to 44% over conventional hand harvesting. An apple harvest-assist machine (DBR) is a
commercialized candidate in the U.S. and the price is estimated to be $150,000 (Milkovich,
2013). For large apple orchard owners, the DBR should be an economical technology. For small
orchard owners, however, this harvest-assist machine might be unaffordable, especially
considering that it is only used during apple harvest season.
Since 2013, researchers at The Pennsylvania State University have been developing a low-cost
apple harvest-assist unit prototype. The unit underwent field harvesting tests in Oct 2013, during
which the unit performed reliably (Zhang et al., 2014). However, the major problem for this unit
was the unacceptably high apple bruising incidence, and this disadvantage would prevent the unit
from being commercialized.
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The objectives of this study were to: 1) understand causes that led to the unsatisfactory
performance of the current distributor; 2) design additional distributors; and 3) test the
performance of each distributor.

4.2. Materials and methods
The design, fabrication, and lab experiments were conducted at The Pennsylvania State
University, Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering during 2013 and 2014. The
3D model was constructed with Solidworks (v2012, Solidworks Corp., Waltham, MA, USA).

4.2.1. Description of a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit
Please refer to Chapter 3.

4.2.2. Apple samples
‘Gala’ apples were used in the lab tests in this research. Apples were gently hand-picked from
the orchard located at the Fruit Research and Education Center in Biglerville, PA, before the lab
tests, and transported on the same day to the Department of Agricultural and Biological
Engineering at The Pennsylvania State University. After being delivered, all apples were stored
in a storage room with constant temperature of 6.0ᵒC and humidity of 80%.

4.2.3. Causes of apple bruising on the first design of the distributor
The preliminary field experiment of the apple harvest-assist unit prototype was conducted at the
Fruit Research and Education Center in Biglerville, PA, in Oct 2013. Videos were recorded for
the purposes of analyzing detailed interactions between apple and mechanical components. The
unit performed reliably during the first year experimental harvest. However, the high apple
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bruising incidence was unacceptable, because this harvest-assist unit was aimed at fresh market
apples for which bruising is a major consideration.
Figure 23 shows the distributor and how it is mounted on the unit. Experience in the field tests
and recorded videos were used to identify the causes of the first generation distributor poor
performance, which are summarized as:


Distributing holes. Those holes were originally designed to distribute apples more evenly
in the collection bin. The assumption was that apples would fall on the padding material,
and the centrifugal force would push apples out of the distributor. During the process of
being pushed out, some apples would fall through the holes. As the distances from holes
to the center of the distributor vary, after falling through these holes, apples will stay at
different positions in the bin. The actual situation, however, was that sometimes apples
just fell through those holes directly without contacting with the padding material on the
surface. This situation led to two unsatisfactory results: 1) apples collided with the bin
bottom or apples below the distributor directly at a high speed; and 2) when apples fell
through the holes, the hole edges sometimes cut or punctured apples as the distributor
spun. These two conditions caused severe apple damage.



Padding material. The quick-recovery super-resilient polyurethane foam (1/4 in.
thickness) was selected as the padding material. Before this material was selected,
experiments were conducted to test the material performance when collision between an
apple and the padding material occurred. The results showed that apple bruising never
occurred with this padding. This selected material, however, had a high coefficient of
restitution. When one apple bounced back and collided with other apples just exiting the
manifold, it caused damage on both apples.
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Unpadded bottom edges of the manifold. As it was not assumed that the quick-recovery
super-resilient polyurethane foam (1/4 in. thickness) had such a high coefficient of
restitution, the bottom of the manifold was not padded. Hence, when apples bounced
back to the unpadded bottom of the manifold, punctures or cuts occurred.



Hard surfaces of the bin. The hard surfaces of the bin were prone to cause apple damage.



Apple high speed. Apples had high speeds when collided with the bin or the apples
already located in the bin. High speed apples not only damaged themselves but also other
apples in the bin.

a

b

Figure 23. (a) The fabricated prototype distributor; (b) Closeup of the distributor mounted on the unit.

In summary, five reasons that caused apple bruising were identified as: distributor holes, padding
materials, unpadded bottom of the manifold, hard surface of the bin, and the apple high speeds.
Among all five reasons, the bin, as an industrial standard product, could not be changed,
indicating the hard surface of the bin could not be resolved. However, if apples collided with the
hard surfaces of the bin at a very low speed, this problem could be solved. Thus, addressing the
high apple speed issue was considered to be the solution to the bin collision issue.
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To decrease apple bruising incidence of the harvest-assist unit, three problems needed to be
solved: padding material, unpadded bottom edges of the manifold, and the apple high speed. All
three problems were related to padding.

4.2.4. Estimation of apple speed arriving at the manifold
Apple speed is the most important factor related to bruising when apples collide with the padding
material. The manifold could reduce apple speed to a certain extent, but not sufficiently to
prevent damage. The distributor is the second means to slow apple velocity. Apple speed
determines the type and thickness of the padding material needed on the distributor when
dropping onto the distributor surface.
Based on the experimental observation, apples had a higher speed at the end of tube than when
they arrived at the surface of distributor. Hence, if the collision occurred at the speed apples
arriving at the end of the tube did not cause bruising, it was guaranteed that collision occurred at
the speed apples arriving at the surface of the distributor would not cause bruising.
Two FARS Series Photoelectric Sensors (M.D. Micro Detectors, Modena, MO, Italy) were
mounted at the end of the tube to measure the apple speed at that point. Ten ‘Gala’ apples were
dropped from the receiver, simulating the field apple harvesting conditions. The speed when
apples arrived at the end of tube was measured. The results showed the average speed was 2.39 ±
0.17 m/s, with the maximum value of 2.71 m/s and minimum value of 2.11 m/s. In this design,
the safety factor of 1.2 was selected to prevent apples from bruising. This resulted in a speed that
was equivalent to a free fall height of 0.54 m. Hence, the selected padding material for
distributor needed to prevent apples from being bruised at a free fall height of 0.54 m.
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4.2.5. Selection of padding materials
4.2.5.1. Drop Tester
It was calculated that the padding needed to prevent apples from being bruised at a 0.54 m free
fall drop height, and a drop tester (L.A.B. Equipment, Inc., Skaneateles, NY) was used to
conduct the free fall experiments. To obtain an additional safety margin, a drop height of 0.60 m
was set up instead of 0.54 m. To test each padding material, 20 ‘Gala’ apples were dropped from
the Drop Tester. Before an experiment, each apple was checked for bruises and if bruising
already existed, all bruises were marked. After the drop, apples were stored at ambient
temperature for 12 hours, after which each apple was peeled to check for bruises.
4.2.5.2. Padding solution
To solve the padding material problem, the weather-and-fire-retardant foam (1/2 in. thickness)
was selected and tested on the Drop Tester at a 0.60 m free fall. Experimental results
demonstrated that apple bruising did not occur and apple speed was significantly reduced.
Hence, the weather-and-fire-retardant foam (1/2 in. thickness) was selected as the padding
material to replace the original quick-recovery super-resilient polyurethane foam (1/4 in.
thickness).
To solve the apple high speed problem, one approach was to apply other padding materials, and
the weather-and-fire-retardant foam (1/2 in. thickness) already replaced the original quickrecovery super-resilient polyurethane foam (1/4 in. thickness). In addition, the distributor
redesign could also contribute to decreasing apple speed.
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4.3. New distributors design and improvement
Before designing new distributors, the padding material of weather-resistant
neoprene/EPDM/SBR foam (1/2 in. thickness) was selected to pad the bottom hard edges of the
manifold. Before this padding material was selected, free drop tests were conducted on this
material. As it was observed that the apple bounced back speed when arrived at the bottom hard
edges of manifold was smaller than the speed apple arriving at the distributor, the free drop test
height was selected the same as the assumed apple speed value arriving at the distributor surface
(section 4.2.4).

4.3.1. Design of new distributors
After solving the padding problem, the final issue was to solve bruising caused by distributor
holes. The first consideration of designing a new distributor was to eliminate the holes. The new
design should satisfy the follow criteria:


The distributor should fit into the bin entirely to ensure it can reach the bin bottom at the
beginning of harvesting. Considering the bin inside dimensions of 46 x 43 x 26 (W x L x
H, in.), the distributor diameter needed to be smaller than 43 in. In addition, to maintain a
space between the distributor edge and the bin wall for apples to fall through, the
distributor could not exceed 35 in. in diameter, assuming apples have a diameter equal to
or smaller than 4 in.;



The maximum overall height of the distributor should allow the distributor-manifold unit
to be lifted above the upper edge of the bin to enable bin loading/unloading operations;



The distributor needed to discharge apples in a short time to avoid apple-to-apple
collision on the distributor surface.
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Based on the above criteria, two cone-shaped distributors (fig. 24) were designed and fabricated.
These two distributors had the same height of 5 in., with different diameters, 35 in. and 28 in.,
respectively. The cone-shaped distributor was selected to discharge apples quickly, because in
addition to the centrifugal force, gravity also helped to discharge apples. If the apple discharge
speed was slow, the latter apple might collide with the former one on the distributor, causing
apple-to-apple contact damage.

a

b

Figure 24. (a) Designed distributor; (b) Distributor inserted in the bin.

Plywood (1/4 in. thickness) was selected as the frame material for two distributors to test the
design concept due to its light weight, sufficient strength, and easy-to-machine properties.
Padding material needed to prevent apples from being bruised during collision, and to reduce
apple speed when exiting the distributor. Weather-and-fire-retardant foam (1/2 in. thickness) was
selected as the padding material, which underwent the Drop Tester test and performed
satisfactorily. The distributor frame and padded distributor are shown in figure 25.
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a

b

Figure 25. (a) Distributor frame; (b) Fabricated distributor (35 in. diameter version).

The ribs heights of both distributors were 5 in., and lengths were 11 in. and 14.5 in., respectively.
For the 5 in. by 11 in. and 5 in. by 14.5 in. ribs, the curve functions are y = 0.0431x2 - 0.8981x +
5 and y = 0.0247x2 - 0.6954x + 5, respectively, based on the x and y coordinate system in figure
26.

y

x

Figure 26. X and y coordinate system for the profile of ribs.

These two distributors were mounted on the unit separately to evaluate preliminary performance.
To test both distributors, dozens of ‘Gala’ apples were dropped onto the receiver individually,
and the following observations were obtained:


After exiting distributors, some apples collided directly with the bin wall, which might
cause apple bruises;
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All apples finally collided with the bin bottom hard surface, which potentially led to
apple bruises;



General observation showed that apples still had high speeds when exiting the distributor,
which meant the current padding material could not absorb sufficient kinetic energy
satisfactorily.

4.3.2. Distributor improvement
To decrease apple bruising incidence, design improvements continued based on the previous
observations. Figure 27 shows the newly fabricated distributor with a wall and bottom paddings.

Distributor wall

Bottom paddings
Figure 27. Distributor with a wall and bottom paddings.

The first consideration was to prevent direct apple-to-bin wall collision. A new distributor with a
padded wall was constructed, and the padding material was the weather-resistant
neoprene/EPDM/SBR foam (1/2 in. thickness), the same type used to pad the bottom hard edges
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of the manifold. Apples could collide with the padded distributor wall, which partially absorbed
apple kinetic energy without causing damage. Apples exited this distributor with lower speeds.
The second consideration was to address the apple-to-bin bottom collision issue. Anti-fatigue
mats (Lowe’s, 104 Valley Vista Drive, State College, PA.) were attached to the distributor
bottom (shown in fig. 27 as bottom paddings). As a result, apples would first collide with the
bottom paddings before the bin hard bottom. These added bottom paddings targeted decreasing
apple speed when colliding with the bin hard bottom.
The third consideration was the padding material. There were two approaches to deal with the
padding material issue. One option was to apply high performance material which could absorb
more kinetic energy when collisions occurred, such as the slow-recovery super cushioning
material. However, high performance material is expensive, conflicting with the concept of
developing a low-cost unit. The other option was to increase the number of collisions with
current paddings. Even if one or two collisions could not absorb enough kinetic energy, three or
even more collisions should absorb enough kinetic energy to lower the apple to a safe speed
when exiting a distributor. A distributor wall was constructed, and the collision between apples
and the distributor wall absorbed more kinetic energy than without the wall. Another condition
was that apples may be bounced back to the distributor from the wall, and this collision increased
the energy absorbed by the padding material, further reducing apple exiting speed.

4.4. Experimental settings and procedures of distributors’ tests
Four lab experiments were conducted in this research to test the distributors’ performance:
1) Evaluation of non-spinning distributors’ performance on bruises;
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2) Evaluation of spinning distributors’ performance under simulated field apple harvest
conditions;
3) Evaluation of spinning and non-spinning effects on the performance of distributors;
4) Evaluation of spinning and non-spinning effects on distributors’ performance under
simulated field apple harvest conditions.
Before initiation of each experiment, apples to be tested in every experiment were individually
pre-checked to mark existing bruises. Apples were moved to ambient temperature from the
storage room and kept for five hours before experiments started. After an experiment, all tested
apples were stored in ambient temperature for 12 hours. For apple bruising assessment after each
experiment, a standard approach was to check whether or not apples were bruised, by
observation and touch (fingers), which were used extensively for identifying bruises on light skin
color apples, such as ‘Golden Delicious’, ‘Ginger Gold’, and ‘Gold Rush’. However, for the
‘Gala’ apple cultivar, with a dark red color skin, some bruises were not readily observable. As a
result, to get accurate bruising conditions, each apple was peeled. Every bruise was measured by
a digital caliper (Mitutoyo Corp., Kanagawa, Japan) and recorded. Then, apple damage was
evaluated and classified based on the USDA Fresh Market Standard shown in table 3.
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Table 3. Classification of bruise damage.
No. Assigned
to Class

USDA Fresh
Market Standard

Bruise Specifications

1

“Extra Fancy”

No bruising

2

“Extra Fancy”

Bruise diameter ≤ 3.2 mm (1/8 in.)

3

“Extra Fancy”

Bruise diameter 3.2 to 6.4 mm (1/ 8 to 1/4 in.)

4

“Extra Fancy”

Bruise diameter 6.4mm (1/4 in.) to 12.7 mm (1/2 in.) or area of
several bruises < 127 mm2

5

“Fancy”

Bruise diameter 12.7 to 19 mm (1/2 to 3/4 in.)

6

Downgraded

Bruises larger than the tolerances in "Fancy"

7

Downgraded

Cuts or punctures of any size

In total, four distributors were tested in this experiment, including the one used in first year’s
field experiment (fig. 23), which is referred to as distributor 1 (D1). The newly designed
distributor with a large diameter of 35 in. (fig. 25) is referred to as distributor 2 (D2). The newly
designed distributor with a small diameter of 28 in. (the same shape as fig. 25 but a smaller
diameter) is referred to as distributor 3 (D3). The distributor with a wall (fig. 27) is referred to as
distributor 4 (D4).

4.5. Results and discussion
4.5.1. Evaluation of non-spinning distributors’ performance on bruising
The objective of this experiment was to evaluate each distributor’s performance on apple
bruising. One picker stood on the platform and dropped apples individually into the receiver. The
other person stood on the ground and removed apples immediately below the distributor from a
blue blanket (fig. 28). As this experiment aimed at testing performance of non-spinning
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distributors, only bruises caused by distributors were permitted to occur. A blue blanket (fig. 28)
was set up between distributors and the bin to prevent collisions between testing apples and other
apples or the bin, because these collisions may cause extra apple bruises. Although each
distributor could be powered to spin, in this experiment, all distributors did not spin. During the
experimental process, the former apple needed to be removed from the blanket before the latter
apple arrived to prevent apple-to-apple collision on the blanket. Four replications were run, with
20 apples for each replication.

Figure 28. One to be tested distributor with a blue blanket mounted to avoid apple collisions with other
apples or bin.

After being removed from the blue blanket, apples were stored at ambient temperature for 12
hours. Then, each apple was peeled, checked, and classified based on the USDA Fresh Market
Standard, shown in table 3, and experimental results are shown in figure 29.
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Figure 29. Apple grade classification for different distributors (D1, D2, D3 and D4 stand for distributor 1,
distributor 2, distributor 3 and distributor 4, respectively).

The results suggest that all apples tested with distributor 1, 3 and 4 remained in the Extra Fancy
level, without apples being reduced to Fancy or Downgraded levels. Distributor 2 averaged
97.5% tested apples in Extra Fancy level, and averaged 2.5% apples in Fancy level. The potential
reason that distributor 2 performed worse was because of its large diameter, which caused severe
collisions between apples and the bin wall. For this large diameter distributor, the smallest space
between the distributor edge and the bin wall was only 4 in., which might cause larger apples to
be stuck or narrowly passing through, under which conditions apples collided with the bin wall,
causing apple damage. The experiment also demonstrated that the padding material, no matter
the quick-recovery super-resilient polyurethane foam (1/4 in. thickness) for distributor 1, or the
weather-resistant neoprene/EPDM/SBR foam (1/2 in. thickness) for distributors 2, 3, and 4, were
all performing satisfactorily, not causing apple damage from collisions. It was also observed that
apples exited the weather-and-fire-retardant foam (1/2 in. thickness) with a lower speed than did
with the quick-recovery super-resilient polyurethane foam (1/4 in. thickness). This experiment
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showed that D1, D3 and D4 performed satisfactory, suggesting they were not causing severe
apple bruises (class 1 apples) or just causing tiny apple bruises (class 2, 3, 4, and 5 apples).

4.5.2. Evaluation of spinning distributors’ performance under simulated field apple
harvest conditions
The objective of this experiment was to test apple bruising under simulated field harvest
conditions in the lab. The blue blanket in figure 28 was removed in this experiment. Two key
parameters were distributor rotating speed (15 rpm), and the distance between distributor bottom
and the bin bottom (7 in.). For each distributor, four replications, with 20 apples of each
replication, were conducted. Apples were put into the receiver individually, and after all 20
apples arrived at the bin, they were collected. After being kept at ambient temperature for 12
hours, tested apples were peeled, checked and classified based on table 3.
Figure 30 shows the apple grade classification of different distributors. For Extra Fancy level
apple percent, D4 (95.00%) > D2 (41.25%) = D3 (41.25%) > D1 (30.00%), demonstrating that
D4 had the most satisfactory performance, while D1 performed the worst. The reason that D4
performed satisfactorily because the distributor wall and bottom padding absorbed kinetic energy
before the collision between apples and bin (regardless of bin bottom or bin wall or both)
occurred. D1 performed worst because of the holes intended to distribute apples evenly in the bin
damaged apples. As the distributor rotating speed was slow in this experiment (15 rpm), it
mainly caused apple bruising. If the speed increased, however, it should cause apple cuts and
punctures. D2 and D3 had exactly the same Fancy level apples, and this was due to the same
design and padding material. In the previous experiment, D2 and D3 had different percent in
Extra Fancy level (fig. 29), and this was due to the diameter differences. When apples fell
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through the smallest space between the large distributor edge and bin wall, damage occurred.
However, the equal Extra Fancy percent in this experiment demonstrated that the spinning
distributor changed apple movement direction, and shifted them away from falling through the
narrowest space between distributor edges and bin wall.

100%
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80%

60%
Extra Fancy
Fancy
40%

Downgraded

20%

0%
D1

D2

D3

D4

Figure 30. Apple grade classification of different distributors under the simulated apple harvest conditions
(D1, D2, D3 and D4 stand for distributor 1, distributor 2, distributor 3 and distributor 4, respectively).

For Fancy level apple percent, D1 (47.50%) > D2 (41.25%) > D3 (28.75%) > D4 (3.75%). D2
had higher Fancy percent than D3, suggesting that D2 performed better than D3, which was
related to the effects of a large diameter, and the larger diameter increased the probability of
apple collisions with the padding before exiting the distributor. As a result, apples had less
kinetic energy when they collided with other apples and the bin after exiting the distributor. D1
had a very high incidence of apples in the Fancy level, suggesting that apples were bruised, while
not cut or punctured, by the holes at this low spinning speed (15 rpm).
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The harvest-assist unit focused on fresh market apples, anticipating high apple percent in the
Extra Fancy level. The experimental results indicated that D4 performed most satisfactorily.

4.5.3. Effects of spinning and non-spinning on distributors’ performances
The objective of this experiment aimed at testing whether the spinning affected the distributor
performance on apple bruising (Extra Fancy/Fancy/Downgraded) compared with the nonspinning distributor. The non-spinning experiment (section 4.5.1) was one group in this
experiment, and the other group of this experiment was conducted at exactly the same
procedures, settings and sample sizes as the non-spinning experiment, except with a spinning
distributor which was powered by a gearmotor (Dayton DC Voltage Type Gearmotor, Dayton
Motor Co., TX ) at the speed of 15 rpm. For each distributor, four replications were conducted,
with a sample of 20 apples for each replication. The former apple was removed from the blanket
before the latter apple arrived to prevent apple-to-apple collision.
Immediately following each experiment, apples were stored at ambient temperature for 12 hours,
after which they were peeled, checked, and classified into Extra Fancy and Non-Extra Fancy
(Fancy and Downgraded levels). To check if the spinning affected apple incidence at these levels
of Extra Fancy and Non-Extra Fancy (Fancy and Downgraded levels), the number of apples
falling into Non-Extra Fancy is shown in table 4.
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Table 4. Non-Extra Fancy apple numbers in non-spinning and spinning conditions of different
distributors.
Distributor 1
NonSpinning
spinning
No. of NonExtra Fancy
Apples
Total sample

Distributor 2
NonSpinning
spinning

Distributor 3
NonSpinning
spinning

Distributor 4
NonSpinning
spinning

0

1

2

0

0

5

0

0

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

Based on table 4, it is clear that there is no difference on the number of Non-Extra Fancy apples
between non-spinning and spinning (15 rpm) for D4, and this means the spinning (15 rpm) did
not affect the performance of D4. Regardless of spinning or non-spinning, D4 did not degrade
apples to the Fancy and Downgraded grades.

4.5.4. Evaluation of spinning and non-spinning effects on distributors’ performance under
simulated field apple harvest conditions
This experiment concentrated on testing, in the simulated apple field harvest conditions, whether
or not the distributor spinning (15 rpm) affected the apple bruising incidence. The non-spinning
experiment (section 4.5.2) was a group in this experiment, and the other group of the experiment
was conducted using the same procedures, settings, and sample sizes as the non-spinning
experiment (section 4.5.2), except with a spinning distributor at the speed of 15 rpm.
There were apple-to-apple and apple-to-bin collisions in this experiment, while section 4.5.3
experiment focused on whether the spinning affected the performance of distributors, without
considering apple-to-apple and apple-to-bin collisions. The importance of this experiment was
that if there were no bruising differences and apples could distribute evenly in the bin, the motor
can be eliminated in this design to further decrease the costs.
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Data were processed by applying the standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests using Minitab
17.1 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA) to test whether spinning and non-spinning affected the
Extra Fancy level apple percent. As the spinning factor (p-value was 0.629) did not significantly
affect the apple Extra Fancy level percent, eliminating the gearmotor may be considered.
Without the motor, however, when the experiment sample size was sufficiently large in the field
tests that were performed later, apple congestion was observed just at the place where apples fell
though the distributor, and this phenomenon was obvious for distributor 4. Figure 31 shows the
congested apples without the distributor spinning, which prevented the unit from working
normally. However, this congestion did not show when the distributor was spinning (fig. 32). As
a result, though there is no effect on the Extra Fancy apple percent between distributor spinning
and non-spinning, it is still necessary to use the gearmotor to make apples distribute evenly in the
bin to ensure that the unit works normally.
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Congested apples

Figure 31. Apple congestion at the manifold for the non-spinning distributor 4.

a

b

Figure 32. (a) Distributor 4 being tested under spinning conditions; (b) Apple satisfactory distribution in
the bin.

4.6. Conclusions
In this study, to solve the unsatisfactory distributor performance, three additional distributors
were designed and lab tested. Among the four distributors (including the prototype), distributor 4
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(D4) had the best performance, with 95%, 3.75% and 1.25% apples in the Extra Fancy, Fancy,
and Downgraded levels, respectively.
The bruising incidence tested in this research should be a higher than using observation and
fingers to determine bruises, considering the unobserved pre-experiment existed bruises for this
dark red color skin apple cultivar and bruises in this experiment were checked by peeling
individual apples. Hence, the already existed bruises attributed to be the measured bruises.
Future work needs to be conducted to obtain the best spinning speed that assists with enhancing
the distributor performance. Field tests on the selected distributor needs to be completed as the
actual field harvest conditions are different from simulation, such as the uneven field terrain and
the machine vibration, which might affect apple bruising incidence. More research needs to be
conducted to determine the causes of the Fancy and Downgraded level apples of distributor 4,
which was identified to be used in the low-cost harvest-assist unit to enhance the unit
performance.
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CHAPTER 5
AN APPLE SPEED-REDUCTION BRUSH MECHANISM FOR A LOW-COST
APPLE HARVEST-ASSIST UNIT
Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps
learning stays young.
Henry Ford (1863 - 1947)
Founder of the Ford Motor Company.

ABSTRACT
Apple manual harvest closely depends on a large seasonal workforce, and decreasing availability
of agricultural employees, increasing labor costs, and occupational injuries are creating
challenges for apple harvest activities. Researchers at The Pennsylvania State University
developed a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit to improve apple harvest efficiency. The unit
performed reliably during field tests. Apple bruising incidence, however, was extremely high
with the initial design. This was a major problem for this unit, which targeted fresh market
apples. The current study designed, improved, and field tested a new apple speed-reduction brush
mechanism, aimed at decreasing apple bruising. The apple drop position onto this mechanism
that resulted in the most satisfactory speed-reduction performance was determined
experimentally. Field tests demonstrated that 98.5% and 1.5% of ‘Fuji’ apples harvested by this
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unit with the speed-reduction brush mechanism mounted were Extra Fancy and Fancy grades,
respectively.

5.1. Introduction
Apple hand-harvesting is labor-intensive work, in which the skilled and dependable labor is a
major concern of orchard growers (Nivon et al., 1977; Domigan et al., 1988; Peterson and Miller,
1989; Peterson, 1992a). Berlage and Langmo (1979) estimated that around 50% of Washington
apples were harvested by illegal aliens. However, this labor supply was already curtailed. In
1983, among the total 4 to 6 million illegal foreign workers, around one million were
apprehended by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Congress, in 1986, passed the
Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) to solve the illegal migration into the United
States. IRCA authorized severe fines and potential jail terms for growers and other employers
who knowingly hired undocumented workers (Peterson, 1992b). The reduction of undocumented
workers in the United States potentially impacts the labor supply for apple harvesting.
Currently, hand-harvested apples are carried by workers from a tree to a 0.71 m3 bin through a
bushel bucket, which weighs around 19 kg when filled (Earle-Richardson et al., 2004). Apple
harvest activities include a number of awkward postures, such as leaning far to one side while
standing on a ladder, stooping down to release apples to a bin, moving ladders in fields, and
holding both hands over the head for picking high apples (Earle-Richardson et al., 2005). Data,
between 2000 and 2003, of the Northeast Center for Agricultural and Occupational Health
indicated that back, neck, and shoulder strains accounted for 37% of all occupational problems
for which workers sought care at migrant health centers. This was the leading injury type,
occurring three times greater than the next most common problem (falls) (Earle-Richardson et
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al., 2006a). As a result, the back, neck, and shoulder strains, together with the falls, constitute
approximately 50% of all occupational problems. Freivalds et al. (2006) and Earle-Richardson et
al. (2006b) identified that carrying buckets loaded with apples and holding awkward postures
were the main causes of musculoskeletal strains. Hence, to solve the occupational injuries,
attention should be paid to the buckets and awkward postures.
Apple mechanical harvest is a means to solve the problems mentioned above (Friedland et al.,
1979; Holt, 1999). Considerable research was conducted during past decades on mechanical
apple harvesting (Peterson and Miller, 1996; Peterson et al., 1997; Allshouse and Morrow, 1972;
Zhao et al., 2011). None of them, however, reached commercialization for the following reasons:
(1) high apple bruising incidence, 2) low efficiency, and 3) high costs of machines.
Recent research shifted to the concept of developing apple harvest-assist devices (Peterson,
2005). For the harvest-assist concept, pickers only need to harvest apples on the platform, which
eliminates the bucket utilization (Schupp et al., 2011). Simultaneously, the working strength
needed for harvest was decreased and some awkward postures were eliminated. In the U.S., the
only to be commercialized harvest-assist device is the apple vacuum-assist harvest machine,
which is estimated at the price of $150,000 (Milkovich, 2013). This vacuum-assist harvest
machine is a feasible option for large orchard owners. Small orchard owners, however, may not
afford such an expensive device.
Since 2013, researchers at The Pennsylvania State University designed and tested a low-cost
apple harvest-assist unit (Zhang et al., 2014). The unit performed reliably during field tests in
late October 2013, in which the unit deficiencies were identified. A main disadvantage was the
unacceptably high apple bruising incidence. As this unit targets producing fresh market apples, it
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was necessary to approach the bruising issue before commercialization. The industry threshold
for fresh market apples requires that less than 5% of apples be downgraded due to bruise
diameter larger than 19 mm or cuts or punctures of any size (Peterson et al., 2010).
To address the bruising issue, a new apple speed-reduction brush mechanism was designed,
tested and improved. Field tests were conducted to quantify the bruising caused by the brush
mechanism. The objectives of this study were to: 1) design and fabricate the apple speedreduction brush mechanism; 2) lab test and improve the mechanism; and 3) field test the
improved brush mechanism.

5.2. Apple speed-reduction brush mechanism design and fabrication
5.2.1. Brief description of a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit
Conventional apple harvest activities include considerable disadvantages: low efficiency,
awkward postures, fall hazards from ladders, and being physically demanding. One main cause
of these problems is the utilization of ladders and buckets. When people work on the harvestassist unit, they only need to pick apples, and buckets and ladders are eliminated. Figure 33a
shows the harvest-assist unit being field tested, and figure 33b is the distributor that has been
identified as the major component causing apple bruising. The bruising occurred due to the
following two reasons: 1) holes, targeting apple even distribution in the bin, caused apple cuts
and punctures; and 2) the padding material did not absorb sufficient apple energy during
collisions. To decrease apple bruising, a new apple speed-reduction mechanism was designed in
this research to replace the distributor.
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a

b

Figure 33. (a) Harvest-assist unit being field tested; (b) Distributor.

5.2.2. Apple speed-reduction brush mechanism design
Before the design work was initiated, three design requirements were determined as: 1) the
mechanism was capable of reducing apple speed; 2) during the speed-reduction process, it
needed to avoid apple bruising; and 3) apples needed to exit the mechanism at a low speed to
avoid bruising caused by apple-to-apple and apple-to-bin collisions. Based on these three
requirements, the component needed to be soft and resilient, for which a brush was an ideal
choice. Brush bristles are soft, and when in contact with apples, they deform to absorb apple
kinetic energy. Brush bristles are resilient, and after being deformed, they could return to the
original shape in a short time to be ready for the next apple speed reduction.
The 3D prototype design of the apple speed-reduction mechanism is shown in figure 34. A brush
was the major component in this design, contacting apples directly and reducing their speeds.
The brush was supported by a shaft, which was fixed to two bearings at each end. The two
bearings were fixed at the two plates at each end and hold the shaft end. Hence, the brush was
designed to be free spinning.
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b

a

Figure 34. (a) Isometric view of the speed-reduction brush mechanism; (b) Top view of the mechanism.

The two plates, parallel to the axis of the brush, were designed as auxiliary plates to decrease
apple speed. When fell on the brush, apples moving directions deflected, which led to apple
collisions with the plate. Apple collisions with the plate would result in more kinetic energy
absorption. In addition, the space between the brush edge and the plate specified the certain area
where apples exited this mechanism.
A duct was designed (fig. 35) and mounted at the top of the brush. The three major functions of
the duct were to: 1) fix apple conveyance tubes at each end of the duct; 2) decrease apple speed
during collisions as all surfaces of the duct were padded; and 3) help apple distribution in the bin
as different size apples fell through the two V-shaped spaces in the duct at different locations.

a

b

Figure 35. (a) Isometric view of the duct; (b) Top view of the duct.
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Two requirements of the distance between the mechanism bottom and the bin bottom were: 1) it
could not be very large, because a large distance would lead apples to be at a high speed when
they contacted the bin bottom, potentially causing apple bruising; and 2) it could not be very
small, otherwise apples would become congested just below the mechanism and could not
distribute evenly at the bottom of the bin. Hence, considering apple size, 5 in. (12.7 cm) was
determined as the proper distance between the mechanism bottom and the bin floor.

5.2.3. Apple speed-reduction brush mechanism fabrication
Before the fabrication work started, all materials needed to be identified. The brush (33 in. length
and 12 in. diameter), bush shaft (36 in. length, 1¼ in. in diameter), and bearings were ordered
from Durand-Wayland Inc., GA. The other materials were aluminum sheets. The material of the
two plates, perpendicular to the axis of the brush, were ¼ in. thickness multipurpose 6061
aluminum plate, chosen in consideration of the mass of the brush and the brush shaft. However,
the other two plates, parallel to the axis of the brush, were 1/8 in. multipurpose 6061 aluminum
sheet, because both plates did not need to sustain large forces. Impact-resistant polycarbonate
sheets were selected for the duct because of their sufficient strength, light weight, and easy-tomachine properties. To avoid apple bruising, all aluminum sheets and polycarbonate sheet
surfaces that would contact apples were padded by the weather-resistant neoprene/epdm/sbr
foam (1/2 in thickness), with an adhesive back. This padding material had been tested being
capable of successfully avoiding apple bruising in this design. The fabrication work was
completed at The Pennsylvania State University Department of Agricultural and Biological
Engineering.
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5.3. Apple speed-reduction brush mechanism preliminary tests and improvement
After being designed and fabricated, the speed-reduction brush mechanism underwent
preliminary field tests, during which deficiencies were determined. Improvements on this design
were conducted based on the identified deficiencies.

5.3.1. Preliminary tests
The apple speed-reduction brush mechanism was mounted on the apple harvest-assist unit (fig.
36), and preliminary field tests were conducted at the Biglerville Fruit Research and Education
Center (Adams County, PA) on 9 September 2015. Preliminary tests focused on bruises caused
by the speed-reduction mechanism, and bruises of harvested apples by this unit. To obtain apple
bruises caused by the speed-reduction mechanism, a light blue blanket (fig. 36) was fixed below
the mechanism to avoid apple-to-bin contact. In addition, the former apple was collected before
the latter apple arrived, avoiding apple-to-apple contact. To obtain bruises by the unit, apples
were collected in the bin.

Figure 36. Speed-reduction brush mechanism mounted on the apple harvest-assist unit being preliminarily
field tested.

During the preliminary experiment, it was observed that apples sometimes contacted the duct and
then jumped over it and fell on the ground, which definitely damaged apples. The reason was
that apples already had a high horizontal speed, and the collision between apples and the duct did
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not reduce the horizontal speed sufficiently, though the vertical speed was reduced. Apples
collected on the light blue blanket had acceptable bruising conditions, indicating the brush
mechanism performed satisfactorily in reducing apple speeds. However, apples collected in the
bin had severe bruising conditions, with cuts and punctures. One main reason was the distance
between the mechanism and the bin bottom was too large (12.7 cm). Even on the ideal condition
that apples had a zero speed when exiting the brush mechanism, a 12.7 cm free drop height
would lead to an apple-to-bin or apple-to-apple collision, which would definitely cause apple
bruising (Schulte et al., 1992). However, this distance could not be minimized, because
otherwise apples would accumulate at the space between the mechanism and the bin bottom.

5.3.2. Mechanism improvement
After the disadvantages were determined, the improvement work was initiated, aimed at
decreasing apple bruising. The first improvement was to eliminate the duct, and its function of
fixing tube ends was replaced by two loops, attached to the mechanism. The second work was to
add two “combing fingers” plates at the bottom to decrease apple speed, shown in figure 37. The
material of the “combing fingers” plates was selected as weather-resistant neoprene/epdm/sbr
foam (1/2 in. thickness). After fingers were deformed when apples went through, they returned
to the original shape in a short time, preparing for reducing the next apple’s speed. Distances
between the “combing fingers” and bin bottom should also be kept at 5 in. (12.7 cm). The
material of the current collection bin applied in this research was polypropylene, which was a
hard surface. Based on the observation during the preliminary experiment and research
conducted by Schulte et al. (1992), apples still had an unacceptable bruising incidence in the bin
for this 5 in. height drop. Hence, another pad between the “combing fingers” and the bin bottom
needed to be added.
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a

b

Figure 37. (a) Mechanism added with “combing fingers” plates; (b) Closeup of the “combing fingers”.

The pad between the “combing fingers” and bin bottom needed to discharge apples in a short
time to avoid apple-to-apple collision. In addition, it was ideal to keep this pad in contact with
the bin bottom or apples already in the bin, to avoid a free fall between this pad and bin bottom.
Other requirements were that this pad needed to prevent apples from being bruised during
collision, and it was proper to not bounce apples after collision. Anti-fatigue mats (Lowe’s, 104
Valley Vista Drive, State College, PA.) were selected as the padding material, and preliminary
tests demonstrated this mat satisfied the requirements. The improved design and fabricated
mechanism are shown in figure 38. In this design, apple speed was decreased at three locations:
the brush, the “combing fingers”, and the bottom padding. In addition, the problem in the
preliminary tests of the apple horizontal speed not being reduced was addressed through adding
vertical pads facing the loops (fig. 38b).
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b

Figure 38. (a) 3D model of the improved speed-reduction mechanism; (b) Fabricated speed-reduction
mechanism.

5.4. Apple drop position identification
Apple drop position on the brush was assumed as a factor affecting apple final speed. This
experiment aimed at determining a proper position for apples to drop onto the brush. As this
mechanism was designed to reduce apple speed, a proper position for apples to drop on the brush
was the specific position that allowed apples to have low speeds when exiting the brush. This test
focused on the brush, and the “combing fingers” and “bottom padding” were removed.

5.4.1. Experimental settings
Three potential positions on which a specific apple dropped on the brush were assumed as plane
1 (2.54 cm off the axis of the brush), plane 2 (7.62 cm off the axis of the brush), and plane 3
(12.70 cm off the axis of the brush), which are shown in figure 39.
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Plane 1, D=2.54 cm

Plane 2, D=7.62 cm
Plane 3, D=12.70 cm
Figure 39. Three different apple drop positions of the brush (D represents distance between the brush axis
and a plane).

A frame was fabricated to hold the apple speed-reduction mechanism (fig. 39). A drop tester
(L.A.B. Equipment, Inc., Skaneateles, NY) was used in this experiment to drop apples at a
certain height above the brush. Two FW Series Photoelectric Sensors (Model: FW3-LN-1E, MO,
Italy) were installed in line (one at the top of the other) to measure the speed when apples exited
the bush. The top sensor was fixed 6.35 cm below the bottom of this mechanism, and the other
sensor was fixed 15.24 cm (in vertical distance) below it. Two sensors were connected to the
TDS 3012 Oscilloscope (Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR), which recorded the time of an apple
fell between the two sensors.

5.4.2. Drop test
A surface-padded collection box was placed below this mechanism to collect apples, which
could prevent apple bruising so each apple could be used several times. The apple speed when
entering the above sensor can be calculated by applying equation 1.
𝑠 = 𝑣𝑡 ∗ 𝑡 + 0.5 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑡 2

(1)
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where 𝑠 stands for the distance of 15.24 cm between the two sensors (in the direction of gravity);
𝑡 stands for the time that the apple went through the two sensors which can be obtained from the
Oscilloscope measurements; 𝑔 stands for the gravitational constant; 𝑣𝑡 stands for the apple speed
entering the top sensor. The top sensor was fixed 6.35 cm below the bottom of the mechanism.
The reason that the top sensor was not fixed immediately below this mechanism was that the
frame supporting the mechanism would block the sensor. The movement of a specific apple
exiting the bottom of the mechanism to entering the sensor view was a free fall motion, during
which process the energy was conserved. Hence, the apple speed exiting the mechanism can be
calculated, based on the law of energy conservation (eq. 2, eq. 3). Equation 3 was derived from
equation 2.
0.5 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑣𝑡2 − 0.5 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑣02 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ ℎ
0.5 ∗ 𝑣𝑡2 − 0.5 ∗ 𝑣02 = 𝑔 ∗ ℎ

(2)
(3)

where 𝑚 stands for the mass of an apple; 𝑣𝑡 stands for the apple speed entering the top sensor; 𝑣0
stands for the apple speed exiting the bottom of the mechanism; ℎ stands for the free fall
distance, equal to the vertical distance between the bottom of the mechanism and the top sensor
(6.35 cm); 𝑔 stands for the gravitational constant.

5.4.3. Drop test results and drop position determination
Twenty randomly selected ‘Golden Delicious’ apples were tested in this experiment. For each
assumed plane, every apple was dropped four times to obtain the average speed. Two free drop
heights were tested in this experiment, the free drop height of 40 cm, and the free drop height of
60 cm. The free drop height represents the free drop point to the axis of the brush in the vertical
direction. Experimental results are shown in figure 40.
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Apple speed exiting the mechanism
bottom (m/s)

4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00

60 cm fall

1.50

40 cm fall

1.00
0.50
0.00
D=2.54 cm

D=7.62 cm

D=12.7 cm

Figure 40. Bottom speed of apples exiting the mechanism at different initial drop heights and positions (D
stands for the distance between the drop plane and the brush axis in horizontal direction).

As this mechanism was designed to be a component in the harvest-assist unit intended for fresh
market apples, the first concern was that this speed-reduction mechanism did not cause apple
bruising itself, which was demonstrated experimentally.
From the experimental results shown in figure 40, it is clear that, regardless of the 60 cm initial
drop height or 40 cm initial drop height, apples exited the bottom of the mechanism at the lowest
speed on plane 2 (D=7.62 cm). For the 60 cm free drop height, an apple exiting the bottom at
plane 2 was 16.9% and 50.6% slower than that of plane 1 and plane 3, respectively. For the 40
cm free fall, an apple exiting the bottom at plane 2 was 9.2% and 37.9% slower than that of plane
1 and plane 3. As a result, the plane 2 (D=7.62 cm) performed best for reducing apple speed.
Hence, when applying this mechanism, apples dropped on plane 2.
The reason that plane 1 did not perform as satisfactorily as plane 2 was because of the hard core
of the brush, from which apples bounced back. This experiment had also indicated that this
bounce did not cause apple bruising. Plane 3 had an unsatisfactory performance because of less
contact between falling apples and the brush bristles.
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A two-sample t-test was conducted for testing the effects of different initial drop heights (40 cm
and 60 cm) on the apple speed when they exited the bottom of the apple speed-reduction
mechanism. The P-values for plane 1, plane 2, and plane 3 were 0.013, 0.162, and 0,
respectively, suggesting that different heights (40 cm and 60 cm) had no significant effect on
speed of apples exiting the mechanism bottom at plane 2. Since plane 2 was identified as the
apple drop plane, this meant that regardless of which dropping height was selected, 40 cm or 60
cm, the apples came out of the mechanism bottom at the same speed.

5.5. Improved apple speed-reduction brush mechanism field test
After the apple speed-reduction brush mechanism was improved and the dropping position was
determined, the improved speed-reduction brush mechanism underwent field tests. The test
procedure and results are shown below.

5.5.1. Experimental settings and procedures
The speed-reduction brush mechanism was mounted on the apple harvest-assist unit, and
underwent field tests at the Fruit Research and Education Center in Biglerville, PA, in October
2014. The tubes connected to this mechanism were fixed at the position based on section 5.4.3.
‘Fuji’ apples were selected for this experiment. One picker stood on the platform and picked
apples. The test included 10 replications of harvesting, with 20 apples for each replication. A
total of 200 ‘Fuji’ apples were harvested by the picker. Harvested apples accumulated in the bin,
and were collected until each harvest replication was completed. Apples were then held in room
temperature for 12 hours, after which each apple was peeled to check for bruises. The peeled
apples were graded according to USDA fresh market standards, based on the specifications
shown in table 5. Apples were categorized into Extra Fancy, Fancy, and Downgraded grades.
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Table 5. Classification of apple bruises.
No. Assigned
to Class

USDA Fresh
Market Standard

Bruise Specifications

1

“Extra Fancy”

No bruising

2

“Extra Fancy”

Bruise diameter ≤ 3.2 mm (1/8 in.)

3

“Extra Fancy”

Bruise diameter 3.2 to 6.4 mm (1/ 8 to 1/4 in.)

4

“Extra Fancy”

Bruise diameter 6.4mm (1/4 in.) to 12.7 mm (1/2 in.) or area of
several bruises < 127 mm2

5

“Fancy”

Bruise diameter 12.7 to 19 mm (1/2 to 3/4 in.)

6

Downgraded

Bruises larger than the tolerances in "Fancy"

7

Downgraded

Cuts or punctures of any size

5.5.2. Experimental results
Based on previous field tests (Zhang et al., 2014), bruises in this experiment were caused by the
speed-reduction brush mechanism and bin. The experimental results are shown in figure 41.

Apple grade incidence

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Extra Fancy

Fancy

Downgraded

Figure 41. Grade classification of apples harvested by the harvest-assist unit with the speed-reduction
brush mechanism.
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From figure 41, it is clear that 98.5% and 1.5% of apples harvested by this harvest-assist unit
with the speed-reduction brush mechanism mounted are in Extra Fancy and Fancy grades,
respectively. None of the harvested apples is in the Downgraded grade. Based on table 5, the
Extra Fancy grade includes apples without bruising and ones with tiny bruising. Experimental
results indicated that 67.5% (±13.0%) of the harvested apples were Class 1 apples, suggesting
that they had not been bruised at all.

5.6. Conclusions
An apple speed-reduction brush mechanism was developed and improved based on preliminary
tests. Apple drop position on this mechanism was determined experimentally. The improved
apple speed-reduction brush mechanism was then mounted on the previously designed apple
harvest-assist unit and underwent field tests. Field experimental results showed that the Extra
Fancy grade apple percent was 98.5%. This high Extra Fancy grade apple percent indicated the
potential for this harvest-assist unit being commercialized. Based on observation during field
tests, the major reason for 1.5% of apples in the Fancy grade was due to the bruising caused by
apple-to-apple contact.
Further research needs to test the performance of this speed-reduction brush mechanism on other
apple cultivars. The brush in this mechanism was free spinning, and one potential research
direction is to use a motor to spin the brush, and assess the bruising incidence. The current
mechanism has only one brush, and it is worthwhile to study a two-brush mechanism because
this can increase the mechanism area and decrease the possible apple-to-apple contact.
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CHAPTER 6
A LOW-COST APPLE HARVEST-ASSIST UNIT PROTOTYPE SECONDYEAR FIELD TEST
Move fast and break things. Unless you are breaking stuff, you are not moving fast
enough.
Mark Zuckerberg (1984 - )
Co-founders and CEO of Facebook Inc.

ABSTRACT
An economic apple harvest-assist unit prototype targeting fresh market apples was field tested.
This harvest-assist unit focused on high apples, which involve use of ladders for conventional
harvest. By applying this unit to harvest high apples, the utilization of ladders and buckets was
avoided, which eliminated the risk of ladder falls and reduced required working strength. Six
distributor spinning speeds were tested to determine the most satisfactory speed which resulted
in the lowest apple bruising incidence. Experimental results showed that one of the six speeds
had the best performance and resulted in no downgrading of harvested apples from the Extra
Fancy grade, demonstrating the potential of the harvest-assist unit to reach commercialization for
harvesting fresh market grade apples. For the high apples, compared with the conventional
harvest method, the harvest-assist unit increased harvest efficiency by 95%.
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6.1. Introduction
Apple production in the U.S. has increased sharply in recent years. From 2012 to 2014, the total
apple production went up by 25% in the U.S. (Agricultural Statistics, 2015). More employees are
needed for the apple industry. However, since the late 1980s, apple growers found that it was
increasingly difficult to employ qualified workers for apple harvest (Domigan et al., 1988).
Currently, the entire crop is harvested manually throughout the U.S. due to the fruits’
susceptibility to bruising, and hand harvest accounts for 15% of total costs (Gallardo et al.,
2010). In addition, the apple harvest work includes a variety of hazardous activities and high risk
of occupational injuries (Earle-Richardson et al., 2004). One solution to labor shortages and
occupational health issues for apple harvest is to develop mechanical apple harvest systems.
Over the past few decades, researchers initiated several concepts and developed different
machine prototypes in mechanical apple harvesting. These concepts fall into five categories:
shake-and-catch principle, combing method, oscillating air jet approach, apple harvest robot, and
harvest-assist platform. Mechanical apple harvest technologies, including the shake-and-catch
principle, combing method, oscillating air jet approach, and apple harvest robot, were reviewed
in Chapter 2, and the reasons for they were commercially unsuccessful in harvesting fresh
market apples were also summarized in Chapter 2.
Since the 1990s, engineering efforts in the U.S. shifted to the development of labor platforms to
assist pickers with apple harvesting (Schupp et al., 2011). The other reason for researchers to
shift focus to the labor platform was that commercial harvest aids have been available in Europe
(Peterson, 2005). Peterson and Miller (1996) and Peterson et al. (1997) developed a harvest aid,
by placing two pickers under the arms of the trellis and requiring both only to pick and drop
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apples onto a padding surface. Field tests showed that apple quality harvested by using this aid
was as good as that from conventional hand harvesting, and individual picker harvest efficiency
was increased by 36% to 44% over conventional hand harvesting. However, there were two
major disadvantages for this aid: 1) high costs, because this machine was based on a large overthe-row apple harvester; and 2) overall low efficiency, because one person needed to drive the
machine and was not engaged in apple picking, though individual efficiency was increased.
Peterson (2005) developed a harvest aid, and field evaluation showed that worker’s productivity
was increased by 22%. Unacceptably high apple damage incidence, however, prevented this aid
from being viable for fresh market apples. Baugher et al. (2009) demonstrated that the mobile
platform increased orchard management efficiency. However, the mobile platform was not tested
on apple harvest. Luo et al. (2012) evaluated the performance of the vacuum apple harvester and
showed its potential for fresh market quality apples. However, the vacuum apple harvester is
relatively expensive.
To solve the problems associated with previous harvest aids or platforms such as high costs, high
bruising incidence, and overall low efficiency, Zhang et al. (2014) initiated development of an
economic apple harvest-assist unit in 2013, targeting fresh market apples. Several improvements
were made. The objectives described in this chapter were to: 1) determine the most satisfactory
distributor spinning speed, which led to the lowest bruising incidence for harvested apples; and
2) compare the harvest efficiency between the conventional harvest approach and the harvestassist unit for the high apples.
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6.2. Materials and methods
6.2.1. First-year prototype of an economic apple harvest-assist unit
6.2.1.1. Previous work
The design and fabrication of the harvest-assist unit, as well as first-year field test results, are
described in chapter 3. The components causing bruising are described in chapter 4. Second-year
prototype modifications and lab tests are also described in chapter 4.
6.2.1.2. Distance Sensor
Photoelectric sensor (Micro Detectors, Modena, Mo, Italy; model: FGRW-DT-0A) was selected
to detect the distance between the distributor and apples in the bin and keep this distance at a
constant value. The sensor was mounted on the manifold-distributor unit. While apples filling up
the bin, the distance signal would actuate an electric motor which drove a lifting mechanism to
move the distributor up and maintained the constant distance. This sensor had an adjustable
sensing distance, with a maximum of 550 mm.
6.2.1.3. Distributor speed controller
The distributor speed was controlled by the distributor speed controller (fig. 42), which had
scales from 1 to 10. In working conditions, regardless of lab tests or field tests, apple pickers
only needed to adjust from speed 1 to speed 10 to control the distributor speed.
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Figure 42. Distributor speed controller.

6.2.2. Second-year prototype of an economic apple harvest-assist unit
The second-year field test was focused on determining the best distributor spinning speed, which
resulted in the lowest bruising incidence for harvested apples, and comparing the harvest
efficiency between the conventional harvest approach and the harvest-assist unit. The 2014 fall
field tests (the second-year field test) were conducted at the Biglerville Fruit Research and
Education Center (Adams County, PA).
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6.2.2.1. Distributor spinning speed determination
6.2.2.1.1. Trees and subjects
The apple cultivar selected for this research was ‘Fuji’ trees, which were trained to a tall spindle
system. Two pickers selected for this experiment were trained in advance of this experiment on
utilization of the harvest-assist unit.
6.2.2.1.2. Experimental procedure
Six spinning speeds were tested in this experiment. Considering the large friction between the
bottom paddings of the distributor and the bin, and the distributor failed to spin for settings 1-4,
so, the speeds to test for this experiment were speed settings 5-10. For a specific spinning speed,
two pickers standing on the platform picked apples simultaneously. They harvested 25 apples for
a replication, and after each replication, apples were collected from the bin. Four replications
were conducted for each speed.
6.2.2.1.3. Apple grade
Apples were then stored at ambient temperature for 12 hours before they were peeled for bruises
assessment. Apples were classified based on the USDA fresh market apple standard (table 6),
and categorized into Extra Fancy, Fancy, and Downgraded grades.
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Table 6. Classification of bruise damage.
No. Assigned to
Class
1
2
3

USDA Fresh Market
Standard
"Extra Fancy"
"Extra Fancy"
"Extra Fancy"

4
5
6
7

"Extra Fancy"
"Fancy"
Downgraded
Downgraded

Bruise Specifications
No bruising
Bruising diameter ≤ 3.2 mm (1/8 in.)
Bruise diameter 3.2 to 6.4 mm (1/8 to 1/4 in.)
Bruise diameter 6.4 mm (1/4 in.) to 12.7 mm (1/2 in.)
or area of several bruises ≤ 127 mm2
Bruise diameter 12.7 to 19 mm (1/2 to 3/4 in.)
Bruises larger than the tolerances in "Fancy"
Cuts or punctures of any size

6.2.2.2. Harvest efficiency test
For high apples that required use of ladders in conventional harvest, the harvest efficiency was
compared between the conventional approach and the harvest-assist unit. The video camera
(Sony HDR-CX550V 64 GB High Definition Handy Camcorder, Sony Corp., Japan) was used to
record the whole process to obtain the parameters of time and the number of harvested apples.
The harvest efficiency was calculated in the unit of harvested apple number per second.
Two pickers first harvested 15 ‘Fuji’ trees individually using the conventional approach. The
same two pickers stood on the harvest-assist unit and harvested 30 ‘Fuji’ trees simultaneously,
each person for 15 trees. Both harvest processes were recorded by the camera to obtain two
videos.

6.3. Experimental results
6.3.1. Results of distributor spinning speed effect on bruising
Bruising incidence based on different distributor spinning speeds is shown in figure 43. Because
the harvest-assist unit targeted fresh market apples, Extra Fancy grade (table 6) was desirable,
with minimal bruising and minimal downgrading of apples. The experimental results
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demonstrated that speed 7 resulted in 100% Extra Fancy grade apples. Hence, it is reasonable to
choose speed 7 as the proper working speed.

100%

Extra Fancy Percent

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Speed 5

Speed 6

Speed 7

Speed 8

Speed 9

Speed 10

Figure 43. Extra Fancy apple percent at different spinning speeds.

Based on observations during field tests, the reason that speed 5 and speed 6 performed poorly
was mainly because of the low spinning speed which could not discharge the former apple in a
short time. Hence, the latter apple collided with the former one at the surface of the distributor,
and this apple-to-apple collision caused bruising. Speed 8, speed 9, and speed 10 performed
increasingly unsatisfactorily because apples had a high speed when exiting the distributor. This
high speed potentially caused bruising from apple-to-apple collision in the bin and apple-to-bin
collision. The higher the speed, the higher the apple bruising incidence (fig. 43). The Extra
Fancy grade apple percent is 93%, 84%, and 63%, for speed 8, speed 9, and speed 10,
respectively. The highest spinning speed resulted in the lowest number of apples in the Extra
Fancy grade.
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6.3.2. Results of harvest efficiency
When using the conventional approach to harvesting high apples, pickers needed to engage in
activities to prepare for apple picking, such as moving ladders, ladder climbing, and ladder
descending. However, these activities were not directly related to apple picking, and this
potentially decreased harvest efficiency. When using the harvest-assist unit to harvest high
apples, pickers only needed to engage in picking activities and moving the unit, and the time
ratio for moving the unit was very low. Table 7 shows the time ratio related to apple picking for
each harvest method based on the obtained videos. From table 7, it is clear that the picking time
percentage using the harvest-assist unit is 28.9% higher than the conventional harvest approach.
When working on the unit, pickers do not need to wear a bucket, which weighs 20 kg when
filled. Additionally, pickers do not need to be at risk of falling off ladders, and the moving ladder
activity is eliminated.
Table 7. Time percentage related to harvesting high apples using different methods.

Time percentage related to picking

Conventional harvest method
75.84%

Harvest-assist unit method
97.78%

Table 8 shows the harvest efficiency for high apples by using different harvest methods. When
using the harvest-assist unit, the harvest efficiency was increased by 95% compared with the
conventional approach. The two main reasons for the high apple harvest efficiency increase
using the harvest-assist unit are: 1) less time spent on preparing for the harvest, and 2) decreased
working strength needed, which reduces fatigue over time. Fatigue can reduce the rate at which
apples are picked.
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Table 8. Harvest efficiency for high apples using different harvest methods.

Harvest efficiency

Conventional harvest method
0.2 apples/second

Harvest-assist unit method
0.39 apples/second

6.3.3. Relationship between scale settings and distributor actual spinning speed
The relationship between the scale settings and the actual spinning speed was experimentally
obtained, as shown in table 9.
Table 9. Relationship between speed settings and actual spinning speeds.
Scale
5
6
7
8
9
10

Actual RPM (Revolution per minute)
6
13
28
37
48
56

Based on section 6.3.1, speed 7 was determined as the most satisfactory spinning speed, and the
actual value is 28 rpm. Hence, when using this unit to harvest fresh market apples, the distributor
spinning speed of 28 rpm is recommended.

6.3.4. Harvest-assist unit costs
The costs of the harvest-assist device were $4,063. Thus, the total costs for the harvest-assist unit
were around $20,000. Compared with the DBR apple harvester with an expected price of
$150,000 (Milkovich, 2013), the apple harvest-assist unit developed in this research was a lowcost unit.
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6.4. Conclusion and future research
The distributor spinning speed effect on bruising was studied in this research. Speed 7 (28 rpm)
was experimentally demonstrated to have the best performance, resulting in no downgrading of
harvested apples from the Extra Fancy grade, which showed the potential for this unit to reach
commercialization for harvesting fresh market apples.
Compared with the conventional apple harvest approach, the harvest-assist unit increased harvest
efficiency by 95% for the high apples. This was primarily due to less time spent on preparation
for apple picking and the decreased working strength needed, which reduced fatigue.
Future research needs to be focused on the following aspects: 1) the unit was only tested on
‘Fuji’ apples, and more apple cultivars should be tested to validate the performance of this unit,
such as ‘Golden Delicious’ and ‘Honeycrisp’; 2) redesign the power system. The current unit has
two batteries, one for the ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform and the other one for the two motors
(one gearmotor and one linear actuator) on the harvest-assist device. Future work needs to use
the mobile platform battery to power the two motors and this eliminates the usage of a specific
battery for the two motors, decreasing the unit costs; 3) tests on pears and peaches should be
conducted to evaluate this unit performance on other fruits; and 4) field experiments should be
conducted in other areas of the U.S. to test the harvest-assist unit reliability and performance.
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CHAPTER 7
PADDING MATERIAL ENERGY ABSORPTION FACTORS
IDENTIFICATION, MODELING AND VALIDATION
I always knew I was going to be rich. I don’t think I ever doubted it for a minute.
Warren Buffett (1930 - )
American Business Magnate, Investor and Philanthropist.

ABSTRACT
Apples are prone to bruising, and, currently, all apples destined for fresh market are handharvested in the U.S. However, increasing labor costs and decreasing availability of apple
pickers create challenges for the U.S. apple industry. Mechanical apple harvesting is a means to
solve this problem. However, there are no mechanical apple harvesting machines commercially
available in the U.S. marketplace. Researchers at The Pennsylvania State University are working
on development and commercialization of a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit. The most serious
problem for this unit is a high apple bruising incidence. Padding is an approach to decrease apple
bruising incidence. Energy absorbed by padding material is a key factor measuring the padding
material performance. In this study, for this certain material of weather-and-fire-retardant foam,
a model based on energy absorbed by one-layer and three-layer padding materials was
established, and validated by the energy absorbed by a two-layer padding material. The model
had an r2 value of 98.2%. Two sample t-test results showed that there was no difference between
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observed and predicted values for the two-layer padding material. Correlation between predicted
and actually absorbed energy yielded an r2 value of 99.17%, and slope and intercept of the
predicted vs. actually absorbed energy linear regression curve were 1.0084 and 0.0210 Joule,
respectively.

7.1. Introduction
In 2006/2007, 6321.8 million pounds of fresh apples were produced in the U.S., with an average
annual per capita consumption of 17.73 pounds. Approximate 45,000 to 50,000 people are
employed in apple harvesting work throughout the U.S. During peak harvesting period,
approximate 35,000 to 45,000 apple pickers are working in fields, using ladders and bags and
picking apples manually, which is labor intensive and potentially dangerous work (Creamer and
Jessup, 2008; Luo et al., 2012).
One major concern of the U.S. apple industry is sufficient supply of seasonal, skilled labor
(Peterson, 1992; Peterson et al., 1994; Peterson & Wolford, 2003; Schupp et al., 2011).
However, the supply of domestic workers to conduct apple harvesting activities often fails to
meet the large demand. Substantial numbers of undocumented aliens are employed to reduce this
labor shortage (Earle-Richardson et al., 2005; Earle-Richardson et al., 2006). Since the 1980’s,
apple orchard owners have found that it is increasingly difficult to employ skilled labor for apple
harvesting (Domigan et al., 1988).
Mechanical apple harvesting is a candidate technology to address shortages of employees, and
considerable research has been conducted. A fill-and-shake concept apple harvester was
designed (Berlage and Langmo, 1976), and field tests demonstrated that this machine had a high
apple cull incidence. An apple harvester having a straddle-frame and a shake-and-catch
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harvesting system for apples grown in treewall was constructed (Berlage and Langmo, 1974).
Experiments showed that the straddle-frame had a time saving of 42% compared to manual
picking. However, apple stem pulls incidence was high, which was a serious apple storage
problem. An apple harvest system using a combing principle, aimed at fresh market apples, was
developed (LeFlufy, 1982a, 1982b, 1983). Results of field tests showed that up to 85% of
harvested apples by this system were of Grade I quality, but a significant proportion of apples
were not harvested. An apple harvest robotic device was developed, including a manipulator, an
end-effector and an imaged-based vision servo control system (Zhao et al., 2011). Lab tests and
field experiments (in an open field) confirmed effectiveness of the prototype robot device, with a
77% success incidence of apple harvesting at the speed of four apples per second. However,
none of the above apple harvest systems is in commercial stage in the U.S. currently. The only
commercial candidate in the U.S. is the apple harvest-assist device described by Milkovich
(2013). However, this harvest-assist device may only have potential for large orchards due to its
high price.
Researchers at The Pennsylvania State University are developing a low-cost apple harvest-assist
unit (Zhang et al., 2014). The harvest-assist unit performed reliably in field tests. One major
problem for this unit was the high apple bruising incidence. The distributor (fig. 44) was a major
component causing apple bruising: 1) it caused 19% of apple bruising by itself; 2) it did not
reduce apple speed sufficiently, resulting in apples having a high speed when exiting the
distributor, which caused serious apple-to-apple or apple-to-bin collision, potentially damaging
apples. Through experimental observation, the padding material in this distributor had a high
coefficient of restitution, meaning it did not perform satisfactorily.
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a

b

Figure 44. (a) Fabricated distributor in lab; (b) Distributor mounted on the low-cost apple harvest-assist
unit.

To decrease apple bruising by this distributor, one potential solution was to improve the
performance of padding materials, and identify factors affecting energy absorption by this
material. The padding material selected in this research was the weather-and-fire-retardant foam
(neoprene/EPDM/SBR, 1.27 cm. thickness). This research focused on modeling energy
absorption by the padding material. The objectives of this research were to: 1) identify factors
affecting energy absorption by this padding material; 2) establish a model on the energy
absorbed by the padding material; and 3) validate the model.

7.2. Materials and methods
7.2.1. Research Material
Three apple cultivars selected for this research were ‘Golden Delicious’, ‘Royal Gala’ and
‘Granny Smith’. Ten apples were selected for each cultivar. Apples were bought from Walmart
(1665 N Atherton Street, State College, PA, U.S.) on 2 May 2014 and stored in a storage room
with constant temperature of 6.0ᵒC and humidity of 80%. Lab experiments were conducted on 22
May 2014. Apples were taken out of the storage room and put in the ambient temperature two
hours in advance of experiments.
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Before conducting experiments, potential factors (table 10) influencing energy absorption by the
padding material were assumed as apple cultivar, apple weight, apple firmness, apple shape,
padding thickness and initial free drop height. Apple shape was defined as apple diameter of its
equator divided by apple height. Apple firmness was tested by Fruit Penetrometer, Model GY-3
(Agriculture Solutions LLC, Strong, ME). Based on the Fruit Penetrometer manual, when testing
apple flesh firmness, it is required to choose the 11 mm diameter tip. The range is 1 to 24kg/cm2,
with accuracy of 0.1 kg/cm2. Padding thickness was another potential factor affecting energy
absorption. The selected material was the 1.27 cm thickness weather-and-fire-retardant foam. To
achieve three different thicknesses (one layer, two layers, and three layers), double-sided tape
(Scotch 665) was used to glue layers. When gluing among layers, to avoid the tape effect on
experimental results, it was necessary to make the double-sided tape parallel and neighboring
between two layers of weather-and-fire-retardant foam (fig. 45). If it was not parallel and
neighboring each other and bumps existed, the double-sided tape was a potential factor affecting
energy absorption by the padding material.
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Table 10. Variables and description.
Variables

Description

Apple cultivar

Three different apple cultivars: ‘Golden Delicious’, ‘Granny Smith’ and ‘Royal Gala’

Apple weight

Measured in grams

Apple
firmness

Measured in kilogram per square centimeter

Apple shape

Measured by apple equator diameter divided by apple vertical height

Padding
thickness

Measured in centimeter (three values were used: 1.27 cm, 2.54 cm and 3.81 cm)

Initial height

Measured in centimeter (three values were used: 35 cm, 45 cm and 55 cm)

Energy
absorbed

Energy absorbed by padding material measured in joule

Parallel and adjacent tape
strips

Weather-and-fire-retardant
foam

Figure 45. Double-sided tape arrangement pattern on the surface of a layer. The base is the weather-andfire-retardant foam and the top is the double-sided tape.

The weather-and-fire-retardant foam had been selected as the padding material, which had the
following characteristics:


Resilient. The quick resilience characteristic is important because pickers’ high apple
harvesting speed requires the padding material to return to its original shape after
deformed in a short time.
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Weather resistant. In working conditions, this padding material is exposed to the outdoor
environment.



Abrasion resistant. This material needs to be abrasion resistant for the high frequent
collisions by apples.



Economic. The price of this material needs to be within budget.

The three thicknesses of padding materials to be studied were one layer (1.27 cm), two layers
(2.54 cm) and three layers (3.81 cm). To obtain the two-layer padding material, two one-layer
foam pieces needed to be glued by the double-sided tape. To obtain the three-layer padding
material, three one-layer foam pieces needed to be glued by the double-sided tape. Dimensions
of padding materials tested in this experiment were 54 x 41 x 1.27 (L x W x H, cm) for one layer,
54 x 41 x 2.54 (L x W x H, cm) for two layers, and 54 x 41 x 3.81 (L x W x H, cm) for three
layers. The length of the padding material was determined by the drop tester leaves to ensure that
apples fell onto the padding material surface. To keep the padding material flat, the weather-andfire-retardant foam was glued by double-sided tape to an aluminum plate with dimensions of 60
x 45 x 0.3 (L x W x H, cm).

7.2.2. Devices
Three major devices in this experiment were: drop tester, video camera, and constraint barrier.
All three devices are described as follows.
7.2.2.1. Drop tester
A drop tester (L.A.B. Equipment, Inc., N.Y.) was used to drop still apples from a certain height,
which was adjustable from zero to 150 cm. One advantage of this drop tester (fig. 46) is that any
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drop height between 0 and 150 cm can be obtained, because the height can be adjusted
continuously. In this specific research, 35 cm, 45 cm, and 55 cm were determined as initial free
fall dropping heights.

Figure 46. Apple dropping test being conducted with the drop tester.

During tests, thicknesses of aluminum plate (0.3 cm), one-layer padding (1.27 cm), two-layer
padding (2.54 cm), and three-layer padding (3.81 cm) needed to be considered, because the drop
tester used the bottom as the base. The three-layer to-be tested padding material is shown in fig.
47.
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Figure 47. Three-layer padding material to be tested.

7.2.2.2. Video camera
A video camera (Sony HDR-CX550V 64 GB High Definition Handy Camcorder) recorded apple
movement. During the experiment process, the camera was fixed at a certain place to keep
constant pixel dimensions in the video.
7.2.2.3. Constraint barrier
The constraint barrier component was applied to protect apples from running out of the padded
area. With this constraint barrier, it was easy to collect apples after each drop was completed.
The bottom of the constraint barrier, except the tested padding material, was also padded with
soft material to ensure apples would not be bruised by the hard bottom surface of the drop tester.
One important requirement for the constraint barrier was that the plate facing the video camera
needed to be transparent, as the video camera needed to record the apple movement. Hence, four
walls of the constraint barrier consisted of three plywood plates, dimensions 27 x 76.5 x 1.57 (W
x L x H, cm), and one transparent polycarbonate board wall (impact-resistant polycarbonate
sheet, 27 x 76.5 x 0.48, W x L x H. cm). In addition, the three plywood walls were also padded
to avoid apple bruising, and the padding material was weather-resistant neoprene/EPDM/SBR
foam (adhesive-back, 1.27 cm thickness).
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7.2.3. Experiment procedures
7.2.3.1. Apple flesh firmness test experiment
For the apple drop experiment, the only potential chance to test firmness was when the
experiment was completed. The firmness test was destructive and after testing apple flesh
firmness, apples were damaged and could not be used to conduct the drop experiment. The apple
flesh firmness test was to compare whether apple flesh firmness changed after 99 drops, because
during the experimental process, each apple was dropped 99 times. For some apple cultivars,
apple flesh firmness for the “red surface” is different, to a large extent, from that for the “white
surface”. Three apple cultivars selected in this experiment were ‘Golden Delicious’, ‘Royal
Gala’ and ‘Granny Smith’. For ‘Golden Delicious’ and ‘Granny Smith’ apples (both had no
obvious “red surface” and “white surface” differences), two areas were marked for each apple
around the equator but at opposite side of apples. One marked area was used to conduct the
dropping tests at a certain free fall height on the weather-and-fire-retardant foam and the other
area was a control area. For ‘Royal Gala’ apples, two connecting areas around the equator at the
“red surface” and “white surface” were marked, one at each side of an apple. For each specific
marked area, three points were randomly selected around the equator to test flesh firmness. Three
‘Golden Delicious’ apples, three ‘Royal Gala’ apples and three ‘Granny Smith’ apples were
selected to conduct this experiment. These three apples were selected randomly from the batch of
apples bought from Walmart and stored in the storage room. Two hours before the experiment,
apples were picked from the storage room and put in ambient temperature. After the dropping
test, all apples were stored in ambient temperature for five hours before apple flesh firmness was
tested. When measuring the firmness, apples needed to be peeled first.
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7.2.3.2. Apple drop test for modeling
The apple drop experiment for modeling was aimed at obtaining energy absorbed by the padding
material. In this research, 10 ‘Golden Delicious’, 10 ‘Royal Gala’ and 10 ‘Granny Smith’ apples
were selected randomly among the apples bought from Walmart and stored in an air-conditioned
storage room. Each apple was numbered to give each apple an ID for the convenience of
modeling. ‘Golden Delicious’ apples were numbered from 1 to 10, ‘Royal Gala’ apples were
numbered from 11 to 20, and ‘Granny Smith’ apples were numbered from 21 to 30.
Each apple cultivar was divided into two groups. Totally, there were six groups. Two persons
needed to work together in this experiment. One person used the video camera to record apple
movement, and the other person worked on dropping apples, with responsibility for putting five
apples on the drop tester leaves. Then, to release the five apples (a group) being tested, the foot
switch pedal was depressed and held for one second to initiate the reset mechanism. All five
apples dropped simultaneously. The reset mechanism must complete its cycle before another test.
A full cycle of this process was about 20 seconds. Each group replicated 11 runs, and there were
three drop heights, 55 cm, 45 cm and 35 cm. Padding materials had two thickness values of 1.27
cm and 3.81 cm, and there were 396 runs in total. Data from this experiment would be applied to
conduct modeling work. Apple weight was measured one hour before the test. Weight, firmness,
and shape results are shown in table 11. Figure 48 shows one group of apples being tested.
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Table 11. Apple weight, firmness, and equator/vertical ratio of different apple cultivars (mean of five
replicates for ten apples).[a]
Apple Cultivar

Apple Weight (g)

Firmness (kg/cm2)

Equator/Vertical

‘Golden Delicious’

225.05 a

5.435 a

1.208 a

‘Granny Smith’

243.82 b

9.811 b

1.063 ab

‘Royal Gala’

194.51 c

4.835 a

1.110 b

[a]

Same letters in each column indicate that there is no significant difference between apple cultivars at
the significance level of 0.05.

Drop tester
leaves

Figure 48. A group of apples being tested.

7.2.3.3. Apple drop test for validation
Apples used in this experiment were the same as those used in the drop test for modeling. Totally
there were six groups, with five apples per group. In each run, five apples (a group) dropped
simultaneously. Each group replicated 11 runs, and there were three drop heights in this
experiment, 35 cm, 45 cm, and 55 cm. This experiment only focused on the two-layer padding
material (thickness of 2.54 cm), with 198 runs totally. Data obtained from this experiment would
be compared with the predicted value based on the established model. After this validation
experiment, apple flesh firmness was measured.
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7.2.4. Assumptions in this experiment
Assumptions in apple drop tests for modeling and validation include:


the lost energy was entirely absorbed by the padding material;



the padding material can return to the original shape after each collision quickly;



the apple internal energy did not change before and after the experiment.

7.2.5. Data Processing and analysis
7.2.5.1. Frame extraction software
Frames were extracted from videos by applying Adobe Photoshop CS6 (Adobe System Inc., San
Jose, Cali., US). By observing frames, the bounced final height of each apple was determined.
Frame extraction frequency was a key factor for the accuracy of the results. A rate of 200 frames
per second (fps) was selected as the extraction frequency, because at this frequency, images
recording apple bouncing back to the maximum height were clear (not blurred).
7.2.5.2. Data process software
ACNOVA analysis and regression analysis were conducted using Minitab V16 (Minitab Inc.,
State College, PA). Standard analysis of variance tests were performed using SAS V9.2 (SAS
Institute, Cary, N.C.) to compare means of different treatments at the 95% confidence interval.
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7.3. Results and Discussion
7.3.1. Apple flesh firmness test experiment
After the validation experiment, two groups of data were obtained, experimental group and
control group. Comparisons between the two groups were conducted to check whether or not
there was a difference in firmness. The firmness data for three cultivars are shown in table 12.
Table 12. Apple flesh firmness data - control group and test group.
Apple No.
Cultivar
Control Group
Test Group
1
‘Golden Delicious’
6.21
7.33
2
‘Golden Delicious’
6.77
6.68
3
‘Golden Delicious’
6.31
6.06
4
‘Royal Gala’
8.19
8.12
5
‘Royal Gala’
6.29
6.32
6
‘Royal Gala’
8.90
8.37
7
‘Granny Smith’
10.00
10.13
8
‘Granny Smith’
9.80
9.50
9
‘Granny Smith’
9.83
9.73
The control group indicates the measured results of marked apple areas which had no collision on the
padding; the test group indicates the measured results of marked apple areas which had 99 collisions on
the padding.

Two sample t-test was conducted to test the two groups – test group and control group for each
apple cultivar. Two sample t-test p-values for ‘Golden Delicious’, ‘Royal Gala’ and ‘Granny
Smith’ were 0.587, 0.863 and 0.689, respectively. These high p-values showed that there was no
significant difference for the apple flesh firmness before and after 99 drops. This also indicated
the apple flesh firmness tested value after the validation test could present the apple flesh
firmness value during the whole test process.
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7.3.2. Apple drop experiment for modeling
A total of 396 groups of data were obtained from this experiment (padding material thickness of
1.27 cm and 3.81 cm). Table 10 lists the assumed main factors that influence the energy
absorption. Based on the assumption, only the six main factors and their interactions were
considered in modeling. As the cultivar was a categorical factor, the ACNOVA analysis was
selected, which could include both categorical and continuous variables. After applying
ACNOVA to get the significant factors and two-way interactions, regression was used to obtain
the model. Based on the ACNOVA analysis, cultivar, padding material thickness, apple weight,
initial drop height and two-way interactions of cultivar * weight, cultivar * padding material
thickness and cultivar * height were determined as significant factors in the model.
As apple cultivar was a categorical variable, it was necessary to dummy code the categorical
variable before regression. Since there were three levels for apple cultivar (‘Golden Delicious’,
‘Royal Gala’, and ‘Granny Smith’), it needed to create two dummy variables for apple cultivars.
Each dummy variable represented the absence or presence of the first two levels by treating the
third level as the reference. Minitab (V16) could automatically create three indicators for
cultivar. However, only the first two were valid because the third level was the base. When a
given observation belonged to level 1 (‘Golden Delicious’), then cultivar1 = 1 and cultivar2 = 0.
When a given observation belonged to level 2 (‘Royal Gala’), then cultivar1 = 0 and cultivar2 =
1. When a given observation belonged to level 3 (‘Granny Smith’), then cultivar1 = 0 and
cultivar2 = 0, which was the base group.
In regression analysis, the factor of cultivar1 * height is not significant (P=0.504). To make the
final model concise, it did not appear in the final model.
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The final model was as follows:
Energy = -0.533363 - 0.477735 * Cultivar1 - 0.086181 * Cultivar2 + 0.00225435 * Cultivar1 *
Weight + 0.000853092 * Cultivar2 * Weight - 0.0133659 * Cultivar1 * Pad material thickness 0.0171029 * Cultivar2 * Pad Material thickness - 0.00134023 * cultivar2 * Height + 0.0449704
* Pad Material thickness + 0.0115723* Height + 0.00230347 * Weight
In the above model, the R-Sq was 98.2%, the only insignificant variable was the Cultivar2 (pvalue equals to 0.271). However, as the two-way interactions of Cultivar2 * Pad Material
thickness and cultivar2 * Height were both significant, it was necessary to keep Cultivar2 as a
main factor in the model. Apple firmness was not a factor influencing the energy absorbed by the
padding material.

7.3.3. Apple drop experiment for validation
Correlation between predicted values and observed values for energy absorption are shown in
figure 49.
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Energy absorbed--Experiment Results (unit: Joule)
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Figure 49. Energy observed vs. energy predicted for a two-layer padding material. Blue line shows perfect
fit.

A two sample t-test was conducted between the observed and predicted data. The p-value from
the two t-test was 0.143, showing that there was no difference between the observed and
predicted values. Table 13 shows energy predicted and calculated from experiment.
Table 13. Energy predicted and calculated from experiment.

Predicted
Observed

Mean (Joule)
0.597
0.623

StDev (Joule)
0.113
0.114

7.4. Conclusions
This study confirmed that the apple flesh firmness did not change after 99 drops if apples were
not bruised. Apple flesh firmness did not affect energy absorbed by the padding material. As a
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result, the choice of padding material for the apple harvest-assist unit does not need to consider
the apple flesh firmness and apple shape. The energy absorption model was established by
analyzing the data of thicknesses of 1.27 cm and 3.81 cm, and validated by applying the data of
2.54 cm. thickness. This model is useful in the padding material thickness selection for the apple
harvest-assist unit. Future work considering apple internal energy, and padding material
temperature change needs to be conducted to optimize the model. Economic analysis on padding
materials needs to be conducted for the reason that the padding material thickness affects the
material price to a large extent.
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CHAPTER 8
ERGONOMIC ANALYSIS OF APPLE HARVEST ACTIVITIES USING RAPID
UPPER LIMB ASSESSMENT (RULA) METHOD
If you're changing the world, you're working on important things. You're excited to get
up in the morning.
Larry Page (1973 - )
Co-founder of Google Inc.

ABSTRACT
The postures of manual apple harvesters were evaluated in this research. There has been little
research that focuses on identifying the awkward activities and postures of human pickers during
the apple harvest process, though back, neck, and shoulder strains are common. This research
categorized the apple harvest work into 12 activities. The Rapid Upper Limb Assessment
(RULA), which is a method of analyzing postures, was then applied to identify the awkward
postures that occurred during apple harvest. Results indicated awkward postures of the following
activities: climbing down the ladder, dumping apples, picking high apples (standing on the
ladder), picking low apples (standing on the ladder), picking high apples (standing on the
ground), picking low apples (standing on the ground), and moving the ladder. In addition,
potential reasons for each awkward posture were given. The results also demonstrated that
pickers spent 63.5% of work time under awkward postures that needed to be changed soon or
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immediately. The RULA method had a higher correlation for the same apple cultivar trees than
for different apple cultivar trees.

8.1. Introduction
Apples, because of susceptibility to bruising, are still hand-harvested by migrant and seasonal
farm workers. Major apple harvest work requires a variety of activities, including awkward
postures: moving ladders in the field, stooping down to release apples to the bottom of the bin,
stretching to reach high apples, and climbing up or down a ladder with fully or partially fully
filled buckets (Earle-Richardson et al., 2005). The awkward postures have been demonstrated by
a host of researchers to be related to musculoskeletal disorders. Sakakibara et al. (1995) showed
evidence that overhead work was related to shoulder and neck disorders among farmers, due to
arm elevation and head extension. Bernard (1997) concluded that workers working under
awkward postures were at increased risk for shoulder, back and upper extremity musculoskeletal
disorders. Proto and Zimbalatti (2010) found the occurrence of work-related musculoskeletal
disorders of the upper limbs was associated with the awkward postures.
Researchers initiated studies on exploring the relationship between awkward postures of apple
harvest activities and musculoskeletal strains, especially on the neck, back, and shoulder. EarleRichardson et al. (2004) identified the most awkward postures were heavily occurring with arm
postures, and workers spent 59% of working time with one or both elbows over the shoulder.
Fulmer et al. (2002) observed ergonomic exposures in apple harvesting, and concluded the
awkward postures, sometimes associated with forces, were related to shoulder and back strain.
Earle-Richardson et al. (2006b) demonstrated that awkward postures contributed to the neck and
shoulder disorders, and quantified hazardous postures with time percentage.
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McAtamney and Corlett (1993) developed and validated the Rapid Upper Limb Assessment
(RULA) method, which was designed to investigate work-related upper limb disorders. Dockrell
et al. (2012) applied RULA to assess children’s computing posture, and showed the reliability of
RULA. Massaccesi et al. (2003) investigated rubbish-collection vehicle drivers, and showed the
trunk and neck RULA scores were significantly associated with self-reported pain. Fountain
(2003) examined three working postures with computers, and demonstrated the RULA method
identified hazardous postures. Drinkaus et al. (2003) used the RULA method to assess the tasks
in automotive assembly plants, and Sharan and Ajeesh (2012) applied the RULA approach
examining IT professionals from India. Both research studies revealed that the posture-based
RULA scores were strongly associated with body pain.
It has been demonstrated that the apple harvest activities (mainly awkward harvesting postures
and loads) were causing musculoskeletal disorders to the neck, back, and shoulder strains.
However, the popular approach used in conducting ergonomic analysis of apple harvest activities
is the Posture-Activities-Tools-Handling (PATH), which was developed based on Ovaco
Working posture Analysis System (OWAS). For the OWAS, unfortunately, little detail is given
to the upper limbs (Freivalds et al., 2006). The PATH approach does not consider the shoulder,
neck, and back in detail. However, the RULA method considers all the potential affecting
factors, including upper arm, lower arm, wrist, wrist twist, neck, trunk (back), and leg. Thus, the
RULA method can describe and assess the apple harvest activities in a more detailed and
accurate approach. In addition, as the current research mainly concentrates on the time
percentage of each activity, the categorization of activity is not detailed. For example, the
postures are different for picking high apples and low apples, though both activities belong to
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picking. Thus, picking high apples and picking low apples should have different effects on the
cause of musculoskeletal disorders.
The objectives of this research were to: 1) check the RULA Grand Score differences between left
and right arm based evaluation; 2) categorize apple harvest activities, and assess the categorized
apple harvest activities using the RULA method; and 3) identify the awkward postures and time
percentage of these postures during the whole process of apple harvest.

8.2. Materials and Methods
8.2.1. Subjects and orchard
Two apple tree varieties were studied in this research, ‘Gala’ and ‘Fuji’. One experiment was
conducted for each variety. In the first experiment, 10 ‘Gala’ apple trees (mean height 337±25
cm) were hand-harvested by two pickers (mean height 179±6 cm), who were identified as
“picker one” and “picker two”. In the second experiment, 30 ‘Fuji’ apple trees (mean height
265±20 cm) were hand-harvested by two pickers (mean height 174±1 cm), identified as “picker
three” and “picker four”.

8.2.2. RULA method
The postures during apple harvest activities adopted by each subject were assessed using the
RULA method. There are two groups to assess in the RULA method. Group A from figure 50
assesses upper arm, lower arm, wrist, and wrist twist, for the left or right arm, and this yields the
Upper Limb Score.
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Figure 50. The RULA posture assessment tool (McAtamney and Corlett, 1993).

Group B from figure 50 assesses neck, trunk, and legs, and this yields the Trunk Score. The
Upper Limb Score and Trunk Score both need to be adjusted under the following conditions:


Add 1 to the score if the posture is mainly static;



Add 1 to the score if a 2 to 10 kg intermittent load is handled;



Add 2 to the score if a 2 to 10 kg static load is handled;



Add 3 to the score if a load above 10 kg is handled.

Because the empty picking bucket used in this experiment weighs about 3 kg, it always had a 3
kg static load on the trunk. The static load increases with more apples being temporarily stored in
the bucket before being fully filled. Trunk Score needs to add 2 even though there are no apples
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being stored in the bucket because the load of the empty picking bucket is a 2 to 10 kg static
load.
Twenty randomly selected harvested apples from each experiment were weighed to obtain the
averaged apple mass. For experiment one, the average weight per ‘Gala’ apple was 190 g, and
when 37 ‘Gala’ apples were stored temporarily in the bucket, the total weight of the bucket and
the stored apples was above 10 kg. For experiment two, the average weight per ‘Fuji’ apple was
142 g, and when 49 ‘Fuji’ apples were stored temporarily in the bucket, the total weight of the
bucket and the stored apples was above 10 kg. Since the load was above 10 kg, 3 was added to
the Trunk Score for both experiments.
The adjusted Upper Limb Score and the adjusted Trunk Score together yield a final Grand Score,
which is a rudimentary musculoskeletal disorder risk level. The Grand Score correlates the
observed posture into an Action Level that indicates the required intervention (table 14).
Table 14. Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) scores and indications (Dockrell et al., 2012).
Action Level
1
2
3
4

Grand Score
1 or 2
3 or 4
5 or 6
7 or 8

Indications
The postures are under acceptable conditions.
The postures may need to change.
The postures need to change soon.
The postures need to change immediately.

Thus, in this ergonomic analysis of apple harvest activities, if the Grand Score is equal to or less
than 4, it means the posture is generally safe and comfortable; if the Grand Score is greater than
or equal to 5, it means this specific posture is awkward and/or hazardous, potentially causing
musculoskeletal injuries. The postures with RULA Grand Score greater than or equal to 5 require
changing soon or immediately.
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8.2.3. Procedures
In experiment one, each picker harvested five ‘Gala’ trees. For all the trees, pickers only
harvested apples from the side facing him. Because the wires go through the center of the apple
canopies, pickers could not go to the other side of the canopy. This matches how people harvest
apples in the actual orchard conditions. While the harvesting activities progressed, the process
was filmed by a video camera (Sony HDR-CX550V 64 GB High Definition Handy Camcorder,
Sony Corp., Japan). The person responsible for taking the videos was required to keep the
camera at his eye-height, because this is the right position for observing the apple harvesting
activities.
In experiment two, each picker harvested 15 ‘Fuji’ trees. All other settings and requirements
were exactly the same as experiment one. Videos then recorded the pickers’ harvest activities.

8.2.4. Video frame extraction
This research focused on identifying the hazardous activities by evaluating postures. Each
activity consisted of many postures, and through evaluating each posture, the activity was
assessed.
The key in identifying the frequency of extracting video frames was to ensure each activity was
assessed without missing any single one. As it is reasonable to assume that no activity can be
accomplished in less than 0.5 seconds, frames were extracted from the videos by applying Adobe
Photoshop CS6 (Adobe System Inc., San Jose, Cali., US) at the frequency of two frames per
second (fps).
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8.2.5. RULA rating process
This research sampled 50 frames (five groups with 10 frames per group) and compared whether
or not there was a difference between Grand Score values for the left and right. Results (section
8.3.1) demonstrated that it was reasonable, in evaluating Group A, to choose either side of the
pickers to assess. In this specific research, the side more visible to the camera was selected for
assessment. Hence, for a specific picker, his left arm may be assessed in one frame, while his
right arm may be assessed in another frame.
The rating process was the same for each frame as follows: 1) the most observable body side was
selected; 2) the upper arm, lower arm, wrist, and wrist twist were assessed individually based on
Group A of figure 50, after which the Upper Limb Score was obtained; 3) the neck, trunk and
legs were assessed individually following Group B of figure 50, after which the Trunk Score was
obtained; 4) the Trunk Score was adjusted, depending on the weight of apples being temporarily
stored in the bucket; 5) the Upper Limb Score and the adjusted Trunk Score were combined to
determine the Grand Score. The Grand Score is the assessed result of the posture in a frame.
Dockrell et al. (2012) demonstrated that the RULA Grand Score had higher intra-rater reliability
than inter-rater reliability. There was only one rater in this research for assessment of each frame.
Before conducting the rating work, this rater was trained by an expert in using the RULA
method.
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8.3. Results
8.3.1. RULA Grand Score differences between left and right arm based evaluations
When pickers harvest apples, their upper arms, lower arms, wrists, and wrists twist may be
partially hidden from view by tree limbs, or even by the pickers’ trunks. It is reasonable to
compare the difference between left and right arm based RULA evaluations.
Twenty frames (Group 1 and 2) and 30 frames (Group 3, 4 and 5), five groups in total, with 10
frames of each group, were randomly selected from experiment one and experiment two,
respectively. Each frame was assessed twice – one was based on the left arm, and the other was
based on the right arm. The potential score differences occur only on the Upper Limb Score and
Grand Score, while not on the Trunk Score. Two Grand Scores for each frame were obtained,
which were then compared to check whether differences between right and left arm based Grand
Score existed.
Table 15 shows the difference between left and right arm based frame evaluations. If the Grand
Score value of the left arm is different from that of the right arm, this frame is counted as having
a difference based on different side evaluations. For a group, the number of counted frames was
divided by the group frame number (10 frames for each group) to obtain the ratio. The ratio of
frames having different indications based on different side evaluations has the same calculation
principle, except using the frame number having different indications (table 14). The average
ratio of frames having different Grand Scores based on different side evaluation is 14% (±9%).
These differences occurred in five conditions: 1) the left arm based RULA Grand Score was 5,
while the right arm based RULA Grand Score was 6; 2) the left arm based RULA Grand Score
was 6, while the right arm based RULA Grand Score was 5; 3) the left arm based RULA Grand
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Score was 5, while the right arm based RULA Grand Score was 4; 4) the left arm based RULA
Grand Score was 4, while the right arm based RULA Grand Score was 5; and 5) the left arm
based RULA Grand Score was 7, while the right arm based RULA Grand Score was 6.
Table 15. Results of differences on Grand Score between left and right arm based frame evaluation.

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5

Ratio of frames having different Grand
Scores based on different side evaluation
0.20
0.10
0.20
0.00
0.20

Ratio of frames having different indications
based on different side evaluation
0.00
0.10
0.10
0.00
0.00

This research aimed at identifying the awkward postures that would potentially cause strains for
the apple pickers. Condition 1 (RULA Grand Score differences of 5 and 6) and condition 3
(RULA Grand Score differences of 6 and 7) do not affect the final decision on the posture,
because all Grand Scores above 5 suggest the posture needs to change, no matter soon or
immediately. Condition 2 (RULA Grand Score differences of 4 and 5), however, does affect the
final decision on the activity, because Grand Score 4 means the postures may need to change,
while Grand Score 5 indicates the posture needs to change soon. When only considering the
second condition affecting the final decision, only 4% (±5%) of the assessed frames give a
different outcome based on which side of the body is chosen (right or left arm). Therefore, it is
reasonable to choose the more visible side for posture assessment the following two reasons: 1)
only one side of the body is visible in most frames; and 2) only 4% of the assessed frames have a
different outcome depending on whether left or right arm was chosen for assessment.
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8.3.2. Apple harvest activity categorization and assessment of the postures from extracted
frames
Previous research (Earle-Richardson et al., 2004) categorized the apple harvest activities mainly
in six activities: picking apples, placing or moving apples in bag and adjusting bag, climbing the
ladder, emptying bag into bin, carrying the ladder, and walking. In this research, to get a more
accurate RULA Grand Score, the activities need to be categorized in a more detailed approach.
For example, the RULA Grand Score may be different between walking with a fully filled
bucket and walking with an empty bucket. This research categorized the activities in a more
detailed way as shown in table 16.
Table 16. Different pickers' RULA Grand Score (RGS) and time percentage (TP) under each categorized
activity. N/A means this activity did not occur.

Activity
Picking low apples (standing on the
ground)
Picking middle apples (standing on the
ground)
Picking high apples (standing on the
ground)
Moving the ladder
Climbing up the ladder
Picking low apples (standing on the
ladder)
Picking middle apples (standing on the
ladder)
Picking high apples (standing on the
ladder)
Climbing down the ladder
Walking to the bin
Dumping apples
Walking away from the bin

Picker 1
RGS
TP

Picker 2
RGS
TP

Picker 3
RGS
TP

Picker 4
RGS
TP

5.34

10.5%

5.69

8.8%

5.78

8.6%

5.77

5.3%

4.28

10.6%

4.07

20.0%

4.49

17.2%

4.57

27.8%

5.70
6.22
4.56

17.8%
3.1%
2.5%

5.58
5.87
4.77

15.1%
2.9%
2.9%

5.81
6.40
4.79

9.0%
6.7%
5.0%

5.42
6.25
4.97

8.5%
5.5%
6.1%

5.60

0.2%

5.75

0.3%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.41

23.5%

4.53

27.0%

4.55

27.0%

4.82

25.5%

5.77
5.06
4.86
5.22
3.79

18.1%
2.4%
2.4%
4.4%
4.3%

5.69
5.21
4.74
5.12
4.18

12.1%
3.5%
1.8%
4.5%
1.1%

5.59
5.20
5.00
5.54
4.59

9.1%
5.2%
3.1%
5.2%
3.8%

5.32
4.76
5.00
5.77
4.52

2.2%
6.7%
3.9%
4.7%
3.8%
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In table 16, the apple harvest activities are categorized into 12 items. When pickers harvest
apples, they may stoop to pick low apples, may stretch to reach high apples, and may stand in
neutral to pick middle apples. Low apples, high apples, and middle apples are relative to the
picker’s height. For a person standing still with the bucket shoulder strap looped once over each
shoulder, crossing the back, the apples below the canvas bottom of the bucket are the low apples,
the apples above the canvas bottom of the bucket and below the shoulder-height of the picker are
the middle apples, and the apples above the shoulder-height that the picker can reach by standing
on the ground are the high apples. The low, middle, and high apples have the same meaning
when a picker harvests apples by standing on a ladder. Activities related to a ladder are
categorized into three items: moving the ladder, climbing up the ladder, and climbing down the
ladder, because each may have different RULA scores. When pickers go to dump apples into the
bin, three activities are categorized to finish this work: walking to the bin, dumping apples, and
walking away from the bin. The activity of walking away from the bin also includes searching
for the next tree to harvest after dumping.
In total, 14191 frames (3238, 6316, 2896, and 1741 frames for picker one, two, three, and four,
respectively) were categorized and assessed in this research. Table 16 shows different pickers’
RULA Score and time percentage under each categorized activity.

8.3.3. Identification of awkward postures and time percentage
If the assessed RULA Grand Score is greater than or equal to 5, it means this posture needs to
change soon or immediately. Activities consist of postures, and the averaged RULA Grand Score
of postures constitutes the RULA Grand Score of the activity. As a result, activities with the
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RULA Grand Score greater than or equal to 5 are considered as awkward and/or dangerous as
shown in table 16. Table 17 shows each picker’s time percentage under awkward postures.
Table 17. Each picker's time percentage under different RULA Scores (greater than or equal to 5).
RGS 5
RGS 6
Picker 1
17.6%
41.1%
Picker 2
24.0%
35.2%
Picker 3
34.4%
29.4%
Picker 4
28.1%
26.6%
RGS stands for RULA Grand Score.

RGS 7
4.4%
1.6%
5.6%
5.8%

Total
63.1%
60.8%
69.4%
60.5%

8.3.4. Correlation of RULA Grand Score on different pickers
The results shown in table 18 reflected the regression relationship of the RULA Grand Score on
activities between either two pickers. There is high correlation between the same cultivar trees,
as shown by the r2 values for ‘Gala’ 0.9, for ‘Fuji’ 0.85, averaged 0.875. The difference measures
(RMSE and MAE) are within acceptable ranges. The correlation between different cultivars trees
is lower, with the r2 values 0.90, 0.69, 0.73, and 0.89, averaged 0.8. In addition, the difference
measures (RMSE and MAE) are higher than that of the same cultivar trees.
Table 18. RULA Grant Score regression results between pickers. RMSE is root mean square error, and
MAE is mean absolute error.
Pickers

r2

Regression Equation

RMSE

MAE

Picker 1 and picker 2

0.90

Rpicker 2 = 0.8223 x Rpicker 1 + 0.914

0.20

0.16

Picker 3 and picker 4

0.85

Rpicker 4 = 0.8239 x Rpicker 3 + 0.8726

0.21

0.19

Picker 1 and picker 3

0.90

Rpicker 3 = 0.8135 x Rpicker 1 + 1.1661

0.20

0.18

Picker 2 and picker 4

0.69

Rpicker 4 = 0.7369 x Rpicker 2 + 1.4824

0.31

0.23

Picker 1 and picker 4

0.73

Rpicker 4 = 0.6537 x Rpicker 1 + 1.9164

0.29

0.26

Picker 2 and picker 3

0.89

Rpicker 3 = 0.9329 x Rpicker 2 + 0.5467

0.21

0.19
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8.4. Discussion
After checking RULA Grand Score differences between left and right arm based assessment, the
results showed 96% of the frames had no difference in identifying whether the posture was
awkward or not. Considering the actual condition that there was only one side of arms being
more visible in a frame, it was reasonable to choose the visible side to assess. This conclusion
may be applied in other research related to applying RULA method.
In the categorized apple harvest activities, the activity of picking low apples while standing on
the ladder occurred rarely. This activity only accounted for 0.2% and 0.3% of the whole
harvesting time, for picker one and picker two, respectively. In addition, picker three and picker
four did not engage in this activity. This was because this activity was potentially hazardous.
When a picker, standing on a ladder harvesting apples, stooped or bent to pick low apples, the
body center of gravity may shift off the ladder, increasing the incidence of falling. For safety
reasons, pickers would seldom conduct this activity.
One picker harvested five apple trees in experiment one, while 15 trees in experiment two. Under
the same frame extraction frequency, however, the frame number of experiment one is much
larger than the frame number of experiment two. This is because the tree in experiment one is
‘Gala’, which is much larger and higher, having a large fruit yield. The tree in experiment two is
‘Fuji’, which is much smaller and lower, having a smaller fruit yield. The other potential reason
is that pickers harvest apples at a lower efficiency when working on a ladder than on the ground,
and there are more apples requiring usage of ladders to harvest the high ‘Gala’ trees than the
short ‘Fuji’ trees.
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Based on table 16, the awkward activities are identified and the potential reasons are shown in
table 19. The RULA Grand Score of walking away from the bin (4.27±0.37) is 12.9% smaller
than that of walking to the bin (4.90±0.37). The only difference between the two activities is the
bucket being empty for the former activity, while fully filled for the latter, and the difference is
around 17 kg. In addition, this weight of 17 kg is one important reason that the labor pool for
apple harvest is small, because not all potential agricultural employees can work under this load
for a long time.
Table 19. Awkward activities identification and potential reasons.
Awkward activities
Picking low apples (standing on the
ground)
Picking high apples (standing on the
ground)
Moving the ladder
Picking low apples (standing on the
ladder)
Picking high apples (standing on the
ladder)

Potential reasons
Pickers need to stoop or bend to reach low apples.
Pickers need to stretch body to reach high apples.
The ladder is heavy, with arms abducted and wrist twisted to hold
a ladder.
Pickers need to stoop or bend to reach low apples.

Pickers need to stretch body, and keep balance on a ladder.
Pickers hold the partially or fully filled bucket and keep balance
Climbing down the ladder
on a ladder.
Dumping apples
Pickers need to bend to dump apples at the bottom of the bin.
Activity of climbing down the ladder is identified as awkward because the average RULA Grand Score of
the four pickers is above 5.

The Grand Score (5.06±0.21) of climbing down the ladder activity is 6% larger than the Grand
Score (4.77±0.17) of climbing up the ladder activity. Two potential reasons are: 1) pickers have a
bucket filled with more apples when they climb down the ladder than climbing up the ladder; and
2) climb up the ladder is easier than climb down the ladder, because pickers can see the rungs
when climbing up, while not when climbing down.
A change is not needed for picking middle apples, regardless of standing on the ground (Grand
Score 4.35±0.23) or on a ladder (Grand Score 4.58±0.17). A potential reason for the Grand Score
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of standing on the ground is 5% lower than standing on the ladder is that pickers can move easily
on the ground. For some apples, pickers can move a tiny step to pick and avoid awkward
postures. However, pickers need to stretch or bend to pick apples in the same position if standing
on the ladder.
The Grand Score for picking high apples while standing on ground (5.63±0.17), is 0.7% higher
than the Grand Score for standing on the ladder (5.59±0.2), and both activities need to change
soon. Standing on ground had a 0.7% higher Grand Score than standing on the ladder because
pickers stretch their bodies to a more extreme posture for high apples when standing on the
ground. However, to prevent from falling off ladders, pickers do not stretch extremely when
working on a ladder.
The Grand Score of picking low apples while standing on the ground (5.65±0.21) nearly matches
the Grand Score of standing on the ladder (5.68±0.11). Both activities need to change soon.
However, pickers, for safety reasons, seldom pick low apples when standing on the ladder. One
potential solution is to prune the apple trees to eliminate the low branches. The other potential
solution is to keep the low apple tree limbs long. As a result, when pickers harvest low apples,
they can stand still, not bend or stoop, to pick apples by holding the end of the long limb high.
The RULA method has higher correlation between the same cultivar trees, with an averaged r2
value 0.875, while an averaged r2 value 0.8 for different cultivar trees. The potential reason is
that each apple cultivar trees has its own characters, such as yield, shape, and apple distribution,
and these characteristics affect the RULA Grand Score of each activity. For example, some apple
cultivar trees have apples at the surface of the canopy, while some cultivar trees have apples at
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the inside of the canopy. Under this condition, even for picking the same middle level apples, the
RULA Grand Score may be different.
The apple harvest activities are prone to cause musculoskeletal disorders, because 63.5% of
harvest time (table 17), pickers are working under postures that need to change soon or
immediately. Considerable research was conducted aiming at reducing the awkward postures and
loads on the apple pickers, to decrease musculoskeletal disorders. Earle-Richardson et al. (2006)
assessed the hip belt usage with apple buckets in laboratory, and demonstrated that it reduced
muscle activity. Zhang et al. (2014) developed an apple harvest-assist device, and working on
this device eliminated the activity of moving the ladder, and decreased the frequency of awkward
activities, such as climbing down the ladder, and dumping apples. By working on this harvestassist device, the incidence of apple harvest musculoskeletal disorders will be potentially
decreased.
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CHAPTER 9
ERGONOMIC AND EFFICIENCY COMPARISONS BETWEEN AN APPLE
HARVEST-ASSIST UNIT AND CONVENTIONAL APPLE HARVEST
METHOD
If something's important enough you should try. Even if you – the probable outcome
is failure.
Elon Musk (1971 - )
Co-founder of Tesla Motors, SpaceX, and Paypal.

ABSTRACT
Seasonal and migrant orchard workers are still hand-harvesting apples in the U.S., causing
musculoskeletal disorders, mainly on the neck, shoulder, and back/trunk. An apple harvest-assist
unit, aimed at decreasing musculoskeletal disorders and increasing harvest efficiency, was
evaluated in this research. Conventional apple harvest activities were categorized and evaluated
using the Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) method, and awkward activities were
identified. This harvest-assist unit increased the overall apple harvest efficiency by 28.6%.
Simultaneously, awkward activities of ladder descending, moving a ladder, and picking high
apples while standing on a ladder were eliminated by applying the harvest-assist unit. Time
percentage of awkward postures was decreased from 65.0% of the whole harvest process in
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conventional apple harvest approach to 43.3% of the whole harvest process in harvest-assist unit
approach.

9.1. Introduction
Currently, apples are hand-harvested by seasonal and migrant workers, and this work includes
awkward activities, such as ladder climbing, bending forward to release apples, moving a ladder,
and walking with a partially fully or fully filled 19 kg bucket (Earle-Richardson et al., 2004).
Conventional apple harvest work causes pickers to experience occupational health problems,
such as neck, back, and shoulder strains (Earle-Richardson et al. 2006a). Fulmer et al. (2002)
observed apple harvesting ergonomic exposures, and identified the contact stress of the shoulder
strap, and awkward postures (associated with picking, carrying, and transferring apples) were
contributors to strain problems. Earle-Richardson et al. (2005), Earle-Richardson et al. (2006b)
and Freivalds et al. (2006) developed and tested an ergonomic hip belt to assist in redistributing
weight from the shoulder to hip. However, field tests showed this hip belt did not significantly
reduce loading on the shoulder, and workers were not prone to use this belt, raising concerns that
the harvest operation was being impacted negatively. Apple mechanical harvesting is a potential
method to decrease awkward activities.
Considerable research was conducted on apple mechanical harvesting, due to decreasing
availability of apple pickers and increasing labor costs. Since the 1980s, apple growers found it
increasingly difficult to obtain qualified labor for hand-harvesting apples (Domigan et al., 1988).
Berlage and Langmo (1979) and Monroe (1982) developed apple harvesters based on the
principle of “shake-and-catch”, and concluded the harvested apples were severely damaged.
LeFlufy (1982a, 1982b, and 1983) developed an apple harvester applying the combing technique
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instead of the “shake-and-catch” approach, to decrease apple bruising incidence, and field
experiments showed that up to 90% of the fruits could be collected with 85% of them being
Class I fruit. Peterson and Wolford (2003) and Peterson and Bennedsen (2005) developed a twosided mechanical harvester, and demonstrated that the most serious problem was excessive cuts
and punctures.
The mechanical harvesting machines applying mass removal were unsuccessful in harvesting
fresh market apples due to high bruising incidence, and researchers shifted to focus on
developing labor mobile platforms, which assisted pickers with apple harvest (Schupp et al.,
2011). Peterson and Miller (1996) initiated the harvest aid research, and observed the quality of
harvested apples being the same between conventional hand-harvesting and utilizing a harvest
aid. Peterson (2005) continued the harvest aid concept and developed a mobile platform.
Although this mobile platform had the potential to improve worker productivity by 22%, the fruit
damage was unacceptable for fresh market. Luo et al. (2012) used an Impact Recording Device
(IRD) to evaluate potential bruise damage of a newly developed vacuum apple harvester (VAH),
and concluded 99.6% of apples harvested by this machine would be in the U.S. Extra Fancy
grade. The VAH is the only apple harvest-assist mobile platform to be commercially available in
U.S. marketplace (Milkovich, 2013).
However, the VAH has a high price, making it unaffordable and uneconomic for small orchards.
Researchers at The Pennsylvania State University developed a low-cost apple harvest-assist unit,
aiming at harvesting apples destined for fresh market (Zhang et al., 2014). The objectives
presented in this paper were to: 1) compare the conventional apple harvest approach and the lowcost apple harvest-assist unit on apple harvest activities ergonomic analysis, and 2) compare the
harvest efficiency of the two approaches.
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9.2. Materials and methods
9.2.1. Conventional apple harvest approach
In the U.S., apples are still hand-harvested and stored in a bucket temporarily (Earle-Richardson
et al., 2006). When the bucket is filled, it can weigh as much as 19 kg (42 lbs). Harvest workers
carry this bucket on one side or in front, held by canvas or nylon straps fastened around either
one or both shoulders, and walk to the collection bin, where they bend forward and release
apples to the bottom of the bin. For high apples that pickers cannot reach by standing on the
ground, they need to use a ladder to harvest. Harvest activities involved with a ladder mainly
include moving a ladder, ladder climbing/descending with partially or fully filled buckets,
leaning to one side to pick apples while standing on a ladder, and stretching the body to pick
apples.

9.2.2. Apple harvest-assist unit approach
As high apples on the tree cannot be achieved by pickers standing on the ground, ladders are
necessarily used in harvesting these apples. Using ladders has two major disadvantages: 1)
decreasing the harvest efficiency due to the activities of moving a ladder and ladder
climbing/descending that are not directly associated to apple picking, and 2) increasing the risk
of falling off a ladder.
Harvest-assist concept targets these high apples involved with utilization of ladders. The apple
harvest-assist unit included two parts: an ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform and a harvest-assist
device. The harvest-assist device is mounted on the ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform (fig. 51).
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The ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform (fig. 51a) is AWD and powered by two 12 VDC batteries.
This platform is adjustable in height and width.

a

b

receiver
tube
manifold
distributor
bin

Figure 51. (a) ORSI Eco-pick mobile platform; (b) Harvest-assist device mounted on the ORSI Eco-pick
mobile platform being field tested.

The harvest-assist device was designed, fabricated and lab tested at The Pennsylvanian State
University Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering (Zhang et al., 2014). Two
field tests were conducted at the Fruit Research and Education Center (Adams County, PA),
during falls of 2013, and 2014, respectively. The first field test aimed at testing the performance
of the unit and confirming the components causing apple bruising. The unit was then improved
and field tested again during fall of 2014. Figure 51b shows the 2014 fall version of the harvestassist unit, which includes five components: receiver, tube, manifold, distributor, and bin. The
2014 fall prototype was used in this research. Two pickers were working simultaneously on this
unit. After an apple was picked from the tree, it was put onto the receiver. Then, apples went
through the tube and arrived at the manifold by gravity. The manifold changed the apple
direction from horizontal movement to vertical falling movement. After exiting the manifold,
apples came to the distributor and then accumulated in the bin.
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9.2.3. Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) Method
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) is a subjective observation method of posture analysis
(McAtamney and Corlett, 1993). Although the RULA method focuses more on upper limbs, it
also includes the lower body. Group A (fig. 52) consists of the upper arm, lower arm, wrist, and
wrist twist. Group B consists of the neck, trunk, and legs. Then, the score for Group A and
Group B need to be adjusted by considering the static/intermittent loads to obtain the Upper
Limb Score and Score C, which are then combined in a table to give a Grand Score. The Grand
Score is used to assign the evaluated posture into an Action Level (table 20) that indicates the
required intervention (Dockrell et al., 2012).
Table 20. Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) levels and indications (Dockrell et al., 2012).
RULA Grand Score
1 or 2
3 or 4
5 or 6
7 or more

Action Level
1
2
3
4

Indications
The posture is acceptable.
Further investigation is needed and changes may be required.
Investigation and changes are required soon.
Investigation and changes are required immediately.
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Figure 52. RULA posture scores for body parts Group A and Group B (McAtamney and Corlett, 1993).

Sharan and Ajeesh (2012) identified ergonomic risk factors in Indian IT professionals, and the
results showed a significant association between the regional body pain and the RULA score
existed. Massaccesi et al. (2003) investigated work-related disorders in truck drivers, and
indicated the RULA score level was associated with self-reported pains. Dockrell et al. (2012)
assessed children’s computing postures, and identified the RULA method was a reliability tool
especially for intra-rater. Hence, there was only one certain person conducting RULA rating
during this research.
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When applying the RULA method to evaluate the postures, if the RULA Grand Score is equal to
or above 5, it means this posture is awkward or even hazardous, potentially causing
musculoskeletal disorders; a RULA Score equal to or below 4 means this posture is generally
comfortable and safe.

9.2.4. Categorization of apple harvest activities
The apple harvest work is continuous, and it is difficult to do a comparison without quantifying
the work by each activity. To make the comparison between the conventional apple harvest
approach and the harvest-assist method possible, the apple harvest work is categorized into 12
activities and 10 activities, for the conventional harvest approach and the harvest-assist method,
respectively (table 21). In addition, this categorization makes using the RULA method to
evaluate activities possible. The RULA method only evaluates each posture, and activity consists
of postures. Hence, by averaging the posture’s RULA score, the activity is evaluated. An activity
includes many postures, and if indeed a few postures are hazardous, this activity can still be
acceptable if the mean of RULA GRAND Score is lower than the threshold (RULA Grand Score
5).
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Table 21. Categorized activities for conventional apple harvest approach and harvest-assist method. N/A
means this activity did not occur.
Conventional apple harvest approach
Picking low apples (standing on the ground)
Picking middle apples (standing on the ground)
Picking high apples (standing on the ground)
Moving a ladder
Ladder climbing
Picking low apples (standing on a ladder)
Picking middle apples (standing on a ladder)
Picking high apples (standing on a ladder)
Ladder descending
Walking to a bin
Dumping apples
Walking away from a bin

Harvest-assist apple harvest approach
Picking low apples (standing on the ground)
Picking middle apples (standing on the ground)
Picking high apples (standing on the ground)
Moving the unit (standing on the platform)
N/A
Picking low apples (standing on platform)
Picking middle apples (standing on platform)
Picking high apples (standing on platform)
N/A
Walking to a bin
Dumping apples
Walking away from a bin

When a picker stands on the ground in neutral positions, with the bucket shoulder strap looped
once over each other, crossing the back, the “low apples” stand for those below the bucket
bottom, the “middle apples” stand for those above the bucket bottom to the shoulder-height of
the pickers, and the “high apples” stand for those above the picker’s shoulders that the picker can
reach by standing on the ground. By assuming the picker stands on the harvest-assist unit instead
of on the ground and assuming the picker wears a bucket, the “low apples”, “middle apples”, and
“high apples” have the same meaning when working on the harvest-assist unit.
The difference between the conventional apple harvest approach and the harvest-assist method
only exists on the apples requiring a ladder for harvest. Apples that need to be harvested by
utilizing ladders in the conventional approach are going to be harvested by the harvest-assist
unit. Apples harvested by standing on the ground in the conventional approach remain the same
harvest approach. Hence, the major differences between the two approaches are related to the
usage of ladders. Activities of moving a ladder, ladder climbing and ladder descending are
eliminated by applying the harvest-assist method, and replaced by the activity of moving the unit
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while standing on the platform. For a certain amount of apples, the frequency of walking to the
bin, dumping apples, and walking away from the bin in the conventional approach will be lower,
because pickers standing on the harvest-assist unit do not engage these activities.
The time of loading and unloading bins for both approaches were not considered because both
the conventional and harvest-assist approaches need to utilize the tractor to distribute empty bins
in the field, and to move the fully filled bins to a certain place, and the time was reasonably
assumed to be the same.

9.2.5. Experimental procedures
The experiment was conducted at the Biglerville Fruit Research and Education Center (Adams
County, PA), during 21 Oct. to 23 Oct. 2014. Two pickers (mean height 174.0 ± 1.4 cm) were
involved in this experiment, and ‘Fuji’ apple trees were tested (fig. 53).

Figure 53. Two pickers harvesting apples using the conventional approach.

Each picker harvested 15 consecutive trees in a column using the conventional approach, and the
two columns were adjacent (fig. 53). For each tree, pickers harvested only the half facing the
picker, because the wires went through the middle of the canopy, making it unavailable for
pickers to go though. During the harvesting process, one person held the video camera (Sony
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HDR-CX550V 64 GB High Definition Handy Camcorder, Sony Corp., Japan) and recorded the
whole process (video one). The camera was held at the eye-height of the holder, because this was
the right position for observing apple harvest activities.
Each picker harvested 15 consecutive trees in a column by standing on the platform. In addition,
the two columns were adjacent (fig. 54), exactly the same two columns as the conventional
harvesting experiment. As with the harvesting using the conventional approach, each picker only
harvested the half facing the picker. When the two pickers were harvesting apples using this
harvest-assist unit, one person used a video camera (Sony HDR-CX550V 64 GB High Definition
Handy Camcorder, Sony Corp., Japan) to record the whole harvest process (video two). The
camera was held at the eye-height of the holder, because this was the right position for observing
apple harvest activities.

Figure 54. Two pickers harvesting apples on the harvest-assist unit.

9.2.6. Comparison on efficiency
The efficiency comparison was based on the two videos (video one and video two). As all the
experiments were conducted in the same orchard with ‘Fuji’ apples, it was reasonable to assume
that the apples had similar weight. As a result, when evaluating efficiency of harvest, the unit
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was selected as apple number per second. Five groups, with ten apples for each group were
selected and weighed after picking as a sample to estimate the average weight. After obtaining
the averaged weight of apples, the selected unit of apple number per second could be translated
to the unit of kg per min.
Apples harvested in the conventional approach were categorized into two parts: harvesting
involved with ladders and harvesting not involved with ladders. This efficiency comparison only
focused on the apple harvest efficiency with using a ladder in the conventional approach.
In this experiment, it was reasonably assumed that the number of extremely high apples
(conventionally harvested by using a ladder) in the fifteen trees harvested by utilizing ladders
was the same as that of the fifteen trees harvested by the harvest-assist unit, because they were
all ‘Fuji’ trees, having similar yields. Video one was used to calculate the harvest time and count
the number of harvested apples for the conventional apple harvest approach. However, video two
only focused on apples harvested by the harvest-assist unit. The sections related to harvest
extremely high apples (ladder involved) were then cut away from video one, and the remaining
sections were saved as video three. The cut sections of activities in video one included moving a
ladder, ladder climbing, picking low apples (standing on a ladder), picking middle apples
(standing on a ladder), picking high apples (standing on a ladder), and ladder descending. After
counting the number of apples harvested by using the ladder (the extremely high apples), and
assuming the fully filled bucket could hold 20 kg of apples, the number of fully filled buckets for
apples harvested by using ladders was calculated to be six buckets. When the bucket was full, the
picker needed to engage these activities: walk to a bin, dump apples, and walk away from the
bin. When using the harvest-assist unit, these activities were eliminated. Hence, six procedures
of walking to bin, dumping apples, and walking away from the bin were eliminated from video
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three to obtain video four. Video two and video four were combined to get video five, which was
the whole process of harvesting 15 ‘Fuji’ apple trees for each picker by applying the harvestassist unit.
Each picker had different picking habit. Usually, each picker picked one or two apples at a time.
However, sometimes they picked three or even four (rarely) apples at a time. When using the
video to get the number of harvested apples, it was necessary to be very careful in counting. The
rater counting the number of apples from the video was very familiar with the two pickers’ habits
by observing their picking habit closely before the experiment. When the number of picked
apples could be observed clearly from the video, the rater gave his best estimation, based on his
experience with the two pickers.

9.3. Test results
9.3.1. Apple weight
Five groups, with ten apples per group, were sampled to weigh the mass of apples. The average
mass of an apple is 204 g. Thus, the conversion between apple number and apple mass was one
apple = 204 g. These data were used to calculate the number of apples for a bucket which could
contain 20 kg apples, approximately 100 apples.

9.3.2. Ergonomic analysis and time percentage for each activity of the conventional apple
harvest approach
The conventional harvest approach was evaluated by applying the RULA method. The frames
were extracted from video one at the frequency of 2 frames per second (fps). A total of 4637
frames were evaluated and the results are shown in table 22.
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Table 22. Evaluated RULA Grand Score and time percentage for each activity of the conventional apple
harvest approach.
Activities
Picking middle apples (standing on the ground)
Picking middle apples (standing on a ladder)
Walking to a bin
Ladder climbing
Walking away from a bin
Ladder descending
Dumping apples
Moving a ladder
Picking high apples (standing on a ladder)
Picking low apples (standing on the ground)
Picking high apples (standing on the ground)

RULA Grand Score
4.53
4.64
4.76
4.87
4.56
5.01
5.62
6.35
5.55
5.78
5.67

Time Percentage
21.2%
26.4%
3.4%
5.4%
3.8%
5.8%
5.0%
6.3%
6.5%
7.4%
8.8%

9.3.3. Ergonomic analysis and time percentage for each activity of the harvest-assist unit
method
This analysis was based on the previously combined video five. Each activity of applying the
harvest-assist approach was evaluated by applying the RULA method. Frames were extracted
from video five at the frequency of 2 frames per second (fps). A total of 1764 frames were
evaluated and the results are shown in table 23.
Table 23. Evaluated RULA Grand Score and time percentage for each activity of the harvest-assist
approach.
Activity
Dumping apples
Moving the platform
Picking high apples (standing on the ground)
Picking high apples (standing on the platform)
Picking low apples (standing on the ground)
Picking middle apples (standing on the ground)
Picking middle apples (standing on the platform)
Walking away from bin
Walking to bin

RULA Grand Score
5.53
3.05
5.67
4.41
5.76
4.53
3.82
4.70
4.62

Time Percentage
2.7%
15.9%
10.4%
1.9%
8.9%
24.2%
31.2%
2.0%
2.8%
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9.3.4. Efficiency comparison between conventional apple harvest approach and harvestassist unit method
The number of apples harvested by applying ladders and the time required for this purpose were
recorded from video one. For the harvest-assist unit method, video five was used to obtain the
number of picked apples and harvest time. Results are shown in table 24.
Table 24. Efficiency comparison between conventional apple harvest approach and harvest-assist method
on ladder-involved apple harvesting.
Harvest approach
Conventional harvest
Harvest-assist unit

Efficiency (harvested apple number per second)
0.44
0.69

From table 22, it was calculated that the time related to harvest ladder-involved apples was
50.4%, by adding together the time of picking middle apples while standing on a ladder, ladder
climbing, ladder descending, moving a ladder, and picking high apples while standing on a
ladder. Based on table 24, the harvest efficiency for the extremely high apples (need to use a
ladder to harvest in the conventional approach) increased 56.8% by applying the harvest-assist
unit. Thus, the overall efficiency increased 28.6% by applying the harvest-assist unit instead of
utilizing the conventional harvest approach.

9.3.5. Comfortable and awkward posture time percentage under conventional harvest
approach and harvest-assist method
Comfortable and awkward posture time percentages are key parameters to evaluate apple
harvesting work. The comfortable and awkward postures time percentages under each harvest
approach was compared (table 25). The awkward postures time percentage decreased from
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65.0% of the harvest time in the conventional approach to 43.3% of the harvest time in the
harvest-assist approach.
Table 25. Comfortable posture and awkward posture time percentage under conventional harvest
approach and harvest-assist method.
Conventional harvest approach
Harvest-assist approach
Comfortable postures
35.0%
56.7%
Awkward postures
65.0%
43.3%
Comfortable posture stand for those postures having RULA Grand Score 3 or 4; awkward postures stand
for those postures having RULA Grand Score 5 or 6 or 7.

9.4. Discussion and conclusions
From table 22, it is clear that the awkward activities for the conventional harvest approach
include ladder descending, dumping apples, moving a ladder, picking high apples while standing
on ladder, picking low apples while standing on the ground, and picking high apples while
standing on the ground. The activity of ladder descending, in the conventional approach, was
eliminated by applying the harvest-assist method.
The activity of dumping apples in the conventional approach was not eliminated entirely by the
harvest-assist method. However, by applying the harvest-assist approach, the time percentage for
dumping apples was decreased by 46%, and this was because when pickers were working with
the unit, they did not need to conduct the activity of dumping apples. The activity of moving a
ladder in the conventional approach, which had the highest value of RULA Grand Score among
all the conventional harvest activities, was eliminated entirely by utilizing the harvest-assist
approach. The activity of picking high apples while standing on ladder was eliminated by
applying the harvest-assist approach.
Activities of picking low apples while standing on the ground and picking high apples while
standing on the ground were all hazardous activities, regardless of conventional harvest approach
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or harvest-assist unit method. For the low apples, one suggestion is to keep the limb long. Hence,
pickers can hold one end when picking apples on a low limb, without bending or stooping. For
the high apples, the harvest unit can be lowered in the future to make people stand on the unit to
harvest these apples instead of picking them by standing on ground.
The categorized activity of picking low apples while standing on a ladder did not appear in table
21, and the potential reason was this activity being hazardous for pickers. When pickers bent or
stooped to pick low apples by standing on a ladder, this may shift their center of body weight off
a ladder, increasing the chance of falling off a ladder. To avoid this danger, pickers did not
engage this activity.
This harvest-assist unit apple harvest method indeed eliminated bucket utilization, decreasing the
working strength. For apples that needed to be harvested by standing on the ground, however,
pickers still needed to wear a bucket and dump apples in the bin. One potential research direction
is to add a conveyance device in the harvest unit for ground pickers, in which the bucket
utilization will be eliminated. Hence, the awkward activity of bin dumping (RULA Grand Score
5.62) will be entirely eliminated.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS
People who are unable to motivate themselves must be content with mediocrity, no
matter how impressive their other talents.
Andrew Carnegie (1835 – 1919)
Business Magnate & Philanthropist.

10.1. Conclusions
Currently, in the U.S., apples are still hand-harvested by pickers who carry them from a tree to a
bin in bushel buckets, being 19 kg when fully filled. Pickers wear the bucket on one side or in
front, held by canvass or nylon straps fastened around one or both shoulders during the entire
harvest process. Utilization of ladders is closely involved in the apple harvest, which exposes
pickers to the risks of fall hazards. The apple harvest work also causes occupational injuries. In
addition, the U.S. apple industry is in crisis, stemming mainly from close dependency on a large
seasonal workforce, coupled with shrinking labor pools of apple pickers and increased labor
costs. This project aimed at solving these problems, utilizing apple harvest-assist technology.
This study developed a low-cost harvest-assist unit, targeting fresh market apples. The unit
underwent preliminary field tests and improvement. The second-year field tests conducted in
2014 demonstrated that the unit had the potential to be commercialized, based on sufficiently
low bruising incidence that kept the apples from being reduced to a grade lower than Extra
Fancy.
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This research conducted ergonomic analysis on apple harvest work, through categorization of the
process into 12 activities. Through assessment of each activity by using the Rapid Upper Limb
Assessment (RULA) method, awkward activities were determined. Four awkward activities were
eliminated by using this harvest-assist unit compared to conventional ladder-based harvest.
Harvest activities using the harvest-assist unit were evaluated by applying RULA method, and
awkward posture time percentage using the harvest-assist unit was decreased compared to the
conventional apple harvest approach. Utilization of ladders was entirely eliminated by using this
harvest-assist unit in the apple harvest work, preventing fall hazards. In addition, the apple
harvest-assist unit improved harvest efficiency, and increased the labor pools through decreasing
strength demands.
More specifically, the following conclusions regarding this project were obtained:
1) Apple harvest-assist unit design and development. An apple harvest-assist unit prototype
was designed and fabricated, with two versions based on various speed-reduction
mechanisms, the cone-shaped distributor and the bush mechanism. Field tests indicated
that 100.0% and 98.5% harvested apples remained in Extra Fancy grade, with the coneshaped distributor and the brush mechanism mounted on the harvest-assist unit,
respectively. The high levels of apples remaining in the Extra Fancy grade after being
picked and conveyed to the bin through the harvest-assist device demonstrated the
potential for this unit to be commercialized.
2) Enhanced overall harvest efficiency. High apples conventionally harvested using ladders
were harvested utilizing the harvest-assist unit. The overall apple harvest efficiency,
including harvesting apples that did not require use of a ladder, increased by 28.6%
compared with the traditional apple harvest method.
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3) Enhanced high apple harvest efficiency. For high apples conventionally harvested using
ladders, the harvest efficiency increased by 95.0% when the harvest-assist unit was
utilized.
4) Conventional apple harvest work categorization. The traditional apple harvest work was
first categorized into 12 activities, including picking low apples while standing on the
ground, picking middle apples while standing on the ground, picking high apples while
standing on the ground, moving a ladder, ladder descending, picking low apples while
standing on a ladder, picking middle apples while standing on a ladder, picking high
apples while standing on a ladder, ladder climbing, walking to a bin, dumping apples, and
walking away from a bin.
5) Conventional apple harvest awkward posture activities identification. Awkward posture
activities in conventional apple harvest were first determined using the RULA method,
which included picking low apples while standing on the ground, picking high apples
while standing on the ground, moving a ladder, picking low apples while standing on a
ladder, picking high apples while standing on a ladder, ladder descending, and dumping
apples. In addition, potential reasons were first given for each awkward activity, and the
RULA method was first used to assess apple harvest work.
6) Awkward posture time percentage decrease. Awkward posture time percentage decrease
during harvest by applying the harvest-assist unit compared with that of the conventional
apple harvest approach. In the conventional apple harvest approach, pickers were
exposed 63.5% of working time to awkward postures that needed to change soon or
immediately. However, when the harvest-assist unit was involved, pickers spent 43.3% of
working time under awkward postures.
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7) Elimination of ladder utilization. Utilization of ladders in the conventional apple harvest
approach was entirely eliminated by using the harvest assist-unit, preventing fall hazards
from ladders.
8) Harvest activities on the harvest-assist unit. Harvest activities on the harvest-assist unit
were assessed using the RULA method, and all activities were ergonomically acceptable.

10.2. Future research suggestions
Due to time limitation of this Ph.D. project and the scope limitation of this dissertation, several
issues that were not addressed in this thesis are expected to be explored in future research:
1) The current apple harvest-assist unit mainly focuses on high apples which are
conventionally harvested using ladders. For those apples which are conventionally
harvested standing on the ground, pickers still need to wear a bucket, manually pick
apples, and dump apples in the bin. Future research should add a conveyance device for
the ground pickers, so pickers would not need to wear a bucket. This reduces hazardous
work, because this allows for the total removal of buckets and bin dumping.
2) The current apple harvest-assist unit is only field tested on apple cultivars of ‘Fuji’ and
‘Gala’. To validate the unit performance, other popular apple cultivars, such as ‘Golden
Delicious’ and ‘Honey Crisp’, need to be field tested.
3) One main aim of this Ph.D. study is to develop an apple harvest-assist unit prototype that
could potentially be commercialized. Field tests demonstrated its potential for
commercialization due to the low percentage of apples reduced from the Extra Fancy
grade. More work needs to be conducted coupled with industrial partners to
commercialize this prototype.
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4) The harvest-assist unit was designed to be attached to a multi-functional platform. The
platform needs to be validated for other orchard activities, such as pruning, wiring, and
other fruit harvesting.
5) The current speed-reduction mechanism has only one brush. A two-brush mechanism,
being horizontally parallel, needs to be designed and tested on apple bruising. Due to its
larger surface area which decreases the chance of apple-to-apple contact, the two-brush
mechanism should perform more satisfactorily than the single brush mechanism.
However, the two-brush mechanism should have higher costs than the single-brush.
Economic analysis needs to be conducted on making the more economical choice.
6) The brush on the current speed-reduction mechanism is free-spinning, and there is no
power unit. Future research needs to investigate powering the brush, and test the effects
of spinning on apple bruising.
7) Based on the posture analysis using the RULA method in this study, using the harvestassist unit does reduce the occupational injuries. However, the harvest efficiency is
increased when the harvest assist-unit is involved. Further research needs to investigate
the effect of increased harvest efficiency on occupational injuries.
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